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The Lewis Carnival Committee is calling on all businesses, charities, organisations and groups to get thinking about
float ideas for this year's Carnival on Saturday, August 3. There is also a need for volunteers on the day – from one
hour to the whole day – to host stalls, games, marshal the procession and to ensure the event is as safe and successful
as possible. To apply for a float or stall, to enquire about a lorry, to book space for a stall, or to volunteer on the day,
email thelewiscarnival@gmail.com Application forms to be submitted by July 5th. Photograph from Carnival 2018
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FAMILY FRIENDLY RESTAURANT
WITH OVER 30 YEARS SERVING THE ISLAND
3L]]DV IUHVKO\PDGH %XUJHUV.HEDEV
SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE

OPEN 7 DAYS

Tues-Thursday 12pm-2.30pm 4.30-10.30pm!

#late
till
9:
Friday-Saturday:
4pm
7$ #12pm-3pm
"
Sunday: 12pm till late (open all day Sunday)
24 South Beach Street, Stornoway, Isle of Lewis

Tel: 01851 700299
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chessman
By Annie Delin

A

senior art expert at one of the world’s top auction houses told
on Monday June 3rd of the ‘thrill’ of holding a rediscovered
Lewis Chessman in his hand, after it was brought in for valuation
by an Edinburgh family.
Alexander Kader, senior director of Sotheby’s Auction House and
the company’s head of European sculpture and works of art, was
heading for the company’s Edinburgh office from London, ahead of a
showing of a piece from the Lewis chess set tomorrow.
The chess piece was brought into Sotheby’s in London by an
Edinburgh family, who had been keeping it in a drawer since their
grandfather, an antiques dealer, bought it at auction in 1964, for £5.
Mr Kader was called to the counter to view the piece when the
family came in, something he describes as an everyday occurrence,
with most items brought in for valuation turning out to be of little
value.
But on this occasion the family, who want to remain anonymous,
were offering him something of rare and exceptional significance.
Their grandfather had bought the piece, which he had listed as
‘antique walrus tusk warrior chessman’, not knowing that he had
rediscovered one of the five pieces that went missing at the time the
chess pieces were first found.
The walrus tusk chessmen, found in sand dunes at Uig in 1831,
are believed to be of Norse or Icelandic origin. Eleven pieces are
at the National Museum of Scotland in Edinburgh and the British
Museum has 82 pieces, of which six are currently on long-term loan
to Museum nan Eilean at Lews Castle.
After discovery, the pieces were taken to Edinburgh and it is
believed that at that time one knight and four warders went missing.
The rediscovered piece is one of the missing warders – it has suffered
some damage, including losing its left eye,
Mr Kader said: “When I saw what it was, I was absolutely thrilled
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The rediscovered warder chessman. (Sotheby’s).

to bits. I am a medieval art specialist and this is one of the mythical
objects of medieval art.
“I couldn’t believe I was holding it in my hand. I grew up watching
Noggin the Nog and this warder has such a characterful face. It was
marvellous.
“Today all the chessmen are a pale ivory colour, but the new Lewis
Warder’s dark tone clearly has the potential to offer valuable and
fresh insight into how other Lewis chessmen may have looked in the
past.
“There is certainly more to the story of this warder still to be told,
about his life over the last 188 years since he was separated from his
fellow chessmen.”
Sotheby’s assessment of the fi nd states: “Rightly regarded as the
most famous chess pieces to have survived from the medieval world,
the remarkable hoard constituted the greatest ever discovery of
medieval chess pieces, and from the moment they were unearthed,
the Lewis Chessmen evoked their own mysterious world, steeped
in folklore, legend and the rich tradition of story-telling. They have
continued to inspire every new generation, from the classic British
1960s children’s animated television series, The Sagas of Noggin the
Nog, to, most recently, Harry Potter.
“The warders that made up the hoard are of two types: the majority
are bearded with a sword in their right hand and shields either at
their left side or in front, and three are shown biting the tops of their
shields, identifying them as the legendary Norse warriors known as
berserkers. The new Lewis Warder is completely consistent not only
with his fellow warders but also with the surviving group as a whole.”
The chessman is to be sold at Sotheby’s in London on July 2nd.
Its estimated sale value is between £600,000 and £1million.
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Leading experts in commercial and industrial
cleaning solutions.

CleanSquad
Making clean look great!
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Operating throughout
the Outer Hebrides

Your local fuel and
lubricant supplier

;LS!

Chinese Take Away



CleanSquadHS

Bespoke domestic, commercial and
hospitality laundry services.

Since 2008

01851 706 911
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INSURANCE THAT’S
ON YOUR DOORSTEP
Having a local office means we’re accessible, whether you
need to make changes to your policy or make a claim.
For a real conversation about your needs call
01851 703 935 or 01478 611 936, or pop into our branch
NFU Mutual Offices, Stornoway & Portree
Serving the Western Isles, Skye & Localsh
Agents of The National Farmers Union Mutual Insurance Society Limited.
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Hannah wins Isles memorial award Tribute to Willie
T

he Donald Stewart Memorial Trust award for 2019 has been
won by Hannah Macleod, from Tarbert, Harris, a 6th year
pupil in Sir E Scott School.

T

Despite a number of extremely strong nominations for the Award,
the Trust decided unanimously that this year’s award be made to
Hannah.

Willie was a rock of the community energy movement from its
very earliest days and meetings.

Hannah was selected by Trustees for achieving a number of tough
personal goals, despite facing her own personal challenges.

As the Clerk of the Melbost and Branahuie Grazings Committee,
he attended the very first meeting of local Grazings Clerks in the Point
and Sandwick area in 2005 which led eventually to the construction
of Beinn Ghrideag community wind farm ten years later in 2015.

The Trustees were highly impressed by Hannah’s commitment
to her studies and how she managed to make time to support and
represent causes both within school and also at community level.
Throughout 6th year Hannah has carried out her “prefect duties”
with great commitment and enthusiasm; has displayed excellent
leadership skills in chairing the Pupil Council, taking on the role
of DYW Ambassador, working with the upper primary pupils and
always eager and willing to assist at all school fundraising and social
events.
Hannah has also shared with pupils across the secondary
what it is like to live with a condition like Diabetes and was a
regular participant at the PSYV (Police Scotland Young Volunteer
programme).
Earlier this year, Hannah undertook Lifeguard training and gained
the necessary certifi cate of competency which enables her now to
assist with the primary pupils swimming block. Another fantastic
achievement.

He wasn’t just thinking of Beinn Ghrideag, successful though it proved
to be. Willie was always clear that community ownership was the right
model for all the Point and Sandwick Grazings and, in particular, for the
grazings of his own township in Melbost and Branahuie.
Aileen M MacSween, Headteacher, Sir E Scott School, Marina Murray,
The Donald Stewart Memorial Trust, Hannah Macleod and Donald
Martin, HM Lord-Lieutenant of the Western Isles

The Award, which is presented annually by the Donald Stewart
Memorial Trust, in memory of the long and distinguished service
provided by the late MP for the Western Isles, was presented to
Hannah by Donald Martin, Lord-Lieutenant of the Western Isles,
himself a Hearach, coming from Bunavoneader, Harris.

But the pinnacle of Hannah’s achievements and what most moved
the trustees was Hannah’s work in the Sgoil Àraich. Hannah has
demonstrated a real fl air in working with the young children in the
Sgoil Àraich and, following a placement in the Sgoil Àraich, has
passed her SVQ2 Qualification.

Chair of the Trustees, Margaret Martin said, “The Trustees were
highly impressed with the overall quality of this year’s submissions
but were unanimous in their decision to make the award to Hannah.

She has demonstrated the capacity to lead, with support, in the
Sgoil Àraich setting and has taken on responsibility in planning and
delivering activities and in working alongside the staff members. In
order to enable her to work in a Gaelic pre-school setting, Hannah,
who is not a fl uent Gaelic-speaker, is now aiming to develop her
Gaelic-speaking skills. Also, to pass her driving test.

“ I congratulate Hannah on winning this award and wish her well
in all that she does in the future. It is evident that we have a wealth
of talented young people in the Western Isles. I wish to thank the
schools for their continuing support with the competition, without
whom, the competition would not exist.”

“We were delighted to learn of Hannah’s many achievements both
within the school environment but also out with the school.

Queen’s Award for two island groups
C

omunn Eachdraidh Nis and Gàradh a’ Bhagh a’ Tuath are
among the 281 groups in the UK to receive this year’s
Queen’s Award for Voluntary Service, the highest award a
voluntary group can achieve in the UK.

Representatives from both groups will attend the Royal Garden
Party in Edinburgh on Wednesday 3 July along with other recipients
of this year’s award.
The awards will be presented to the groups in Ness and Northbay
by HM Lord-Lieutenant of the Western Isles Donald Martin at
ceremonies later this summer.
And this is only part of a Royal run of success for the Ness
district…since the Award was introduced in 2002 only two groups in
the Western Isles have previously received the Award - The Eoropie
Play Park (GAIN) in 2004 and Sporsnis in 2011.
Since its establishment in 1977, Comunn Eachdraidh Nis
has continued to grow, becoming a dynamic community hub
and providing vital local services. The organisation operates an
accredited museum featuring displays on various aspects of island
life, a local history archive, genealogical records for the whole North
Lewis area, as well as a café and gift shop.
Gàradh a’ Bhagh a’ Tuath (Northbay Gardens) in Barra, is known
as the “Gàradh” and has grown from small beginnings into a
vibrant social enterprise achieving Scottish Incorporated Charitable
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Macfarlane

he community energy movement in the islands have lost
a great and stalwart champion with the passing of Willie
Macfarlane on 25th May.

Organisation (SCIO) status in 2011. It offers a range of horticulturalbased respite services and a cafè experience to adults with assessed
needs in the community of Barra.
In congratulating both groups on their achievements, Mr Martin
said “I was delighted to hear that the two nominations from the
Western Isles had been successful in gaining these well-deserved
Awards. Both groups are an excellent example of the important
contribution of our volunteers in providing much valued services
and making a difference within their communities. If you know of
a group that makes a difference to your community, please consider
nominating them for this prestigious award. We have so many in our
islands who could follow the success of Ness and Barra and I hope to
see more nominations from the Western Isles next year”.
Annie Macsween from Comunn Eachdraidh Nis said “Since we were
formed in 1977 we have established an accredited museum, extensive
archive, cafe, gift shop and meeting place with some 30 volunteers of
all ages getting involved in a wide range of activities focussed around
the Comunn Eachdraidh Nis collection. The centre, based in the former
Cross Primary School, has recently undergone a major refurbishment
and attracts more than 20,000 visitors per annum”.

As part of this, he successfully guided and presided over the historic
decision by the township (in alliance with Sandwick North, Sandwick
East and Aignish) in 2016 to apply to the Crofting Commission under
the Section 50B of the 1993 Crofting Act to develop a community
wind farm on their grazings. They are the fi rst townships to attempt
to use the power under the Crofting Act and, if they are successful,
they will transform the powers of crofting communities right across
the Highland and Islands and overturn the exclusive development
prerogatives that landlords have enjoyed for hundreds of years.
In taking up this cause, Willie knew he would have to face the
fierce and intemperate opposition of the landlord and their corporate
partners, EDF (aka Lewis Wind Power), but he did so with that
intelligence, steadiness and resolution in his character which all of
us knew and loved. He never wavered from the founding principle
of Point and Sandwick, which is that the whole of the islands should
benefi t from the proceeds of community ownership, not just those
townships lucky enough to have suitable land.
Willie’s integrity and energy will be sorely missed but those of us
who had the great pleasure of working with him on Beinn Ghrideag
and, more recently, on the four Section 50B community applications
now going through the Scottish Land Court, will not pause or slacken
until the principles of community ownership and crofting rights he
stood for are recognised and established in the law of Scotland.
Our deepest sympathy goes to Willie’s family – to wife Ann and
children Carolyn and Angus. Willie is going to be a huge loss to his
village and our community energy campaign, but most of all to his
family. We will be thinking of them in the time to come.
Calum Macdonald
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The Queen’s Award for Voluntary Service aims to recognise
outstanding work by volunteer groups to benefi t their local
communities. It was created in 2002 to celebrate The Queen’s
Golden Jubilee.
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Off to Iceland…
Fàilte to new-look centre
By James Mackinnon

O

n Thursday 3rd June following a short
ceremony, Donald Martin, Her Majesty’s
Lord Lieutenant to the Western Isles announced
the official renaming of the Lewis Retirement
Centre as the Fàilte Centre.
Situated on Bayhead the Retirement Centre has
since 1972 played an important role in the local
community for both young and old.
The centre’s recent refurbishment has
modernised the building and the new name ‘Fàilte
Centre’ is far more befi tting the function of the
centre, as a place where all are welcome.
Speaking of the centre’s transformation,
Mr Martin said, “It wasn’t always a pleasant
experience coming here for events in the past with
buckets catching drips from the ceiling but the
transformation has been fantastic and it’s all thanks
to the volunteers involved.”
The centre’s refurbishment was part of Donnie

Dotaman’s DIY le Donnie which aired on BBC
ALBA in September 2017. Carried out in the style
of DIY SOS the renovations saw more than 58
individuals on site as the building was transformed
in just a handful of days.
As a tribute to Donnie’s hard work a rendition
of his famous song ‘Engine, tractor agus van’ was
passionately sung by a selection of Stornoway
Primary pupils.

Catriona and her teacher, Mrs Arima Morrison, the four Icelandic boys, and Catriona's message.

By Iain A MacSween

A

MESSAGE in a bottle thrown into the sea
by a Harris schoolgirl three years ago has
As part of an inter-generational project, run by
washed up on a beach in Iceland 500 miles
the Volunteer Centre in Stornoway, this same group
away.
of primary 4 and 5 pupils have, through monthly
visits become a regular fixture at the Fàilte Centre.
The unveiling of a new sign, produced by
Intermedia Services (Stornoway) Ltd and reading
“The Fàilte Centre” brought a pleasing close to
a redevelopment project which centre chairman
Donald Mckee described as a “long process”.
Following the ceremony food was served in the
centre’s dining area to all in attendance.

Catriona Macleod, aged eight, was a Primary
One pupil at Sir E. Scott School GMU when her
and her classmates, led by their teacher, Mrs Arima
Morrison, cast the bottles adrift at East Loch Tarbert
as part of a school project.
Catriona’s mother, Chirsty, said: “A lady was
walking with her boys on the shore in Djupivogur,
on the east coast of Iceland, when they noticed a
bottle with paper inside it. They were very excited

when they saw what was in it, and because the
lady herself is a school teacher, she took the bottle
in to her school to show her class.”
The Icelandic lady, Lilja Og Diddi, was able to
contact Sir E. Scott School through their Facebook
page, and Catriona sent a video message to her
and her sons, Haraldur, Bjorgvin, Sigurdour, and
Màney.
“Apparently there had been a big storm in the
area and that’s how the bottle ended up on the
shore,” Chirsty added.
“It’s just amazing. Catriona was so chuffed.
Never did she think that the bottle she threw in the
sea so long ago would travel so far!”

NY Marathon for SY
police officers

By Annie Delin

F

our Stornoway police officers are in
training for a massive challenge as they
plan for their long-planned trip to participate
in November’s New York marathon.
Detective Constables Louise Henderson, and
Fiona Mackenzie, pictured centre, PC Johan
Macleod, left, and Sergeant Katie Mackinnon,
of Harris, right, are raising funds in memory of
Manchester PC Nicola Hughes who was killed
while on duty in 2012.
Louise, who has been fundraising for Nicola’s
memorial charity over several years, said: “Three
of us have lived and worked in the Central Belt and
we have seen the violence first-hand. We’ve been
on calls where a colleague has been in trouble and
we know it could have happened to us.
“Nicola’s father, Bryn Hughes, started fundraising
for children who had lost someone close due to
violent crime. He asked police officers around the
UK to ‘Run to Remember’ – a challenge of two
miles a day for 100 days in his daughter’s memory.
I got involved through that, and this year we will
be raising money for young people who have lost
a parent through violent crime, so that they can go
through university.”
The Stornoway team of four will be part of a UKwide response bringing 60 police officers from the
UK – including several from Inverness. Alongside
them will be Bryn Hughes himself, who has run
marathons including the North Pole marathon in

his daughter’s memory.
All will be wearing embroidered badges made
by Katie and Doug from Hebridean Embroidery
at their workshop in Ardhasaig. It will make them
easy to distinguish as part of the PC Nicola Hughes
Team, as well as flying the flag for the islands.
This is the second NY Marathon for Louise, who
ran the race in 2016. The four won’t be running as a
group, so as not to hold each other back, but they’ll
certainly be enjoying the huge camaraderie there is
between police colleagues – British and American.
“Lots of members of the NYPD run the marathon,
and it’s great when you find yourself alongside one
and can just say ‘Hi, I’m from Police Scotland!’
There are high fi ves along the route and a great
gathering at the end.”
The New York Marathon takes runners through
the five boroughs of the city – Brooklyn, the Bronx,
Manhattan, Queens and the starting line at Staten
Island, with a fi nish in Central Park and what
Louise calls ‘a bit of a party’ afterwards.
That’s a way off yet. For now, Louise, Fiona, Katie
and Johan are taking every chance they get to run
and train, especially around favourite spots in Harris.
They’ll be setting off on October 30th for a couple of
days acclimatisation before the race starts.
They’ve been set a target of £500 each to raise
by New York Marathon organisers but, as Louise
says: “We want to at least double that!” You can
help them reach their targets by donating via their
individual fundraising pages on Virgin JustGiving
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Volunteers Week, June 1-7 – it’s time to get involved!

olunteers’ Week is a chance to say
thank you for the fantastic contribution
millions of volunteers make across the UK.

This year,Volunteers’ Week is returning to its roots – focusing
on celebrating all the great things that volunteers do. It is an
opportunity to celebrate volunteering in all its diversity.

Volunteers Week takes place 1-7 June every year and sees
charities and voluntary groups get together to recognise the
contribution volunteers make to our communities every day.

The Volunteer Centre are encouraging organisations
to get involved and say thank you to volunteers! From
trustees and campaigners to carers and fundraisers, this
is a great time to think about the fantastic contribution all
your volunteers make. The Western Isles has one of the
highest rates of volunteering in the UK, it’s a great time
to thank say thank you.

During the week, the Volunteer Centre Western Isles will
help organisations to celebrate their volunteers, saying
thank you to volunteers and recognising their invaluable
and diverse contribution to our community.

Kirsty Macdonald, Joint Manager, Volunteer Centre
Western Isles said:“As well as helping others, volunteering
has been shown to improve volunteers’ wellbeing too.
It’s human nature to feel good after helping someone out.
Volunteering can help you gain valuable new skills and
experiences, and boost your confidence. “
If you would like to get involved,Volunteer Centre Western
Isles can provide you withVolunteers Week thank you cards,
certificates or ideas on how to thank your volunteers all
year round, including Volunteers Awards.

Please drop in or contact us at the Volunteer Centre Western Isles at 95 Cromwell Street, Stornoway, email lewis@volunteeringwesternisles.co.uk,
phone on 01851700366 or visit www.volunteercentrewi.org for more information and volunteer opportunities in your area!

Saltire Youth
Volunteer
Awards

SeeMe Youth volunteer

“The pupils enjoyed their
placements and gained in
confidence, especially when
dealing with members of
the public and the elderly..
they stated that they now
realise that many charity
organisations would not
be able to run without
volunteers...”

“My role at SeeMe Scotland is called a ‘youth
champion’. This role involved applying online and
taking part in a three day training programme in
Glasgow in October of 2017, where myself among
other young people learnt more about the SeeMe
workbook packs and how they can be used to
educate the public about how important it is to
talk about your mental health. I became involved
with this organisation as i feel it is important for
people to feel open to talk about their mental
health, particularly on our island. I am looking
forward to becoming more involved with SeeMe
in Glasgow when I start university in September.”

Teacher, Isle of Lewis

Rachel Martin, SeeMe Volunteer

Mary Nicolson,
Red Cross Shop
Volunteer
Mary is a dedicated volunteer,
has been volunteering for well
over 20 years and still giving her
time at the wonderful age of 88.

Cancer Research Isle of Lewis
Cancer Research Isle of Lewis raised the massive amount of £88,203.00 through
fundraising and various events throughout the year.
Pictured are the hard working committee members, minus Anne Macphail (photographer)

“Volunteering takes me out,
I get to meet people and it
keeps me going. I am kept busy
steaming the clothes ready for
the shop display. It is a great
team here at the Red Cross,
Stornoway.”
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Behind the scenes at Stornoway Airport
By Annie Delin
It takes a huge number of individuals in separate
teams to keep Stornoway Airport running. In the
second feature in our series, we take a look at the
skilled workers who keep the people and the planes
safe – on the ground and in the air.

Barbara with colleague John Esson at
the Stornoway Airport security office.

Members of Red Watch with the airport
fire appliances and the all-important gear
that keeps them ready for action.

Keeping the balance – security
with compassion
There may be some people who assume travelling
out of Stornoway Airport will be a bit like catching
a bus – turn up and hop on, with no procedures to
go through.
In fact the opposite is true. As a small airport,
Stornoway is subject to the same high level of
security protection, but with different technology
and gizmos to detect possible security risks, so the
human touch is an absolutely essential safety tool.
Barbara Beaton of Point is one of a team of
well-trained security agents who keep people,
planes and the airport itself secure, with a highly
disciplined approach tempered by understanding
and compassion.
All passengers leaving Stornoway have to pass
through the central search area – the familiar routine
of a conveyor scanner, a detecting archway and, most
importantly, the eyes and hands of security staff.
Barbara told EVENTS: "Because it's a smaller
airport, with lower passengers numbers going
through than bigger airports, the equipment is of a
different type than somewhere like Glasgow or even
Inverness. That means regulations require us to do
more manual and random checks. The volume of
passengers coming through here is never going to
justify massive upgrades in technology, so things like

swabs and manual pat-downs are the equivalent.
"We get our direction from the Civil Aviation
Authority (CAA) and have to comply strictly with
their regulations. For example, in May we were told
that we now have to ask for large electrical items
like hairdryers and straighteners to be taken out of
hand luggage for inspection. These CAA regulations
are mandatory and we have to comply."
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www.loganair.co.uk

We recently held our Senior Sports day up at the school. Unfortunately due to very heavy rain and a cold wind we
had to call a halt to proceedings before we could finish some races. We hope to conclude them very soon. Two of
our P7 boys Charlie Shirkie and Jack Macarthur are pictured piping our first competitors on to the start line.

"Equipment is also set up for random checks so
that we have to pull a passenger aside and swab
their hands and manually check them. That said,
we try to do everything we can to make it easier for
people – especially if they are less able. We might
ask someone to sit down on a chair and remove their
shoes for them, if we can see they would struggle to
do it themselves."
The drive behind everything that happens in the
central search area is safety, as Barbara explains:
"We're doing everything to make sure no-one is
carrying anything suspicious onto a plane because,
unfortunately, that's the world we live in. This might
just be Stornoway, a small town on a small island,
but things are happening in places where we never
thought they would."
Barbara loves the variety of her job, the interaction
with passengers and the fact that she works in a great
team. "Every day's different. The days are long, but
we can still have fun, and it's great when we're
seeing regulars coming through or dealing with
super-excited kids who are off on holiday."
Security staff are on duty in the airport from
6.15am to 8pm – and often later, if planes are
landing late. Apart from the passenger checks they
have to do continual walking checks of the airport
perimeter, staff the vehicle control point (VCP) at the
gate and carry out bag checks from a separate office,
before baggage is loaded onto the planes.
Baggage checks are just one of the things
passengers fi nd to complain about, with people
frequently claiming that they always get picked
on, or that the procedure is unnecessary. Barbara
remains philosophical about the grumblers:
"Yes, we get them every day, despite the fact
that some of the bag checks are random and that
everyone has to go through the search area. But if
we don't comply with the regulations it's not us who
becomes less safe, it's the passengers. We stay on
the ground – it's you that's flying.
"It can be very busy and stressful, with shorttempered passengers who may be frustrated because
of flight delays, and it's us who catch the antagonism.
But empathy and compassion costs nothing – you
don't know what someone's going through, whether
they've been bereaved or are off to hospital.
"We're part of someone's journey and, if we can
start their journey off with a smile, that tends to have
a knock-on effect. Perhaps it will make them feel
better and, anyway, I know I'm helping to create a
safe passage from the island for everyone who flies
from Stornoway."

Always on standby –
the airport fire crews
While airport security services are making sure
passengers reach their fl ights and board safely,
crews ‘airside’ are on a constant watch to make sure
aircraft land, take off and move safely.
There are 21 firefi ghters and offi cers at the
Stornoway depot, 20 of them divided between two
watches – Red and Blue – under the supervision of
airport fire manager Jim Currie.
Red Watch manager Willie Mutch was evidently
proud of both his men and the machines they operate,
when he showed EVENTS around the depot – and
there’s plenty to be proud of. Two giant 19.5 tonne
fire appliances loaded with all the technology needed
for an emergency, in addition to which there’s a fourwheel-drive all-terrain vehicle (ATV) for operations
on soft and boggy ground, a 6.5metre fast RIB for
water operations, and a giant tractor trailer to get it
into position, plus numerous ‘road vehicles’ which
operate around the runways of the airport.
The fact that all this is in place makes Stornoway
a category five airport, able to accommodate aircraft
up to a size which is dictated by the fire equipment
available, as much as by the runway length and
strength.
Willie explained: “The equipment we have means
we can put out a fire on a plane using one appliance
– each carries 5,600 litres of water, 812 litres of
foam and other extinguishers including dry powder
and CO2. That’s above requirement for this size
of airport, but our coastal situation and the length
of our runway makes it important that we can be
ready for anything, including a two-site emergency
or an emergency landing of a larger aircraft, since
we’re fi rst landfall for military aircraft and, on one
occasion some years ago, a 757 which landed
because of a medical emergency.”
Every day sees the crew on watch literally ready
for anything, from early in the morning until the last
plane has landed and shut down, sometimes late
at night.

Willie counts down the day: “We start with checks
on the runway and lights, scaring birds and checking
equipment and vehicles. The fire engines have to be
checked and tested to ensure they are serviceable
and ready to use at a moment’s notice – if not, that
could mean Stornoway has to refuse a plane landing
for lack of safety cover.
“The availability of the appliances determines
our category and the reliability of the vehicles is
paramount,” says Willie. “Once we have reported to
air traffic control, then we’re ready to open.”
The airport opens at 7am and the Royal Mail plane
touches down almost immediately, then passenger
planes from Edinburgh, Inverness and Glasgow at
8am and departures, including to Benbecula, by
9am. That’s the end of the ‘first wave’ as Willie calls
it, but there’s scarcely time for a tea-break.
All the team have to go through a continuous
process of training and assessment on the numerous
skills that make up the job – firefighting, marshalling
the planes to park, bird-scaring, surface inspection –
everything including replacing the windsock when
necessary, cutting the grass in summer and snowclearing and de-icing in winter.
“It takes a year for a new recruit to be up and
running and two years before they’re really
competent in everything required. A new recruit
– we have two at the moment – will spend three
weeks in Inverness at training and then come back
and do numerous assessments and on-the-job
training routines. Every month every firefighter does
an online test assessment, so you never reach a point
when training is finished, as such.”
On an ordinary day, passengers will only see the
fi re crew marshalling planes in using the familiar
‘table tennis bats’ and perhaps the red vehicles
nipping up and down the runway ahead of landing
and take-off, but that doesn’t mean it’s ever a slow
day.
Tongue-in-cheek, Willie claims that, left to
themselves, pilots would just ‘park anywhere’ and
air ambulances, private planes and visiting military
aircraft all need to be guided in and left in such a
way as not to impede anyone else’s departure.

The constant hard work, mundane routine and
occasional rushes of adrenaline bond the men (and
it is currently all men) into a tight team. “If the crash
alarm goes, everyone knows their position and
where they have to be. Everyone also knows what
all the others are doing. When everyone’s trained it
doesn’t matter what the job is, you know how to do
it.
“I’d say we spend more time working with each
other than we do at home. There’s a lot of banter,
morale is good and we all get on with each other. It’s
a close-knit team and, if someone isn’t feeling great,
we do look after each other.”
All the fi re crews are absolutely sure of their
importance to the island community they serve.
“It may seem routine at times, but we know how
important our job is. When you’re called in at 4am
for an air ambulance because someone is unwell
– their life is in danger and that plane can’t land
unless the fire service and air traffic control are here
to land it. The community doesn’t see that, or maybe
understand why we are here at all, but to operate an
airport you need a competent fire-fighting service,
and that’s why we’re here.”

Pictured are our GM7 pupils who took part in Dileab an t-Siorraidh. This is an open competition for pupils who
are fluent in Gaelic language. The pupils give a talk on a subject of their choice. All the pupils who take part
receive a prize of £10 for their very good efforts. One of our pupils Halle Durbin who is pictured in the middle
of the back row won the first prize of £50. Well done to her. Many thanks to Sheriff Mr Colin Scott Mackenzie
who has very kindly sponsored the event.

Calum Macleod – a tribute
from his team-mates
Calum Macleod of Laxay worked as a fire-fighter
with Stornoway Airport/HIAL for 16 years before his
sudden death in March 2019 at the age of 52. He
was a quiet man, deep-thinking and, we later found,
a talented artist and painter whose work was for sale
in the airport terminal itself. He loved his croft and
was into fishing and shooting.
His passing was very sudden and the number
of staff who attended his funeral, not just from the
airport but from all Stornoway’s emergency services,
showed the respect he had from his colleagues. His
passing has left a big hole in our team.

Our P6/7 Netball teams recently competed in the
Sport and Health Netball competition in the Sports
Centre. Our teams finished 2nd and 3rd which was
very good. Well played girls.
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How board supports pioneering college
By Roz Macaskill

“

Lews Castle College is part of Scotland’s
newest and most innovative university –
and it’s not widely known the impact that it is
having.”
So says Ian Minty, current Chair of Lews Castle
College’s Board of Management, speaking about
the fact that the college is one of the multiple
branches of the University of the Highlands and
Islands (UHI).
Aside from Lews Castle College, there are
12 colleges involved in the learning network,
including premises in Shetland, Perth, Skye, Elgin,
Thurso and Orkney. Students thus have access to
a wide range of study subjects without needing to
travel.
“Particularly in the Western Isles, it means
students can study right through school and then
access the upper reaches of higher education
without needing to leave the island,” Ian, who has
more than 20 years of experience working for Lews
Castle College and the UHI, stated.
This is highlighted by the traditional music
course, mainly delivered from Benbecula, but
accessible to all parts of Scotland and beyond,
thanks to UHI technology.
The College also aims to provide a smooth
learning process for all. Ian stated: “We have
school students come in from the Nicolson
Institute, Sir E Scott, Sgoil Lionacleit and Castlebay
who come to get a taste of the courses they could

From left to right are Annie Macsween, Norman Macleod, Ian McCulloch, Anne Macaulay, Ian Minty (Chair), Jane MacIver, Florence Jansen, Iain Macmillan, and
Archie Macdonald. The other board members absent from the photo are Fiona Pearson, Annag Maclean, Billy Mackinnon and Christine Morrison.

take – so it provides a seamless progression from
the beginning of an academic journey.”

gender split.” The Board includes two student
members and two staff members.

The Board of Management employs a principal
and senior management team to deliver these
opportunities. “The Board itself is responsible
for the strategic direction of the college, its
performance, educational character, values and
ethos,” explained Ian.

“We are all drawn from a variety of different
backgrounds. I think the board needs to represent
as wide a range of interests from the islands as
possible.

“We have 14 people on the Board and a 50/50

A. Jane Maciver

Anne Macaulay

Born and brought up in Stornoway, having had
careers in both the public and private sectors,
Jane currently works as a solicitor with local
firm Ken MacDonald & Co. She joined the UHI
Board in 2016

I'm a Glasgow Gael (Raasay) and have lived in
the Hebrides since 1985, initially in Benbecula,
then North Uist and now in Lewis. I’ve a strong
cultural attachment to the area and studied for a
Business degree at the college which led to me
work on economic development at Highlands
and Islands Enterprise.

The work of the Board:
Board members oversee the management
of the College and set the College’s strategic
direction by bringing their experience and
expertise to the table and providing this resource
to the management team. The College sector is
one of the most highly-regulated sectors of any
industry and it is an important part of the Board
function to ensure that the College is meeting
its regulatory obligations. The Board has a
responsibility to consider the student experience
and the needs of the local business community in
terms of the decisions that are taken, and ensure
that opportunities for growth and development
are actively pursued to help secure the long-term
sustainability of both the College and UHI.
“Board membership carries a great
responsibility and is hugely challenging,
particularly in the current environment. I view
my work on the Board as a way of giving back
to the local community”

Archie Macdonald
I was born and raised in Stornoway, and attended
business college in Aberdeen before working in
a local chartered accountancy practice, local
authority finance department and then with
a local builders’ merchants and hotels group
before joining Highlands and Islands Enterprise
(HIE). I am married with three grown-up sons.
I was employed by HIE for 33 years, more
recently as Area Manager for the Western Isles,
before retiring in March 2018. I am a member of
the Institute of Financial Accountants and am now
self-employed, trading as Balone Consulting Ltd,
assisting local organisations to raise project finance
from various sources. I also serve on the Board of
the Stornoway Port Authority and Gearrannan Trust
I see the UHI/LCC as a key organisation
in facilitating the economic and social
development of the area and joined the Board
to put my skills and experience to good use for
the wider benefit of my community.

I left work in 2015 to do voluntary work with
Moldova Support Group, Acair and Lews Castle
College Board.
With a background in management
accounting and organisational development,
as well as being a student, I bring broad skills
and knowledge to the LCC Board and believe
that our collective experience provides good
governance to LCC.
The college needs to be a sustainable business
and a successful learning institution so it's
hugely enjoyable and rewarding to participate
in a Board that is so committed and determined
to support the staff and students to do this.

Ian McCulloch
Ian McCulloch, who joined the Board in
November 2018, is retired from full time
employment following almost 40 years in the
oil & gas industry. During his career Ian has
undertaken a wide variety of senior management
roles including operations, commercial,
engineering and decommissioning. He has
skills developed across a wide range of
assignments in the UK, Dubai, USA,
Singapore, Indonesia and Algeria. Born and
brought up in Morayshire, Ian lives in Shawbost
at the family home where his mother was
brought up. Ian also serves as a non-Executive
Director of the Stornoway Port Authority and
as an external advisor to the Outer Hebrides
Energy Group.
The primary role of the Board is to provide
governance, direction and oversight to the
executive management and staff of Lews Castle
College. In my relatively short time as a Board
member, it is apparent that there are a number
of challenges and corresponding opportunities
to address in the near future.

“The Board meets formally four times a year, but
we have a number of sub-committees, so we meet
quite regularly.

Christine Morrison
Christine Morrison
has been a member
of the College Board
since October 2016.
Currently working
as an Environmental
Health Officer with
Comhairle
nan
Eilean Siar, she also
works on a part-time
basis as Associate
Academic on the
MSc Environmental
Health course at the University of Derby.
She was keen to use her experience and
skills to benefi t the Lews Castle College Board
of Management and help set the College's
strategic direction.
Christine appreciates the importance of
education to enable all individuals to realise
their full potential; and the significance of Lews
Castle College to the wider economy of the
Outer Hebrides.

Norman Macleod,
Support Staff
Representative
As well as being the Support Staff Representative
on the Lews Castle College Board of
Management, I work full time at the College
as the Health and Safety Advisor. I have been
employed at Lews Castle College since 1986
and during that time have seen many changes,
not least in governance, and can relate to the
changes that have taken place since I served on
the inaugural Board following Incorporation in
1992.
I work in an area that is based on the
identifi cation and control of risk which gives
me a good insight into the operational working
of the College. Being involved with staff and
students as well as external contractors provides
me with an appreciation of the ongoing issues
and challenges that the College sector is
currently experiencing. I am happy to serve as
a Board member and feel that my contribution
to the Board will assist with the decisions that
require to be made at Board level.

“Through Iain Macmillan, the principal, we are
responsible for a budget for the next academic
year, which will be £5.6 million.
“Currently, we have about 500 full and part
time higher education students and around 1,250
full and part time further education students, and
that includes 250 school students, so we are keen
to increase and improve the curriculum offering
in further education and also our undergraduate
degrees.
“We are concerned about making sure our
curriculum is as varied and extensive as possible,
and that it meets the needs of the wider community
of the islands.
“UHI’s raison d'être is to enable students to study
a wide range of subjects without having to leave
home.
“Ultimately, we want to ensure this is a vibrant
college making an impact across the Western Isles
community.”

Billy MacKinnonAcademic Staff Member
I have been a
lecturer at Lews
Castle College
UHI for over
30 years and
unsurprisingly
have seen many
changes in that
time.
From
incorporation
that ended local
authority control of the College Sector, through
the creation of the University of the Highlands
and Islands, to the current time when the UHI
Assembly is exploring different ways that partner
Colleges can work more closely together to
meet the educational and development needs
of the communities that make up the Highlands
and Islands.
I view my Board role as being to raise the
concerns of staff and students as the Board
undertakes its main role of ensuring that the
College is staffed appropriately to deliver its
functions. Each change in the way the college
operates is likely to bring issues as well as
benefits, so a strong and aware Board is essential
for a successful college.

OTHER BOARD MEMBERS ARE:

Annag Maclean, Annie
MacSween, Fiona Pearson,
Florence Jansen Student
representative, and Alasdair
Macleod representing CnES
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International links for isles’ college
STUDENTS:

B

ack in the early1980s as China re-emerged
into the world after the Cultural Revolution,
a massive slogan hung in the foyer of the Beijing
Hotel at the centre of the capital. It read: “We
have friends all over the world.”

Students, too, are excitingly international.
• There are regular exchange students visiting
from the university in Oldenburg, in northern
Germany, to study sustainable development,
and annually from the Haute Ecole de
Bruxelles-Brabant in Belgium to work with the
LIS team on educational technology projects.

And that is true of Lews Castle College UHI
today.
A simple corridor conversation recently brought
home the surprising extent of its international
connections.

• A growing number of Swiss exchange students
have been arriving from Zurich and from
several regions of southern France.

In the current session alone, there is a global
educational reach, for both staff and students.

• Across the board, LCC UHI has online students
registered in the Netherlands; Ireland; Latvia;
Queensland; Australia; and west coast USA.

Staff:
• Dr Alasdair MacLeod from engineering made
one of his many visits to China to lecture on
aspects of renewable energy technology to
engineering students at the universities in
Pingdingshan and Xiangtan.
• Netty Sopata from our fashion team has been
teaching (and learning) traditional textile skills
in Mexico and in Lapland.
• Exploring northern Kenya in a helicopter,
Dr Eddie Graham, a geographer searched
for the best possible site for a new Kenyan
optical astronomical telescope, and presented
his results to a conference of the Kenyan
universities.
• Professor of Sustainable Rural Development,
Frank Rennie's activities ranged from
providing staff training in digital education to
universities in Iceland, to a seminar on rural
geography in Kyoto, Japan, and to Punakha to
start off another educational research project
with the Royal University of Bhutan.
• Slightly closer to home, Dr Gareth Davies
has been working on a project to self-assess
access to Masters level courses with partner
universities in Spain and Sweden.

• Looking westwards, Dr Kara Smith has been
working to develop online teacher education
in Scotland and Canada and delivers modules
in both locations.
• Dr Rebecca Rennell from our archaeology
team was also in Spain attending the European
Association of Archaeologists (EAA) annual
conference. Rebecca gave a paper at the EAA
in Barcelona about the LCC-led collaborative
project SIRFA – Scotland’s Island Research
Framework for Archaeology – funded by
Historic Environment Scotland.
• Donald Macdonald and Dr Rachel Erskine
from health hosted staff and students from
Federation University in Australia. The
Australian students studied a module on the
BA (hons) Health & Social Studies programme
and enjoyed a weeklong visit to Scotland with
a particular focus on the Western Isles to see
remote and rural health service provision and

service delivery in action.
• The music department hosted a visit from
the University of Tromso in May with a view
to developing a research project with the
University of the Arctic.
• Anna-Wendy Stevenson from our music team
has been invited to teach in Barga, Italy in
August 2019 alongside other tradition bearers
and academics from other universities. She
has also worked with universities in Sweden
and Denmark to deliver case study examples
of blended learning curriculum design.
• Simon Bradley, also from our music team,
founded the Albastur Cultural Exchange –
a cultural exchange programme between
musicians in Asturias and Scotland. For
over 20 years, Simon has been performing
the traditional music of Asturias – a Celtic
province in the North of Spain with the band
Llan de Cubel.

• In the past few years, previous engagements
have been with universities in Nepal, the
Maldives, Mauritius, Fiji, Brazil, Cambodia,
New Zealand, and Jamaica, Greece,
Greenland, Austria, and Turkey, with many
staff from those universities visiting LCC and
sharing their expertise.
• At present, we also have students enrolled
with LCC who are Portuguese, Czech, Finnish,
and a student who has come from Italy to
study jewellery-making in Stornoway.
• The numbers and the home locations of
student demography will certainly change,
but the international connections of LCC is a
major strength of the college and will continue
to expand.
• Our BA Applied Music alumni performed
at the New York Tartan week April 2019. In
addition, they continue to participate with
Spanish musicians in the Albastur Cultural
Exchange.
• The MA Music and the Environment attracts
students internationally from South America,
Switzerland and China.

More awards for inventor Jodie
By Annie Delin

athlete, who’d competed for the Western Isles at the
Island Games in Jersey and was looking forward to
playing rugby and football at university.

A

design student who came up with an
innovative physiotherapy tool for injured
athletes has been heaped with more awards
following her final year degree show.

Instead she found herself with an undiagnosed
injury that, eventually, needed reconstructive
surgery. From being an agile athlete and ready
for anything, Jodie found herself in a very
different position after the operation, as she told
welovestornoway.com:

University of Dundee student Jodie Sinclair,
from Laxdale, was already flying high after winning
venture funding for her invention, a lightweight
‘smartband’ called Theo, which helps measure
muscle activity after injury.

“I went for several months without diagnosis and
then, after an MRI showed what it was, I had to wait
a year for an operation. By the time I had the op my
thigh muscle had completely depleted and, after
surgery, I had to struggle to do exercises which I
could have just done without thinking about before
my injury. The exercises would work when I was
with a physio, but when I was at home, I felt like
I wasn’t working the right muscle and nothing was
happening. It was so demotivating.”

From May 18th to 26th she was showing off her
new business idea at the final year students’ degree
show, after hearing that she’s been awarded first
class honours in her BSc in product design.
During that show, she heard that a further award
had been bestowed on her by the University of
Dundee – the award for innovation in healthcare
design.
On Wednesday May 22nd she pitched her
innovation at Bio-Dundee, an international
healthcare and life sciences conference. Her
business idea was one in a fi eld of four which
included three presentations from qualified
doctors. After a gruelling and intense ten-minute
pitch to well-informed judges, she learnt that her
project had won the grand prize, which includes
£500 investment cash and more networking
opportunities for the future.
Jodie said on Tuesday May 28th: “The conference
was a fantastic networking event, I received a great
response and made good contacts after pitching.
The night before, at the gala dinner, I was in
conversations with Chris van der Kuyle, who is
worth £150m and is the creator of Minecraft. I had
no idea who he was when speaking to him – I only
found out when he went up on stage as the keynote
speaker. It was probably for the best not knowing

But from that experience Jodie invented her
new best friend – Theo. “The idea stemmed from
that – it’s a device you wear when doing repetitive
exercise and the muscle sensors take one reading
using all three sensors, linking with an app which
gives live feedback showing muscle tension.

who he was, I'm sure there would have been some
nerves otherwise!”
Earlier this year, Jodie’s innovation won a
£1,500 prize in the art and design category
of Venture 2019, an annual entrepreneurship
competition. Part of that prize is a place on the
MedTech development programme this summer,
with a stipend to allow her to participate.
Jodie’s product is the tangible evidence of her

determination not to let bad luck get in the way
of her career. In 2014 she was just about to head
off for her place at the University of Dundee after
leaving the Nicolson Institute, when she fell off
her skateboard and ruptured her anterior cruciate
ligament (ACL).
The ACL is one of the two ligaments which
connect the thigh to the shin and enable the knee
joint to work. At the time Jodie was an active

“After your exercise session it will show you a
progress chart and over the weeks you will see how
it changes. You can exercise with the sensors on the
bad leg, then on the good leg, and the lines on the
app will show you how you are moving towards
normal function in the damaged leg.”
Initially developed for ACL injury, Jodie designed
the Theo to be strapped around the thigh muscle.
She’s also made a smaller strap to fi t round the
bicep, and she’s working to be able to afford
lightweight production models.
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A new construction
company in the
Western Isles bringing
a quality service
using skilled local
tradesman

Plumbing
Electrical Works
Joinery
Plastering
Decorating


01851 700421
www.westernislesinsulation.co.uk
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Breakfast for
veterans

veterans’ breakfast is to be held during
Armed Forces Week which runs from
Monday 24th June till 1st July.
It's open to all our serving personnel and also
to all our veterans, says Sergeant Thomas Stewart.
He says;
"So get your eating teeth ready for the next
Veterans breakfast, AKA Smudges Belly Buster, to
be held at the Drill Hall on Saturday 29th of June
from 10am.
"Tell a friend but more important, bring a
veteran."
Meanwhile the weekend of the 17-19 May
saw members of the local Army Reserve unit,
Hebrides Platoon 7 SCOTS as well as some of their
counterparts in C company 7 SCOTS who came
up from the mainland enjoying the delights of the
Western Isles. as well as doing some training.

Award for Jamie
J

amie McGowan was hailed as the Director
of the Year in Scotland among Small and
Medium-sized businesses for his work leading
the Tarbert-based company, Essence of Harris
Essence of Harris only celebrated its fourth
birthday in the past few days – having grown from
two people to 14 in that time as well as expanding
into purpose-designed premises in the village.
The award came from the Institute of Directors
for Scotland.
The company reported on Thursday May 23 that
Jamie. “attended the IoD Scotland Awards tonight
as a finalist for Director of the Year, Small-Medium
Business.
“He left as winner of his category, a true
refl ection of the pride and energy he pours into @
essenceofharris each day. Thanks for a wonderful
night!”
The IoD itself tweeted: “Congratulations to Jamie
McGowan, director @essenceofharris, for winning
the 'IoD Scotland Director of the Year - SmallMedium Business' award. Judges said Jamie had a
'clear vision focused on excellence.”
Jamie himself said later that he was: “Very
proud for the Outer Hebrides and our brand to be
recognised at such a prestigious award, the stuff
dreams are made of.”
Last month Essence of Harris won recognition as
business of the year in the North of Scotland at the
Scottish SME Business Awards!
Recently Essence of Harris were “delighted that
we could ‘scent’ the launch event of Johnstons of
Elgin new store on Edinburgh’s Multrees Walk, with
diffusers from our Auras range – Eden, Oceana and
Aurora.
“A beautiful space where Scottish provenance is
celebrated in the design of each and every product.
Not one to miss if you’re in Scotland’s capital.”

Airport vandalism
V

Sandy Matheson with Rex, visiting Stornoway Coastguard station

Water safety message backed
by dog-owner, Sandy
By Annie Delin

A

dog rescue in Stornoway has prompted a
new warning on water safety – from the
owner of the dog himself.
And representatives of the Maritime Coastguard
Agency (MCA) have praised eminent townsman
Sandy Matheson for doing ‘exactly the right thing’
in a crisis, at a time of year when safety beside
the water is at the forefront of every emergency
worker’s mind.
Sandy has been a dog-owner all his life, but
his energetic pup Rex, an eight-month-old yellow
Labrador, still managed to catch him unaware
during the daily morning walk along the shore
road from Cuddy Point.
Sandy told EVENTS: “Rex has learned to come
to heel, so was off the lead and as usual sniffing
his way behind the Probus bench. When he did
not emerge at the far end I called for him and got
no response, so I feared he might have fallen down
the steep slope and over the cliff above the shore
line.
“I enlisted the aid of other walkers and one of
the men, hearing barking, went along by the shore
wall and spotted him, stuck on a ledge in the rock
face, too high above the water for a puppy to jump
down. I then asked the second helper to phone
the Coastguard and he also phoned Stornoway
Port Authority, who phoned the RNLI. Meantime
we had been joined by a third man who did try
to reach the dog by the shore, but sensibly judged
that to be too risky.

andalism at former RAF buildings means
“Fifteen minutes later two Coastguard vehicles
that Stornoway airport management are with their teams came along and concluded that
now thinking of fencing around the perimeter rescue by going down the cliff was not possible…
the attempt must be down from the seaward side. A
of the buildings to keep people safe.

Police were called on Monday 27th May after
the smashed windows and a broken wooden gate
were discovered at the former RAF accommodation
block, across the road from homes at Branahuie.
The damage is thought to have been caused by
local youths, breaking windows to gain access to
the disused buildings. A spokesman for Stornoway
airport said it was just the latest in a series of incidents
involving disused buildings on the airport grounds.
Stornoway police said the most recent damage
happened some time between Tuesday 21st and
Friday 24th May. The damage itself is valued at
£300, but it has left the buildings in a structurally
unsafe state.
Police have urged parents to be aware and
to warn their children of the possible danger if
they try to get into the buildings. Anyone who
has information, or who saw or heard anything
untoward in the area over the relevant period, is
asked to contact police on the non-emergency
number, 101.

third Coastguard vehicle arrived, bringing the total
rescue team to eight. Two of the team – securely
roped, helmeted and with life-jackets, waded to
the dog, but Rex was not for turning and, as we
pondered the next move, the RNLI speed-boat
arrived on scene.
“A restraining bag was let down from the cliff

top and, by sheer skill of the team, Rex was
coaxed into this bag, then hoisted into the RNLI
boat, which came round to Cuddy Point slipway
and Rex was gently transferred to the welcoming
arms of his very anxious, but relieved and thankful
owner.”
Rex had suffered a deep cut to a front leg during
his fall and underwent surgery at the Old Mill
Veterinary Surgery, from which he made a full
recovery.
Coastguard area commander Murdo Macaulay
said: “Sandy did everything absolutely bang-on.
He didn’t put himself into danger, he called the
right people and the outcome was textbook. It was
the end of a busy and trying week for our teams,
so to have a result like this and the very positive
feedback we had from the dog’s owner was just
what we needed.”
Two Coastguard offi cers – Murdo and duty
offi cer Ron Maclean – together with Stornoway
Coastguard Rescue Team, members of Stornoway
RNLI crew and passers-by were involved in the
rescue and were all later showered with praise by
Sandy, who said:
“A magnifi cent response by wonderful people,
who were most helpful, skilled and above all
compassionate. The people who helped the deaf
owner of Rex to contact the Coastguard were also
wonderful and very kind. Their assistance was
spontaneous and generous, and I am very grateful
to all those lovely people.”

lanning permission has been granted for
a new assembly building for an essential
volunteer search and rescue service.
Hebrides Mountain Rescue Team were awarded
planning permission to create a new, permanent
base on Ravens Lane in Laxdale.
The permission means the chance of a
permanent home for the team, which currently
has 20 trained members and a fl eet of three landvehicles and two quads for rough country work.
Until now they have operated out of temporary

"All was going wonderfully well till 10 minutes
from the summit when the mist and rain closed
in, spoiling what only be described as out-of-thisworld breath-taking views.
"Not long after we had started our descent, the
sun once more came out to play, the joys of living
in Scotland. The guys from the mainland made the
most of these glorious views.
"Once down it was a quick change and of to the
Harris Distillery where we made our way with a
more determined stride in our step, the reception
of the staff at the distillery was faultless so even if
you do or don’t drink it was very educational part
of the day and, of course, the samples went down
a treat also.
"I can safely say that one or two or over a dozen
bottles of gin left with us on our way back to
Stornoway.
"So how do you fi nish off a day like that, with
a BBQ of course, shame the weather had turned
again so it was an indoor BBQ.
"Up early next morning for some more low-level
map reading exercises this time in and around the
Castle Grounds, who could ask for a better setting?"
Then the mainland troops had to head for the
afternoon ferry.
"All-in-all a very good low level non tactical
exercise that challenged the guys map reading
skills with a little amount of physical fitness."

F

Lauren on tour

iddle player and composer Lauren MacColl
is set to perform her moving album ‘The
Seer’ for folk music fans across Scotland this
His own actions brought both praise and a
timely warning from Area Commander Murdo, summer, alongside new material which she will
who said: “Dogs will be dogs and get themselves share for the first time.
into tight spots. but most of the time they get
themselves back on their own. If your dog gets into
trouble, the earlier you call us, the more likely that
we can get them out of trouble without any person
putting themselves at risk.

Commissioned by the Highland arts organisation
Fèis Rois and premiered at Celtic Connections,
‘The Seer’ is a 45-minute suite of music based on
the life and prophecies of The Brahan Seer from the
17th Century.

“We are happy to turn out to stop owners
putting themselves in danger and it’s great that Rex
is safe, Sandy is happy and that no-one has been
hurt during the recovery.”

She will be joined on stage on 22nd June at An
Lanntair by folk luminaries Mairearad Green (The
Poozies), Rachel Newton (The Shee), Anna Massie
(Blazin’ Fiddles), Megan Henderson (Breabach)
and Signy Jakobsdottir.

New base for mountain rescuers

P

Sergeant Thomas Stewart says: "On Saturday
morning the guys deployed from the Army Reserve
Centre on Church Street to the foot of the Clisham
where they practiced various map-reading skills
before they started the climb up the Clisham proper.

and rented bases – currently housing their
operation at the former J E Macleod bakery
despatch building across the road from Stornoway
police station.
The new premises will be a steel structure, 12
by 15 metres, with space to store vehicles and
equipment safely, a kitchen and meeting room
area and a toilet. The next task is to purchase
the land on Ravens Lane in Laxdale at a cost of
£20,000, for which £8,000 has been given as grant
support by the Scottish Mountaineering Trust.

Lauren said: “I’m delighted to be playing this
string of dates in venues across the country this
summer and to be able to share new material
alongside my work ‘The Seer’ with audiences
across Scotland."
Growing up on the Black Isle, Lauren has long
been immersed in the tales deeply embedded in
the Highlands. ‘The Seer’, which was shortlisted
for Album of the Year and Composer of the Year
at the Scots Trad Music Awards 2018, draws on
this inspiration from place and people and uses a
notably dark undercurrent to create a memorable
sound.
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BUSINESS GATEWAY STRENGTHENS
LOCAL ECONOMY WITH 72 NEW
BUSINESSES SUPPORTED
The Outer Hebrides economy has received a
major boost after Business Gateway reported a
record year (2018/19), which is expected to result
in the creation and safeguarding of up to 120 jobs
following an investment of over £760,000 into the
local business community.
Now marking its 10th anniversary, Outer Hebrides
Business Gateway - delivered by Comhairle nan
Eilean Siar - offers a range of support services and
advice aimed at individuals setting up in business,
or existing businesses with plans for growth.
The business support organisation’s exceptional
year also saw its team:
• Manage 300 new enquiries while referring over
100 businesses for specialist 1-2-1 support.
• Deliver 70 business skills workshops.
• Deliver the DigitalBoost programme.
On average, Business Gateway supports 45
businesses to start in the Outer Hebrides per
annum. During 2018-19 the number of businesses
supported increased signifi cantly, taking the total
to a record 72.
The progress can be linked to the Outer Hebrides
Youth Entrepreneurship Scheme (OHYES). The
two-year initiative was developed in collaboration
with Scape Reinvest Communities Fund and
Comhairle nan Eilean Siar to provide young
entrepreneurs access to market test grants up to
£500 and start-up grants up to £3,000.
Existing businesses were also supported to grow
with support from the Grants for Growth scheme
which is part funded by the European Regional
Development Fund (ERDF) and Comhairle Nan

Eilean Siar (CnES). The fisheries sector in particular
benefi tted from funding of over £500,000 from
the Comhairle’s Fisheries Investment Scheme
which is helping the sector to develop and create
new opportunities.
Councillor Donald Crichton, Chairman of
Comhairle Nan Eilean Siar’s Sustainable
Development Committee said: “With a wealth of
talent and resource in the Outer Hebrides, it is an
exciting time for the wider islands’ community.
Business Gateway’s record year has had a major
impact throughout the Outer Hebrides and the
results are extremely encouraging for future
economic growth. The results are testament to
the relationships Business Gateway advisors build
with local entrepreneurs, and we will continue to
work with partners to get the best outcome for our
island communities.”
Norman MacLean, Outer Hebrides Business
Gateway said: “Hailed as an amazing place
to live and work, the Outer Hebrides’ rising
profi le is creating opportunities for tourism,
creative industries, food and drink and
traditional industries, which presents an exciting
environment for businesses to thrive. Business
Gateway can support and encourage new and
existing businesses to maximise this potential
through business advice, information, workshops
and funding.”

BREXIT PLANNING FOR
SCOTTISH BUSINESSES
The Scottish Government has prepared a Brexit
self-assessment tool to help companies prepare
for business post-Brexit. There is also a guide
available that will give you the facts on what
business processes changed at the end of March,
regardless of Brexit. To find out more, visit www.
prepareforbrexit.scot/

THE PRINCE’S TRUST SUPPORT
FOR NEW BUSINESSES
Through The Prince’s Trust, free advisory and
business planning support is available to anyone
aged up to 30 thinking of starting or developing
their own business. There is discretionary grant
and loan assistance available to those within
the 18-30 age group, with special concern
for anyone who is particularly disadvantaged.
Anyone who accesses funding is also provided
with an aftercare adviser to assist with
developing the business through its first two
years. The local branch is based with the
Business Gateway team in Stornoway.

Business Gateway ensures
Hebridean Wildfoods voyage
is plain sailing
L

ocal islander, Lewis Mackenzie, is no
stranger to the sea. He’s spent 24 years as
a commercial fisherman and eight running
the highly successful Hebrides Fish ‘N’ Trips
Ltd boat charter business.
His most recent venture, Hebridean Wildfoods
Ltd, hasn’t strayed far from this seascape. Lewis
established the business in recognition of the
high demand for UK-sourced wild foraged foods
which he harvests sustainably for some of the
finest restaurants in Britain.
With support from Business Gateway, Lewis
was able to secure funding through its Grants for
Growth programme, which is part-funded by the
European Regional Development Fund (ERDF),
for a workboat to undertake the Hebridean
Wildfoods’ activities. He also took the opportunity
to access valuable advice about positive cashflow
and ongoing business activities.
The boat - named Eydis after the Norse
goddess of luck - will provide shelter for Lewis
during long days working in the sea. It will act
as a floating welfare unit for seaweed harvesting
operations and increase the wider productivity
of the business.
It will also be licensed as a passenger
carrying vessel, which will allow Lewis to run
wild food foraging excursions for tourists.

Zeddquarters, Isle of Lewis
Enterprising youth, Alexander MacLean has
set up his own company, Zeddquarters with
a view to selling a range of products through
Amazon and was really pleased to be awarded
a ‘Will it Work?’ grant from The Prince’s Trust to
do this. He is to start with ear plugs which will
help eliminate excessive noise at music events

Lewis Mackenzie,
Hebridean Wildfoods

Alexander Maclean, Zeddquarters

etc. so peoples’ enjoyment is not spoiled by
it being too noisy. His ear plugs come under
the brand Clearplugz and can be purchased
through www.amazon.co.uk.

Find us on Facebook – search for Business Gateway Outer Hebrides

Lewis, founder and owner of Hebridean
Wildfoods Ltd said: “I cannot praise Business
Gateway highly enough. They were incredibly
proactive and reached out after I launched
the business to see if I was interested in any
potential opportunities through their service.
I had been planning on investing further in
the business by purchasing a boat trailer and
other pieces of equipment but, after learning
about Business Gateway’s Grants for Growth
programme, I decided to apply. Not only was
this process simple to complete, it has left the
business debt free within its first year.
“As a business owner seeking to grow a
business, Business Gateway offer a professional,
organised and straightforward service. I would

recommend them to anyone seeking advice or
support, and I would seriously consider any
future opportunities they presented.”
Hebridean Wildfoods Ltd trades primarily
in foraged sea vegetables and shellfish, wild
harvested from Lewis and Harris, which are
sold freshly chilled to a specialist foraged food
wholesaler in Cornwall and other vendors
based in the Outer Hebrides. This includes eight
varieties of seaweed, scallops, winkles, sea
urchins and premium quality line caught fish.
Demand for UK-sourced wild foraged food,
which are harvested in-season and sustainably,
is a quickly emerging market being led by
discerning chefs in top restaurants. Different
species of sea vegetables, such as sugar kelp
and mermaids lace, do not grow in warmer
water in the south of Britain. They are therefore
in high demand when in season during the
early spring in the island’s cold waters with the
‘Hebridean’ brand also sought after in line with
an image of purity.
Business Gateway adviser Derek Maclean said:
“Lewis already had significant experience running
a successful business through Hebrides Fish ‘n’
Trips. However, it is likely that any organisation
seeking to expand its operations will have to
explore external funding avenues. This can be
complicated, but Business Gateway can help
navigate business owners through this process.
“In the case of Hebridean Wildfoods, we
were able to provide 1:1 Business Support and
give advice on key business components such
as financial restructuring, which has enabled
Lewis to gain access to signifi cant funding for
his workboat so that his business continues to
expand into the peak summer season.”
Tourists will be able to go to sea with Lewis
for foraging trips from mid-June to October
2019 and can fi nd more details on www.
hebridesfishntrips.co.uk/.
More information about Business Gateway’s
services can be found on their website:
www.bgateway.com/.

Online Local Business Directory – go to: www.businesshebrides.co.uk
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RUNNING A BUSINESS?
connect with us
You know your business, but
Business Gateway Outer Hebrides
could provide the missing piece to
help take it to the next level.
Would you like:
• A second opinion on your
business plans from one of our
experienced advisers?
• To access specialist support on a
wide range of business queries?
• To draw on the wealth of market
research available from our
information service?
• To be signposted towards
sources of funding and key
contacts for onward referral and
business development?

Business Gateway offers a
wealth of knowledge and
expertise
Catherine Macleod,
 

Connect with us for:
1:1 Business Adviser
Market research
Funding opportunities
Business development
programmes

And all of our services are provided
FREE of charge.

Connect with us. Visit https://www.bgateway.com/outer-hebrides
or call 01851 808240

EVENTS is published by Intermedia Services (Stornoway) Ltd, Church House, 16 James Street, Stornoway HS1 2QN Tel: 01851 705743
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Début novel for former solicitor
I

fellow author at the An Lanntair group and
he helped guide me through the editing
process. Without his help, I think I might
have given up.”

the book is to do with nuclear protection
for the whole of the UK,” reveals Fiona. It’s
a story of sabotage and broken hearts, with
a powerful twist at the end.

Outer Hebrides. After being written by
Fiona and edited with John Hayward, all
the graphic work was produced by islandbased Karen Mackay Design. Says Fiona:

The book is well and truly made in the

Continued on page B16

“It always bugged me that I failed,”
the self-published writer admits.
“So,
years later, I decided to retake it. I did
intermediate-grade French, then higher
grade French. Because I was doing it
through the Open University, I needed
another subject to make up my degree.”

Fiona’s novel, St Kilda Fever, takes
readers on a trip back in time to 1970’s
Lewis, with a flashback section of the story
set on St Kilda. “Setting it in the 1970’s
means there are no mobile phones and no
Internet,” reveals Fiona. “There’s also a
power cut and the phone lines go down,
which adds to the atmosphere and intensity
of the book.”

By Roz Macaskill
f retired solicitor, Fiona Macdonald,
hadn't failed her French exam at
school, her debut novel would likely
never have been written.

Fiona elected for creative writing and the
rest, as they say, is history.
“I've never been one of those people
who always wanted to write, but I fell into
it,” laughs Fiona. “I met John Hayward, a

The novel tells the story of troubled
doctor, Helen MacAllister, whose life is
thrown into confusion when she discovers
a man in a wetsuit in her barn. “There has
been some espionage at St Kilda, which in
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the last St Kilda missionary and school teacher, Dugald Munro
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Shipwrecks of the Hebrides
by the Ancient Mariner

The Mutiny on the Jane 1821:
Part The Second…after the bloodshed
A

t first light, the murderers decided to obliterate all signs
of the bloodshed of the previous night. The bodies of the
captain and Paterson were thrown overboard after weights
had been attached to ensure that the bodies sank. The captain’s
bedclothes and pillow, which, of course, were bloodstained,
were brought on deck, weights attached, then thrown
overboard. All the ship’s papers were likewise disposed of
and all traces of blood were washed from the deck and cabin.
These precautions were taken in case they were boarded by
men from another ship for news and provisions.

This over, the mutineers seemed to have lost their appetite
for actual bloodshed although initially they talked of disposing
of the two other crew members, Smith and Strachan who were
imprisoned in the forecastle. Instead of instant death, the pirates
decided on an even more fi endish way to dispose of the two
Scotsmen by suffocating them with smoke after sealing every
crevice to which air might get into the forecastle. The deadly fire
was fuelled by wet wood from a broken water cask and tar and
was kept burning for 36 hours to try and suffocate and starve the
wretched seaman in the forecastle. However, when the hatch was
opened, neither man had succumbed to suffocation and after an
intercession by Dhura, both men were allowed on deck and were
made to swear on the Bible by the mate that they would never tell
a living soul about the dreadful events of the previous days.
During the voyage north, the crew remained much in suspicion
of each other and all slept on deck for the first fortnight. The casks
of dollars were also brought on deck and broken open. The dollars
were then placed in larger canvas bags which had been made from
a bale of canvas found in the hold. The bags were hidden in the
sides of the ship between the inner and outer wooden skins so that
they were concealed from view if the ship was boarded. It was also
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decided that if they were signalled by another ship that they would
say that they had been robbed by pirates.
Eventually, they sighted land, probably Barra Head and then
sailed round to Vatersay where the mate went ashore. He called
himself Captain Rodgers and said their ship was bound for New
York having come from Archangel. He bought from a Mr MacNeil
a sheep, six geese, fi ve ducks and some butter for which he paid
in kind— a barrel of bread, four boxes of raisins, a jar of sweet
oil, two jars of olives and a lump of beeswax. Quite an unusual
barter deal by any standards. Most importantly though, he bought
an open boat with a sail for which he paid in dollars—12 guineas
for the boat and £5 for the sail.
While in Barra, the mate had heard of the presence of a Revenue
cutter in the Minch in the days when smuggling was a prosperous
business round the islands. His original intention was to sail round
to the East coast of Scotland but in light of the news about the cutter,
this plan was altered. A meeting with the Revenue cutter was to be
avoided at all costs so the boat which was purchased in Barra was
got ready so that they might leave the Jane at a moment’s notice.
The Jane drifted steadily north until eventually she lay off
Chicken Head near the village of Swordale in the Eye Peninsula.
The bags of dollars were taken up and stowed away in the open
boat. Provisions were also put in and three of the crew were sent
below to cut holes in the inner skin of the Jane with adzes. Then,
all being ready, when it was about eleven o’clock at night and
dark, more holes were knocked in the outer skin of the Jane. The
crew got into the small boat, cut loose, and the Jane rapidly filling,
drifted into the darkness with spanker, top and jib sails set.
Up until now the plans of the mutineers had met with complete
success but now fate or circumstances turned against them. Their
intention, on leaving the Jane, was to make for the mainland and

travel south, but the wind and sea rose, and after beating about
on the Minch all night and all morning they decided that it would
be safer to head for land. The nearest safe landing appeared to be
a small beach about a quarter of a mile from Chicken Head, just
below the village of Swordale.
They came ashore and made their boat fast and slept the night
on board with the intention of crossing the Minch to the mainland
the next day. However, the weather became even more stormy the
next day and with the boat being driven broadside on the shore,
and being in imminent danger of being swamped, they left the
boat, taking the dollars ashore with them, and erected a rough tent
on the beach with some canvas and spars.
Now that the crew found themselves in a position in which
they were able to separate if desired, it was natural that the dollars
should be divided up and so the division of the spoils took place
on the beach. Imagine the ragged appearance of men who had
slept on deck for a fortnight and then had two days in an open
boat. The mutineers probably wore the sailor’s costume of Nelson’s
day—pigtail, straw hat and all—as they worked on a small beach
under steep cliffs with bags of dollars all around. They would have
had no idea quite how many inquisitive islanders lived nearby,
nor how effective local inter-personal communication was, even
in those far-off times long before telephones!
The mutineers’ boat appears to have been seen when sailing off
the coast, and no sooner had the boat come ashore than news of
strange men on the coast spread throughout the district and many
villagers came to the clifftop to view the motley crew on the beach.
Soon, the news of the landing of the crew came to the
attention of Custom House offi cials in Stornoway with inevitable
consequences for the mutineers.
(to be continued)

Threat of totalitarianism
T

he Eclipse of Trust is the subject of a talk organised by the
Baha’is of Lewis this month.

Rolf Schmidt is welcomed back to give a public presentation
which is about how the social disintegration around us is caused by
the erosion of trust which in turn stems from society turning away
from religion.
“It is also about how applying non-spiritual solutions to spiritual
problems can ultimately lead to totalitarianism, and how our Faith
can help ourselves and others to regain trust.”
This is on Saturday 15th June, from 7-9pm at The Fàilte Centre,
Bayhead – formerly the Retirement Centre, Stornoway. “It’s free…
and all are welcome.”
Similar to previous visits, Rolf is offering his presentation to the
Nicolson Institute too.
Rolf Schmidt is an electronics engineer with a keen interest in
technology and the environment. In the 1980’s he worked for the
Netherlands Institute for Sea Research which took him all over the
world on board research ships, including an expedition to Antarctica.
Rolf now lives near Inverness in the Highlands of Scotland where
he operates a solar-powered boat that he designed himself.

As a regular guest speaker for the Baha’is of the Western isles, his
presentations to date have covered a wide range of contemporary
issues including climate change, artifi cial intelligence, and world
citizenship.
“We live in an age of increasing mistrust. This matters because trust
is an essential ingredient in all our social and economic dealings;
between individuals as much as in the community and in the world
of business, politics, and international relations.
“In this presentation we look at the basic psychology of trust. We
also explore how religion can help to expand trust beyond the level
of family and tribe to build lasting civilisations.
“History teaches us that countries where trust fails can succumb
to totalitarianism; a situation in which trust is replaced by oppression
and paranoia.
“We take a closer look at totalitarianism by discussing academic
research on its origins, and through a fi rst-hand account of visiting
communist Romania in the 1980s.
“Last but not least, we delve into the mystical teachings of the
Baha’i Faith to try and make sense of it all.
For more information please call/text 07798700443 or visit
www.bahai.org.uk
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the linda norgrove foundation
Helping Afghan drought victims
B

eing a small charity, the Linda
Norgrove
Foundation
has
been able to respond quickly to
a humanitarian appeal to help
displaced families in Western
Afghanistan.

Last summer there was no rain for
more than a year in northern Herat and
Ghor provinces. The drought resulted in
a mass movement of struggling families,
almost 150,000, to their nearest large
city, Herat.
The residents of Herat are poor
themselves and the infrastructure is
already strained. The Afghanistan
government is struggling to cope with
Afghan returnees recently forced out
of Pakistan and Iran where they had
become longer term residents following
previous wars. International agencies
like the UNHCR were helping but, with
the unprecedented demand for their
services, their efforts were being spread
too thinly.
Lorna Norgrove says ‘Conditions for
these families are dire, they are living in
makeshift shelters in the freezing winter
and baking summer, surviving on a single
meal a day.

“So when Christian Aid asked LNF
for emergency funds to help destitute
families living in these conditions, we
were inclined to help. Our contribution
will help to provide shelter in better tents
or buildings, bedding, clean water and
hygiene kits.
‘In general, we try to provide
funds which will ensure a permanent
improvement to the situation in
Afghanistan such as scholarships for
girls to go to university, life changing
surgeries for children, significant
improvements to prenatal and maternal
care. But when we heard of this crisis,
the trustees unanimously agreed that
we should help. And do be assured
that Christian Aid never try to convert
people to Christianity in Afghanistan.’
The Foundation’s main fundraiser
on Lewis will be held this year on
Saturday 5th October. Join them to
run or walk 10K around the beautiful
Bhaltos Peninsula to raise funds to help
impoverished families such as those in
Herat.
To keep up to date and read more
about the work of the Foundation
see
their
re-vamped
website:
www.lindanorgrovefoundation.org

Naidheachdan
Legacy Wall unveiling

News from Comunn Eachdraidh Nis
CEN renovated cafe is now open!

On Friday 3rd May, we invited all those who bought a brick/bricks as part of our ‘Buy a Brick’
fundraiser to come along to see the unveiling of the now complete legacy wall.
The ‘Buy a Brick’ scheme was thought of by CEN manager Anne Macleod who had heard Ross
County FC did a similar scheme. Our architect Ruairidh Moir made a beautiful job of designing
the wall and took inspiration from the famous Butt of Lewis Lighthouse.
In total, it raised over £15,000 for Comunn Eachdraidh Nis funds, all of which was ploughed
back into the costs of renovating our building.We wish to thank everyone who supported the
scheme and to all who managed to come along on the day of the unveiling. Your support is greatly
appreciated - mòran taing dhuibh uile.

 

After a lot of hard work and preparation, the newly renovated cafe space at Comunn Eachdraidh
Nis is now open to the public. We extend a warm welcome our new cook Sylvia who started with
us last month.
Previously, the cafe could only seat 40 people but now, we have doubled the capacity to 80.
The menu is receiving some changes too - there are now specials each day of the week and you
can also choose from freshly baked cheese scones or fruit scones every day.
The cafe is open Monday to Friday, 10am until 4.30pm and we look forward to welcoming you
soon!
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Building our communities

WORKING UP PUPILS INTEREST
IN WIDER RANGE OF SKILLS

By Katie Macleod

W

hen a crane, a gritter, and a classic car were all present in
the playground of Sgoil a’ Bhac at the same time, passing
locals knew something big must be happening in the village.

Something big was happening: 25th April was Developing the
Young Workforce (DYW) Day for Sgoil a’ Bhac and Tolsta Primary
School, an interactive day dedicated to teaching pupils about
the world of work and the skills needed to succeed in various
occupations.
“The kids absolutely loved it, they had a ball, and the staff loved it
as well,” says Kirsteen Maclean, Head Teacher at both Sgoil a’ Bhac
and Tolsta Primary School. “There was a real buzz in the school that
day, there was a real vibrancy in what was going on, and everyone
that came in could feel it.”
With 45 different partners holding interactive information sessions
for 127 pupils, there was a lot happening in every part of the school,
from the playground to the classroom and everywhere in between.
From mechanics to opticians and radio presenters to accountants,
multiple careers were covered on the day, with pupils attending six
different sessions across the morning before coming together in the
afternoon for a DYW-focused assembly.
Before the big day, Kirsteen and the school staff had arranged
all 45 occupations into a grid where pupils could choose career
sessions in order of preference. “They were going to sessions they
had chosen, and that was really important to us. The kids were
choosing where they wanted to go, they were interested in the
choices that they made, and the partners’ feedback was really strong
on how well-behaved the children had been, how well they listened,

and the sensible questions that had been asked.”
This level of personalisation and choice is a core component of
the overall Developing the Young Workforce programme, a national
initiative which aims to better prepare young people aged 3-18 for
their working lives. As Kirsteen explains, “the Career and Education
Standards (2015) said that every child and young person would be
entitled to experience a curriculum through which they learn about
the world of work and job possibilities, and which makes clear the
strengths and skills needed to take advantage of these opportunities.
So in terms of the primary, that was our basis when we made a
decision as a staff last year to really focus on Developing the Young
Workforce.”
In fact, the hugely popular DYW Day was merely the culmination
of a year-long focus on the programme in Back and Tolsta, a focus
which began back in August 2018 with the pupil council’s idea for
every pupil to come to school dressed as what they wanted to be
when they grew up. At the same time, a questionnaire went out
to pupils to see what jobs they were interested in, and who they
thought might be able to help the schools with their DYW project.
This led to an introductory DYW evening for parents in September,
where pupils took the lead in giving short presentations on different
aspects of DYW, from the importance of bilingualism in work
opportunities and their management of the Scholastic Book Fair, to
the role of artifi cial intelligence in work, and a recap of their dressup day. “That really set the scene,” says Kirsteen, adding that they
gave parents feedback forms and the option for them to offer help,
whether it was workplace visits or taking part in the DYW Day itself.
Throughout the year, every class at both Back at Tolsta went out a

minimum of twice in the year to workplace environments, and every
class had at least two classroom visits from professionals speaking
about their workplace. One class was studying a topic on ‘Weather’
one term, and a topic on ‘Natural Disasters’ the next, and had the
chance to visit a scientific plane at Stornoway Airport, allowing them
to put their classroom learning into practice. Another class studying
the topic of ‘Farming’ recently visited the alpaca farm in Callanish,
while the class doing ‘Under the Sea’ as their subject went fishing on
Loch Sandabhat, where they caught a trout and learned how to cook
it when they returned to school.
“There was quite a range – we’ve had merchant seamen, paediatric
nurses, a chef. That was all happening right throughout the year, and
we were hugely supported in doing that by having the use of the
Tolsta Community Development Ltd. Minibus to help us get out and
about,” says Kirsteen.
“At the same time, there was a real focus on skills within the
school, and we were talking a lot about the skills for learning, life,
and work. The children do ‘learning logs’ every two to three weeks,
and they’re able to share their learning at home, so rather than
writing about what they had done in school, we were encouraging
them to write about what skills they had learned within the classes.”
All the strands and hard work came together in April, on the
highly-anticipated DYW Day. “We looked at what was available in
our own community, and we used every favour we could possibly
pull in. Every teacher was getting in touch with people they knew in
different occupations,” says Kirsteen. “It’s been a really, really good
project. The challenge for us now is to build on it. It really was a
super day, and I hope it stands out in their memory.”

Building our communities

The Lewis branch of thr National Youth Orchestras of Scotland

Lewis and Harris Youth Concert Band 2019

Music…a growth industry
for young people on Isles
By Katie Macleod

“I

t’s been an exciting couple of months for young musicians,”
says Gavin Woods, Comhairle nan Eilean Siar’s Music
Development Officer.
It certainly has, as this spring has seen a string of successes for
young island musicians in the Outer Hebrides, in everything from
national piping competitions to local rock ‘n’ roll performances.
Island pupils have been performing and competing across the UK,
with some even making national headlines, as was the case with the
three young pipers who played alongside the Red Hot Chilli Pipers at
Tynecastle Stadium in Edinburgh in April. Ciaran Murray and Joshua
Morrison, both from The Nicolson Institute, and Cameron Hendry,
from Sgoil nan Loch, were invited to take part in a live recording for
the band’s new album, Fresh Air, alongside 275 other young pipers.
The band enthused about the event on social media, saying “It’s safe
to say the future of bagpipes are in good hands!” and adding that the
pupils “were all a credit to yourselves and teachers.”
April also saw two pupils from The Nicolson Institute, Oscar
Fish and Tom Blunt, gain two of only three places for trumpet at
National Youth Orchestra of Scotland’s Junior Orchestra in Glasgow.
The well-known Sgoil Lionacleit Pipe Band continued their winning
streak in March, coming second place at Scottish Schools Pipe Band
Championships in Inverness, while the Lewis and Harris Youth Band
won a gold award at the Scottish Concert Band Festival at the Perth
Concert Hall.
Meanwhile, seven pupils gained places on the National Youth
Choir of Scotland Girls and Boys Choir in Glasgow. “We are very
proud of them, they all did really well to get into their respective
national choirs and enjoyed the courses immensely,” says Cath Fish,
Music Teacher at The Nicolson Institute. “The fi nal concerts were

Battle of the bands Nicolson Band Project

excellent and performed to a sell-out audience.”

and was live-streamed to viewers and piping fans around the world.

Three Nicolson Institute pupils were also successful in gaining
places to attend the Corps of Army Music Spring Academy at Kneller
Hall in London. Emily Hill on saxophone, Elizabeth Donner on flute,
and Calum Poustie on tuba – all members of the Lewis and Harris
Youth Concert Band – were hosted for a week as part of a group of
thirty young people from across the country. They were put through
their paces with marching drills, team building games, and intensive
music rehearsals, all of which culminated in a fi nal concert at the
Guards’ Chapel in London.

With summer fast approaching, the school holidays won’t see the
young musicians’ efforts slow down, either. The Nicolson Institute
pipers and ceilidh band are all set to open this year's Hebridean
Celtic Fetival on 17th July, and the Dìleab EP – which was recorded
on 11th May by school pupils and local singer-songwriter Willie
Campbell – will be available to buy in the summer.

Closer to home, school pupils in the islands were equally busy.
Held on 30th March and organized by Community Learning and
Development, the annual Battle of the Bands saw rock and pop
musicians from throughout the Outer Hebrides competing on stage
at Stornoway Town Hall. The judges were local-singer songwriter
Michael Libby; Director of the Hebridean Celtic Festival, Caroline
Maclennan; and Alex Macdonald, Head of Performing Arts and
Cinema at An Lanntair. At the end of the night, Megije Brice came
away with the Best Song Award, Talia Graham was awarded the Best
Under-14 Award, and Kirsty Ralston walked away with Best Overall
Performance.
The Nicolson Institute Band Project also performed on the night,
taking part in various elements of the competition and performing
during the interval. The group of students who have been working
with guitarist Louie Macleod through the Outer Hebrides Music Trust
initiative “Music for Life,” which is funded by Creative Scotland.
From pop to piping, the music festivities continued with young
pipers performing at the Bowling Club in Stornoway to mark start of
the season in April, attending piping workshops, and supporting the
26th Annual Pipe Major Donald Macleod Memorial Competition.
The latter took place at the Caladh Inn in Stornoway on April 5th

Battle of the bands winners

“The EP will feature many of the songs which were performed at
the sold out Dìleab concert in December. We do, of course, hope
that the community will support the work done by the pupils once
again by buying the EP when it’s launched later this summer,” says
Evelyn Coull Macleod, Multimedia Manager at Comhairle nan
Eilean Siar. “Whilst it is fantastic to see the progression of Dìleab
as a project, it is even more rewarding for us to follow the pupils’
development and this EP gives them another platform to showcase
their considerable talents.”
“The youth music scene in the Outer Hebrides continues to grow
both within the formal and informal sectors and this is purely down
to the enthusiasm and skill of music leaders,” adds Gavin. “Outer
Hebrides’ Youth Pipe Bands, Concert Bands, and Choirs are now
competing and winning national competitions whilst groups such as
the Lewis branch of NYCOS are some of the most popular and well
attended of any in Scotland.”
“The Young Musician of the Year competition, Mod, and Feis also
continue to inspire our young musicians, whilst performances such
as the highly successful Dìleab event only serve to highlight the
breadth and depth of our island musicians and the part they play in
refl ecting our heritage and culture, both past and present. It is this
energy behind music which puts the Outer Hebrides near the top of
the league table for participation in musical tuition in our school age
population. Long may it continue!”

Corps of army music spring academy 2019

Naidheachdan

àidhlig

Pròiseact Sìth 19 na Comhairle air
maoineachadh fhaighinn bho Mhaoin
Dhualchais a’ Chrannchur Nàiseanta

A

n-dèidh an obair a ghabh àite an-uiridh
anns na sgoiltean agus coimhearsnachdan
againn gus comharrachadh deireadh a’
chiad chogaidh, tha a’ Chomhairle air a
bhith soirbheachail ann a bhith a’ faighinn
maoineachadh bho Mhaoin Dhualchais a’
Chrannchur Nàiseanta airson Pròiseact Sìth
19. Bidh Preantasan Dualchais na Comhairle
ag obair le na Comainn Eachdraidh air feadh
na h-Eileanan an Iar agus le buidhnean òigridh
fo stiùir sgioba Ionnsachadh agus Leasachadh Buth-obrach ann an Tolastadh / Workshop in Tolsta
Coimhearnsachd na Comhairle gus coimhead ann an tallaichean coimhearsnachd, sgoiltean,
gu mionaideach ri na tachartasan a ghabh àite dachaighean cùraim agus comainn eachdraidh air
anns na h-Eileanan ann an 1919.
feadh na h-Eileanan.

EP Dìleab a’ tighinn as
t-samhradh!
Thàinig còrr air 50 sgoilearan bho Chòisirean Sgoil an Tairbeirt (còisir a’ bhun-sgoil agus an àrdsgoil), Bun-sgoil Lacasdail, Bun-sgoil Steòrnabhaigh agus Àrd-sgoil Mhicneacail cruinn còmhla
air Disathairne, 11 Cèitean, aig Stiùideo Alba air Rathad Shìophoirt, gus taic a chumail le bhith a'
clàradh EP Dìleab. Bidh an EP ri cheannach as t-samhradh.
Thuirt Evelyn Coull NicLeòid, Manaidsear Aonad Ioma-mheadhain Chomhairle nan Eilean Siar: “Bidh
mòran de na h-òrain a chaidh a chluich aig consairtean Dìleab an-uiridh, a’ nochdadh air an EP. Tha sinn
an dòchas gun toir a’ choimhearsnachd taic don obair a tha a’ chlann a dèanamh, le bhith a’ ceannach an
EP nuair a nochdas e as t-samhradh. Ged a tha e mìorbhaileach adhartas Dìleab mar phròiseact fhaicinn,
tha e fiù `s nas tlachdmhoire leasachadh na sgoilearan fhaicinn, agus tha an EP seo a’ toirt cothrom eile
dhaibh an tàlantan a thaisbeanadh.
“A leantainn air soirbheachas Dìleab an-uiridh tha sinn a’ coimhead ri Dìleab 2019 agus tha mòran
phlanaichean inntinneach ri thighinn. Bidh sinn a’ sgaoileadh fiosrachaidh a bharrachd a dh’aithghearr
mu dheidhinn consart sònraichte a’ gabhail àite san t-Samhain 2019 agus bidh ar n-òigridh agus
còmhlain-ciùil ainmeil an sàs ann.”
Bidh neach-ciùil ionadail, Willie Campbell, a sgrìobh na h-òrain air fad, a' nochdadh le taic bho luchdciùil às ar coimhearsnachdan. Bidh na h-òrain a’ leanas ri fhaighinn air an EP:
• In Honour of the Past (Willie & còmhlan-ciùil à Sgoil an Tairbeart. Sgoil an Tairbeart a’ toirt taic leis
an sèist)
• Innse Gall (Willie & còmhlan-ciùil le Sgoil an Tairbeart, Àrd-sgoil Mhic Neacail, Bun-sgoil
Steòrnabhaigh & Bun-sgoil Lacasdail)
• My Time Wasn’t at Hand (Willie & còmhlan-ciùil le còisir Àrd-sgoil Mhic Neacail)
• We Sleep at Peace (Willie & còmhlan-ciùil, le taic bho Chòisir Sgoil Bhaile a' Mhanaich)

Ceud bliadhna air ais, air 4mh Lùnastal 1919, ghabh
tachartas sònraichte àite ann am baile Steòrnabhaigh
gus deireadh a’ chiad chogaidh a chomharrachadh.
Tha aithisgean bhon àm rin leughadh anns an tasglann
a’ phàipear naidheachd The Highland News agus ‘s
e seo a thug a’ bheachd seachad airson a’ phròiseact
seo. Tha na preantasan air a bhith ag obair leis a’
bhuidheann nàiseanta ‘Gateways to the First World
War’ gus rannsachadh na atharraichean a ghabh àite
ann an 1919 agus a’ bhuaidh a bha aig seo air ar
coimhearsnachdan anns na h-Eileanan.
Cuideachd, bithear a’ rannsachadh Achd an
Fhearainn 1919, cùisean as-dèidh a’ chogadh agus An
Cnatan-mòr Spàinnteach. Thèid sgrùdadh air mar a
chaidh bacadh ann a bhith a’ bèicearachd àran aig àm a’
chiad chogaidh. Thathar a’ coimhead ri òigridh a bhith
gu mòr an sàs anns a’ phròiseact seo le planaichean
gus taisbeanadh a bhith aig Carnival Steòrnabhaigh a
sealltainn mar a rìnn daoine gàirdeachas mhòr nuair a
chaidh am bacadh seo a thogail.
Bidh na preantasan a’ lìbhrigeadh bùthainobrach gus taic a thoirt do na Comainn Eachdraidh,
ann a bhith a’ rannsachadh, a clàradh dhaoine
agus a’ chruthachadh thaisbeanaidhean agus
goireasan foghlaim. Leis a’ mhaoineachadh seo,
thèid taisbeanaidhean sònraichte a’ chruthachadh
air a’ chuspair, Sìth 19, agus nochdaidh iad sin

F

Dìleab EP Due out this
Summer!

O

Evelyn Coull Macleod, Multimedia Manager at Comhairle nan Eilean Siar, said: “The EP will feature
many of the songs which were performed at the sold out Dìleab concert in December. We do, of course,
hope that the community will support the work done by the pupils once again by buying the EP when
it’s launched later this summer. Whilst it is fantastic to see the progression of Dìleab as a project, it is
even more rewarding for us to follow the pupils’ development and this EP gives them another platform to
showcase their considerable talents.
“This is just the start of Dìleab 2019 and we have lots of other exciting plans to follow on from
last year’s success. Very soon we will be releasing more details about a special gig in November 2019
involving our young people and top class bands.”
The Dìleab EP will feature local artist Willie Campbell, who wrote all the songs, along with other
musicians from the community. Songs on the EP will include:
• In Honour of the Past (Willie & band featuring pupils from Sir E Scott. Sir E Scott Choir to accompany
in chorus)
• Innse Gall (Willie & band featuring Sir E Scott School, The Nicolson Institute, Stornoway Primary &
Laxdale Primary)
• My Time Wasn’t at Hand (Willie & Band plus Senior Nicolson Institute Choir)
• We Sleep at Peace (Willie & Band, with Uist backing choir)
• Wave to the West (Willie & Band with Barra backing choir)

Gu ruige seo, tha bùthain-obrach air gabhail àite
ann an Càirinis, Uibhist a Tuath, na Lochan, Nis
agus Tolastadh. Bidh tuilleadh bhùthain-obrach a’
gabhail àite tron Òg Mhìos 2019.
Thuirt an t-Dr Sam Carroll, Neach-rannsachaidh
Dualchas Coimhearsnachd aig a’ bhuidheann
Gateways to the First World War:
“Tha mi toilichte dha rìreabh gu bheil an obair
chruaidh a chaidh a-steach gus Sìth 19 a thoirt gu
buil a-nise ri fhaicinn air feadh na h-Eileanan. Tha
Gateways to the Future a’ coimhead air adhart ri
bhith ag obair le Comhairle nan Eilean Siar gus
comharrachadh ar dualchas coimearsnachd a tha
cudromach agus, dha rìreabh, inntinneach”.

Comhairle’s Sìth/Peace 19 Project
receives funding from The National
Lottery Heritage Fund: Now and Then

ollowing last year’s focus in our schools
and communities on commemorating and
learning about events related to World War
One, Comhairle nan Eilean Siar has secured
funding from National Lottery Heritage: Now
and Then fund for the Sìth 19/ Peace 19 Project.
The project involves CnES Heritage Apprentices
working with local historical societies (Comainn
Eachdraidh) throughout the Outer Hebrides
and youth programmes run by the Community
Learning and Development team, examining
n Saturday, 11th May, over 50 choir members from Sir E Scott (junior and senior choir),
the local response to – and significant events
Laxdale Primary, Stornoway Primary and The Nicolson Institute came together at Studio
Alba on Seaforth Road, Stornoway, to record the Dìleab EP which is due to be available to buy following - the declaration of peace in 1919.
One hundred years ago, on 4th August 1919,
in the summer.
• Wave to the West (Willie & còmhlan-ciùil le taic bho Chòisir Sgoil Bhàgh a' Chaisteil)

Cuideachd, bi cothrom ann barrachd
ionnsachadh mun suidheachadh ann an 1919 air
feadh na dùthcha. Bidh an t-Ollamh Lucy Noakes,
a’ lìbhrigeadh òraid air a’ chuspair ‘Armistice and
Peace Celebrations’. Gabhaidh seo àite air 11mh
Iuchar 2019 ann an Talla Baile Steòrnabhaigh aig
1f. Cha bhi cosgais ann a bhith an làthair agus tha
fàilte chrìdheil air neach sam bith. Cuideachd, bidh
seo air a chraoladh beò air an eadar-lìon. Thèid
barrachd fios rachaidh mun cheangal fhoillseachadh
nas fhaisg air an àm. Ma tha ceistean aig daoine
a tha iad ag iarraidh air Lucy a fhreagairt faodaidh
iad sin a chur gu smaclellan1u@gnes.net.

the town of Stornoway held a Peace Celebration
to celebrate the signing of the Peace Treaty and
the end of the First World War. Articles covering
the event in the Highland News at the time are
the inspiration for this project and have lead to
the apprentices working with the centre for public
engagement Gateways to the First World War on a
project exploring changes that happened in 1919
to the communities of the Outer Hebrides.
Other subjects to be examined include the Land
Act of 1919, Post-war activities and Spanish flu.
Another topic of interest is the Fresh Bread Ban that
was put in place during the First World War. The
project seeks to involve young people in replicating
the Carnival celebrations of the inaugural 1919
parade, which welcomed the lifting of the ban with
a float full of bakers and loaves of bread.
The apprentices will create and deliver free
workshops to assist Comainn Eachdraidh with
research skills, recording oral history, creating

exhibitions and creating educational activities. The
funding will help produce exhibitions specifically
focused on the theme of peace in 1919, which
can then be transported and used along with the
educational materials produced in any setting such
as halls, schools, care homes and historical societies.
There will also be an opportunity to learn more
about post-War Britain through an exhibition
and talk by historian Professor Lucy Noakes on
Armistice and Peace Celebrations, provided and
funded by Gateways to the First World War. This will
take place on 11th July in Stornoway Town Hall at
1pm and will be live streamed online. Please join
us for this free event, either by coming along to the
town hall or viewing online. Details for the online
stream will be available in the coming weeks.
Online viewers can email questions in advance or
in ‘real time’ on the day to smaclellan1u@gnes.net.
Workshops have so far taken place in Carinish in
North Uist, as well as in Lochs, Ness and Tolsta in
Lewis with participants learning more about where
to fi nd information on the islands, how to write
interpretation for exhibitions, how to undertake
an oral history project and creating educational
materials and activities. Further workshops will
follow in other areas throughout June.
Dr Sam Carroll, Community Heritage Researcher,
Gateways to the First World War said: “I am really
delighted that all the hard work that has gone into
developing the Outer Hebrides Peace Celebrations
1919 - 2019 project will now begin to bear fruit.
Gateways to the First World War are looking
forward to working with Comhairle Nan Eilean Siar
to help bring to light and celebrate this important
and exciting community heritage.”

Cuirm-dhuais Dìleab an Prize-giving for Dìleab an
t-Siorraidh 2019
t-Siorraidh 2019

A

ir Dihaoine 24mh den Chèitean chaidh cuirm-dhuais Dìleab an t-Siorraidh 2019 a chumail
ann an e-Sgoil. Am-bliadhna, ghabh 37 sgoilearan P7 bho air feadh Leòdhais agus na Hearadh
pàirt sa cho-fharpais agus ’s i Halle Durbin bho Bhun-sgoil Steòrnabhaigh a rinn a’ chùis. San
taisbeanadh aice bhruidhinn i mun Mhòd agus dè cho math ’s a tha e a’ còrdadh rithe a bhith
gabhail pàirt ann. ’S e thug buaidh shònraichte air na britheamhan, cho siùbhlach is fileanta ’s a
bha i anns a’ chòmhradh a lean. Rinn a h-uile duine gàire nuair a chluichear criomag bheag den
mheasadh aice is i ag innse mu ciamar a thachair i ri aon de na tìdsearan aice fhad ’s a bha i a’
cluich ciùil air sràidean Steòrnabhaigh. Fhuair Halle tesisteanas snasail cho math ri duais airgid
de £50. ’S e Robbie Maccoinnich bho Sgoil Bhrèascleit a bha san dàrna àite agus Bella Wilson bho
Sgoil a’ Bhac san treas àite.

Chaidh Dìleab an t-Siorraidh a chur air bhonn leis an t-Siorraidh Cailean Scott Maccoinnich gus
sgoilearan ann an Leòdhas agus na Hearadh a bhrosnachadh gus na sgilean cànain aca a chur gu feum
is leantainn orra leis a’ Ghàidhlig aon uair ’s gun ruig iad an àrd-sgoil. Fhuair a h-uile sgoilear a ghabh
pàirt £10 cho math ri teisteanas, agus bha duaisean na b’ àirde ann airson nan triùir à b’ fheàrr. B’ e seo
an dàrna bliadhna a bha am pròiseact a’ ruith.
Gus pàirt a ghabhail, feumaidh sgoilearan òraid no taisbeanadh de mu chòig mionaidean ullachadh
air cuspair sam bith a thogras iad agus an uair sin leanaidh còmhradh gus leigeil leis na bhritheamhan
tomhas nas fheàrr a dhèanamh air na comasan labhairt aca. Thuirt britheamhan na bliadhna, Anna
Nicsuain agus Iain Macartair: “Mhothaich sinn gun robh grunn de na sgoilearan na bu shiùbhlaiche agus
na bu chomhfhurtail nuair a fhuair iad an òraid seachad agus bha còmhradh math againn ris a’ chuid
mhòr aca as dèidh sin. Shaoil leinn gur ann an uair sin a bha an cànan nàdarrach a’ nochdadh aig cuid.”
Tha Dìleab an t-Siorraidh ag amas air sgoilearan Leòdhais agus na Hearadh a-mhàin ach, le taic
airgid bho Chomhairle nan Eilean Siar, tha pròiseact ùr, Dìleab aig Deas, gu bhith tabhainn an aon
chothrom do sgoilearan P7 ann an Uibhist agus Barraigh. Ruithidh am pròiseact seo airson a’ chiad uair
san t-seachdainn mu dheireadh den Chèitean.
Bu mhath leinn taing mhòr agus mealaibh ur naidheachd a ràdh ris a h-uile sgoil agus sgoilear a
ghabh pàirt ann an Dìleab an t-Siorraidh 2019 agus tha sinn an dòchas gum bi bliadhna a cheart cho
soirbheachail againn ann an 2020!

O

n Friday 24th May, e-Sgoil hosted a prize-giving for Dìleab an t-Siorraidh 2019. This year,
37 pupils from throughout Harris and Lewis participated in the project. Halle Durbin from
Stornoway Primary achieved the highest marks with her informative presentation was about the
Mòd and how much she enjoyed participating in it. She particularly impressed the judges with how
fluent and naturally she spoke in the conversation that followed, however. The whole audience
laughed when they were played a short clip from her assessment in which she recounted how she
met one of her teachers while busking in the streets of Stornoway. Halle received a certificate
as well as £50 prize money. Second prize went to Robbie Mackenzie from Sgoil Bhrèascleit and
Bella Wilson from Sgoil a’ Bhac came third.
Dìleab an t-Siorraidh was set up by Sheriff Colin Scott Mackenzie to encourage pupils in Lewis and
Harris to use their language skills and continue with Gaelic once they go onto secondary school. Every
participating pupil receives £10 and a certifi cate, and there are higher rewards for the three highestplaced. This is the second year the competition took place.
To participate, pupils are asked to prepare a presentation of about fi ve minutes on a topic of their
choice, before conversing with two judges to allow them to better assess the pupils’ ability to speak
Gaelic. This year’s judges, Annie Macsween and Iain Macarthur, said: “We noticed that a number of
pupils spoke more fl uently and were more comfortable once they got the presentation out of the way.
Good conversations with most of them then ensued and we felt that it was often at this point that the
natural language would appear.”
Dìleab an t-Siorraidh is aimed exclusively at pupils in Lewis and Harris but, with financial support from
Comhairle nan Eilean Siar, a new project, Dìleab aig Deas, will offer the same opportunity to pupils in
Uist and Barra. This project will take place for the first time in the final week of May.
We would like to thank and congratulate all the pupils and schools who participated in Dìleab an
t-Siorraidh 2019 and hope that 2020 will be just as big a success!

TAIGH CÈILIDH AN RUBHA
Bithidh Taigh Cèilidh an Rubha a’ cumail a’ dol thairis air mìosan an t-samhraidh. Tha sinn
air maoineachadh fhaighinn bho Bhòrd na Gàidhlig, agus air trì oidhcheannan eile a chur air
chois. ’S iad na cinn-latha:
Dihaoine 31/05 ann an Ionad Stoodie @ 7.30-9.00f.
Dihaoine 28/06 ann an Ionad Stoodie @ 7.30-9.00f.
Disathairne 27/07 ann an Ionad Coimhearsnachd an t-Siompain @ 7.30-9.00f.
’Se oidhirp a tha seo gus cothrom a thoirt do shean agus òg coinneachadh agus còmhradh
anns a’ Ghàidhlig, le òrain, ceòl agus dannsa ann cuideachd, a-rèir cò a nochdas. Bithidh
fàilte ro dhaoine a tha dìreach a’ tighinn airson èisteachd cuideachd. Ma tha sibh feumach air
lioft airson faighinn ann, cuiribh fòn gu: 07746 669473.
Taigh Cèilidh an Rubha will be carrying on over the summer. We’ve been given funding by
Bòrd na Gàidhlig, and have organised another three nights. The dates are:
Friday 31/05 in Ionad Stoodie @ 7.30-9.00pm.
Friday 28/06 in Ionad Stoodie @ 7.30-9.00pm.
Saturday 27/ 07 in the Tiumpanhead Community Centre @ 7.30-9.00pm.
The aim of the Taigh Cèilidh is to get people of all ages together to speak in Gaelic, with
singing, music and dancing thrown in, depending on who shows up. We also welcome those
who just want to come and listen. If you need transport to get to any of the evenings, call:
07746 669473.
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w w w. aca i rboo k s .c o m
Tha Acair a’ toirt leabhraichean clasaigeach agus feadhain
nas ùra beò tro leabhraichean-èisteachd, a’ toirt cothrom
dha duine sam bith luchdadh a-nuas a dhèanamh orra.
Tha measgachadh de leabhraichean air an clàradh le
guthan air am bi sibh eòlach – coimhead a-mach air an son
anns an t-àm ri teachd tro cuairt-litir Acair agus air-loidhne!
Acair is producing a range of audiobooks for adults and children –
for more info sign up to our newsletter or contact sandra@acairbooks.com

Stornoway Historical Society
SGÀILE IS SOLAS Lasting Traces
Mingulay to Scarp
Robert Adam (1885-1967) was a botanist who
became the most familiar Scottish photographer
of his day. His outstanding images of the islands’
physical forms and natural history began in
Mingulay as early as 1905, this book follows his
work from Barra to Harris, culminating in the
Isle of Scarp more than thirty years later.

CAS-CHEUM AN LEÒDHAS
Footfall in Lewis
A bilingual photographic book of
outstanding black and white images
of some of the most picturesque and
secluded regions in the Isle of Lewis.
Robert Adam was one of Scotland's
most renowned photographers.

LEWIS: THE STORY OF AN ISLAND
Christine MacDonald £12.99

A’ BHÀRDACHD GHÀIDHLIG
Iain Mac A’ Ghobhainn £15.00

DEILBH IS FAILEASAN
Domhnall MacAmhlaigh £8.00

Airson leabhraichean Gàidhlig, Beurla agus dà-chànanach agus taghadh de leabhraichean
Gàidhlig air leth do chloinne, thoiribh sùil air ar làrach-linn no thig a-steach gu Acair.

For the full range of Gaelic, English and bilingual books and a large selection
of Gaelic childrens books visit our website or call in to Acair.

LEABHRAICHEAN CHLOINNE

Riaghladair Carthannas na h-Alba
Carthannas Clàraichte/
Registered Charity SC047866

ACAIR, An Tosgan, Seaforth Road
Stornoway, HS1 2SD

post-d/email: info@acairbooks.com
fòn/tel: 01851 703020
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IOLAIRE EXHIBITION
T

he Stornoway Historical Society’s Iolaire
exhibition will be on display in the their
offices, at Stornoway Town Hall from Tuesday
4th June.
The exhibition, which was previously on
display at Sandwick Community Centre, was put
together by the Stornoway Historical Society, in
Collaboration with Point and Sandwick community
councils.
The exhibition details the impact of the tragedy
on the areas of Point, Sandwick and Stornoway
and plays an important role in the Iolaire centenary
commemorations.
The hugely interesting display illustrates the
voyage from Kyle, reactions to the news, instances
of searing loss and outstanding courage, stories
of the survivors, as well as looking at the inquiry
that followed and the Disaster Fund that drew
contributions from throughout the world.
It’s mix of photographs, personal stories,
artefacts and fi lm was met with a universally
positive response from those who saw it in
Sandwick, and Stornoway Historical Society has

had many appeals from Lewis people living off the
island who were unable to visit at the time.
The exhibition is accompanied by a film, entitled
So close to home, produced by Alyth McCormack
whose mother Mary, chair of Sandwick Community
Council, initially suggested the idea of the Iolaire
exhibition.
Alyth tells the story from her perspective as a
child of Sandwick – her grandfather had witnessed
the tragedy fi rst-hand from the headland as a
teenager from Holm; her song about the disaster,
also called So close to home, plays at the closing
credits.
Prints of the powerful Iolaire 100, portraits of
sailors lost and saved, by artist Margaret Ferguson,
will also be available to view.
The exhibition will be open throughout June,
July and August on Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays from 11am – 5pm. Admission to the
exhibition will be free.
Pictured is the centre piece of the exhibition,
a scale model of the Iolaire, surrounded by
information boards.
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FLASH FICTION
challenge at
Faclan: the Hebridean
Book Festival

F

aclan: the Hebridean Book Festival returns to
An Lanntair in Stornoway from Wednesday
30 October to Saturday 2 November, with a
top line-up of author events, film screenings,
and more.
In the run-up to the festival, An Lanntair is
seeking entries from across the Hebrides for the
fi rst Faclan Flash Fiction challenge, responding to
this year’s festival theme, ‘human nature’.
Flash Fiction is a form of writing that generally
contains some character and plot development but
is very short – 1000 words maximum. Variations on
the genre include six-word stories, 280-character
stories (aka ‘twitterature’), 50 word mini-sagas,
microfi ction (100 words) and sudden fiction (750
words).
People are welcome to submit pieces of any
length up to a maximum of 1000 words but that
say: “the more you can do with them, the more
impressed we will be.

across the whole festival, plus dinner for two in An
Lanntair’s café bar.
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COIG - THURS 6 JUNE, 8pm
With the release of the new album Rove,
Nova Scotia’s powerhouse Còig has
cemented its status as one of today’s
most exciting new North American Celtic
groups. With a combined total of over 30
group and solo awards and nominations,
the four members of the band are already
recognized as major stars of the Celtic
world. Rove is the group’s third album,
after 2014’s award-winning Five, and
2015 seasonal favourite Carols.

You will also be invited to read from your work
at one of our festival events.

ROBIN COLVILLE -

Two runners up will receive tickets to one Faclan
event of their choice.

THURS 20 JUN, 8pm
A welcome return by Scottish international concert
pianist, Robin Colvill.
“The Nostalgic Piano – and Memories of Bygone Days”
To include famous nostalgic piano gems from the 19th
and 20th centuries with works by Chopin, Gershwin,
Elgar and “Sheep May Safely Graze” by Bach, ‘Clair de
Lune’ by Debussy, ‘In a Monastery Garden’ by Kettelby,
‘Crescendo’ by Lasson, ‘Humoresque’ by Dvorak,
dance music to include Brasilian Tangos and Dvorak’s
Slavonic Dance and the famous Warsaw Concerto by
Richard Addinsell.

The best entries will also be showcased on An
Lanntair’s Facebook and (if short enough) Twitter
pages in October, as well as on the Faclan website
(www.lanntair.com/faclan)
Entries should be sent to Andrew@lanntair.com
no later than 30 September.
Faclan: the Hebridean Book Festival runs from
Wednesday 30 October to Saturday 3 November.
Early Bird festival passes are available now from
www.lanntair.com/faclan
The full Faclan programme will be online at
www.lanntair.com/faclan from the beginning of
September.

“You can respond to the ‘human nature’ theme
in any way you wish, from tales of heroism or
villainy or nature vs nurture to explorations of
formative experiences, mental health etc.

Now in its eighth year, Faclan has previously
welcomed authors such a Madeleine Bunting,
Richard Dawkins, Jackie Kay, Helen Macdonald,
Robert Macfarlane, Henry Marsh, Jonathan
Meades and Jon Ronson.

The winner of the challenge will receive a free
Faclan festival pass, granting you entry to events

The festival is curated each year by An Lanntair’s
Head of Visual Arts and Literature, Roddy Murray.

JUNE AT
AN LANNTAIR

CATRIN FINCH & SECKOU KEITA MON 24 JUN, 8pm
This sublime, critically acclaimed and
multi award-winning collaboration
between two adventurous virtuoso
musicians – Welsh harpist Catrin Finch
and Senegalese kora player Seckou Keita
– delivers a stunning exhibition of worldclass musicianship. Drawing deep on their
own diverse traditions and transforming
them with remarkable synergy, Catrin and
Seckou have built a formidable reputation
for their extraordinary performances.

SCOTTISH CHAMBER ORCHESTRA WIND SOLOISTS
- THURS 27 JUN, 8pm

SCO WIND SOLOISTS

ON THE OUTER HEBRIDES

Please join the world-class
Scottish Chamber Orchestra
Wind Soloists as they make the
Outer Hebrides their home for
the week. Wit, ingenuity and
entertainment are at the heart of
their concerts!
Immerse yourself in the romantic
intensity of two star-crossed
lovers! Prokofiev’s Romeo and
Juliet, with its dramatic scenes
and heart-on-sleeve melodies,
has a strong claim to being
the greatest ballet score ever
composed.

Sùil air An t-Ògmhios

INCLUDING MUSIC BY
Gounod, Mussorgsky, McCrae and Prokoﬁev

MONDAY 24 JUNE, 7.30PM – SOUTH UIST (ST PETER’S HALL CHURCH, DALIBURGH)
TUESDAY 25 JUNE, 7.30PM – NORTH UIST (CARINISH VILLAGE HALL)
WEDNESDAY 26 JUNE, 7.30PM – HARRIS (TARBERT COMMUNITY CENTRE)

Until Saturday 29th June Exhibition - PALIMPSEST:
SOCIETY OF SCOTTISH ARTISTS ............................All day

Wednesday 19th June

Wednesday 5th June

Full Circle: Making & creative play ........................10am

Thursday 20th June

Thursday 6th June

Full Circle: Family music ..........................................1pm
Còig ..........................................................................8pm

Friday 21st June

Friday 7th June

Steak Fridays .................................................From 5pm
Craig Hill: Cʼmon the Lads ......................................8pm

Saturday 22nd June

Saturday 8th June

The Travelling Gallery..........................................All Day
Paw Patrol (U) .........................................................3pm
Wild Rose (15) ........................................................8pm

THURSDAY 27 JUNE, 8PM – LEWIS (AN LANNTAIR, STORNOWAY)

SCOTTISH CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
TICKETS FROM SCO.ORG.UK

June at a glance...

Wednesday 12th June

Full Circle: Making & creative play ........................10am

Thursday 13th June

Full Circle: Family music ..........................................1pm
Full Circle: Mini Makes drop in ................................4pm
The Year if The Salmon (PG) ...................................7pm

Friday 14th June

Steak Fridays .................................................From 5pm
Red Joan (12A) ........................................................8pm

Saturday 15th June

Detective Pikachu (PG) ............................................2pm
Detective Pikachu (PG) ............................................5pm
The Hustle (12A) ......................................................8pm

Core funded by

Monday 24th June
Wednesday 26th June
Thursday 27th June

Friday 28th June
Sat 29th June
Sunday 30th June

Full Circle: Making & creative play ........................10am
Woman at War (12A)...............................................7pm
Full Circle: Family music ..........................................1pm
Robin Colvill .............................................................8pm
Steak Fridays .................................................From 5pm
Tolkein (12A) ...........................................................8pm
Talk with Q&A - Catrin Finch & Seckou Keita ...........2pm
The Seer ...................................................................8pm
Catrin Finch & Seckou Keita.....................................8pm
Full Circle: Making & creative play ........................10am
Full Circle: Family music ..........................................1pm
Full Circle: Mini Makes drop in ................................4pm
Artists Sharing Stories: A Gathering........................7pm
Scottish Chamber Orchestra Wind Soloists ..............8pm
Steak Fridays .................................................From 5pm
Rocketman (15) .......................................................8pm
Fly the Flag Workshop .............................................2pm
Sundays at An Lanntair Cinema & Family Art Sessions........From 1:30pm - 5pm
The Secret Life of Pets 2 (u).....................................2pm
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T

ourism
can
drive prosperity
in
the
Outer
Hebrides
writes
Rachel Mackenzie,
Highlands
and
Islands
Enterprise
(HIE) Area Manager
in
the
Outer
Hebrides.
As a key sector for HIE, it is one that can make a
signifi cant contribution to the economy of the Outer
Hebrides. Worth around £65m a year, visitor numbers
are at an all-time high with more than 218,000 visits
made to the islands in 2017.
Attractions such as the Harris Distillery and Lews
Castle Museum are drawing more people to the
islands. Visitors seeking experiences have a wide
range to choose from including the Hebridean Way on
foot or by pedal power and the Peter May Trail where
visitors can see the island settings from the famous
book trilogy. The Eat, Drink Hebrides Trail is also
proving popular and gives people a chance to discover
the islands’ Atlantic larder.
The magnifi cent scenery and the impressive
hospitality keep visitors coming back for more. The
opening of the islands thanks to ferry sailings every
day and more affordable fares due to RET have proved
benefi cial for tourism. We are optimistic tourism will
continue to grow over the coming years.
As the regional development agency, part of our role
is to support the industry including investing in ports to
make sure they are best placed to meet future needs.
This is why we recently approved £3.5m funding for the
Stornoway Port Authority’s ambitious project to create a
new marina and facilities at Newton Basin to help boost
economic growth in marine tourism and other sectors.
The 70 berths at Newton in Stornoway will
complement the 80 berths at the popular marina in the
town’s Bayhead area which was completed in 2014.
The expanded marina quickly fi lled up soon after it
was built meaning there is still a shortage of space in
summer.

www.hebevents.com
The islands are gaining recognition internationally
as a world class sailing destination with many
communities developing marina facilities that are
proving to be increasingly attractive to the global
sailing sector.
On the west side of Lewis, we are supporting The
Great Bernera Community Trust with the first phase
of a pontoon project at Kirkibost Pier. The community
owned marina will offer twelve berths as well as
caravan-hook ups and facilities following year-round
demand from visitors.
We also supported new marina facilities at Barra, Tarbert
and Scalpay. These are proving successful with plans
already in place to extend the number of berths at Tarbert.
We have recently approved funding of £50,000
to a newly established Harris based marine tourism
business that will create four new jobs. Instow Line
Marine Services is converting ex Royal Navy vessel
MV Instow into a luxury mini cruise vessel offering
cruises around the Outer Hebrides. This is an exciting
new venture for the islands and an important part of
the wider tourism offering in the islands and we are
pleased to be able to provide support for that.
HIE’s unique remit as an economic and community
development agency means we work in many ways
including addressing some of the challenges faced by
remote and fragile parts of our islands.
We are supporting community groups across the
Outer Hebrides to employ local development officers
to work on and grow numerous projects. For example,
we are supporting a three-year post at Carloway Estate
and we are working with them to provide specialist
support to consider options for developing Carloway
Broch into an improved visitor destination.
The Carloway Estate possesses a range of assets and
has the advantage of being a popular visitor destination
thanks to the Callanish Stones and the Broch, so there
is great potential for tourism related development.
Music festivals in the Outer Hebrides held in summer
are hugely popular with visitors from all over the world.
HebCelt is a key cultural event for tourism and
creative industries and is a vital economic generator
for restaurants, accommodation providers and local

02/08/18 - 05/09/18
06/06/19 - 03/07/19
02/08/18 - 05/09/18

businesses as well as transport
ansport which all benefit ffrom
rom
m
the festival.

www.hebevents.com
Lews Castle Stornoway

Sandie MacIver / HIE
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Having grown from a small event, it now attract
attracts
ts aan
n
audience of around 15,000,
estimated
,000, generating an estimate
ed
£20m for the local economy
onomy over two decades. The
Th
he
festival’s growth has been
ongoing
en remarkable, and our ongo
oin
ng
assistance helps to safeguard
social
guard the economic and so
ociaal
impacts that the festival brings to the region.
The two-day Eilean Dorcha Festival in Benbecul
Benbecula
la
has also delivered substantial
for
stantial economic benefitss fo
or
local businesses since it began three years ago. The
Th
he
event has already generated
pounds
ated over half a million pou
und
ds
for the Uist economy according to an independ
independent
den
nt
economic assessment.
We are working with
th our partners at Comhairle
Comhaairlle
nan Eilean Siar, Outer Hebrides Tourism (OHT) an
and
nd
VisitScotland to supportt projects that make the isla
islands
and
ds
a more attractive destination.
body
ination. As the industry b
od
dy
which promotes the Outer
world-class
uter Hebrides as a world-c
classs
visitor destination, we were delighted to support O
OHT
HT
T
with a grant to appoint a new Chief Executive to llead
ead
ad
d
on the growth of this vital industry. The organisation
organisaatio
on
is working in partnership
ip with the public and private
priv
ivaate
e
sector to grow the visitorr economy and is well on track
trac
ck
to delivering the ambitious
tious Tourism Outer Hebrides
Hebrridees
2020 strategy which aims
ms to grow the value of tourism
m
to £74m by 2020.
The Gaelic languagee is an important part of our
ou
ur
ur
cultural identity in the Outer Hebrides and is used ev
every
verry
y
day in our island communities.
munities. The potential to build
buiilld
bu
d
on it to engage with visitors
isitors is huge. There are great
greeat
at
examples of community
using
y groups and businesses u
ssin
ng
the language as an assett in a range of fields particul
particularly
larl
rlyy
in the creative industries,
heritage
es, food and drink and herita
tag
ge
and tourism as we see at Comann Eachdraidh Ni
Nis
is in
n
north Lewis, Taigh Chearsabhagh
An
arsabhagh in North Uist and
dA
n
Lanntair in Stornoway. Recent research by HIE sugg
suggests
gesstss
the use of the language in branding and advertisingg can
ccaan
make a business more attractive to customers.
With the growth in tourism
Hebrides,
ourism in the Outer Hebri
idess,
the islands have good reason to be optimistic ass w
wee
look to the future. We
e very much look forward
d to
to
continuing to work with
th our partners and industries
indusstrie
es
es
and capitalising on opportunities
ortunities in the future.

MAKING OUR REGION
THE BEST PLACE TO
LIVE, WORK, STUDY
AND INVEST
hie.co.uk

Callanish Stones

Leila Angus / HIE
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Crofting
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Crofting
Services

Ideas for Innovation!
By Rob Black –
SAC Consulting
Lewis & Harris

B

rexit, market fluctuations, variable input costs,
environmental concerns, funding availability, material
supply.

The list of challenges facing crofters, farmers and foresters, or
indeed any rural business, is mounting. The uncertainty can be
overwhelming and the ability to overcome the challenges can be
even more limiting. However, necessity breeds innovation. In the
Highlands & Islands, agricultural producers are working in some
of the most rurally disadvantaged areas in the country.
As such, it tends to be that crofters, small-holders and others
who find themselves in this category are an innovative bunch! So
how can we put their ideas to better use? We can do this through
the Rural Innovation Support Service (RISS).

What is RISS?
RISS is a service that provides a facilitator to help develop an idea
that will be of benefi t to a wider network of rural businesses. It is
the facilitator's purpose to help realise the potential of that idea. The
goal of RISS is to create a working group of people around an idea,
bringing in people with the knowledge, skills or contacts to create a
discussion, provide research, consider options and identify obstacles
or limitations for that idea. It takes an idea from the theoretical stage
to a fully planned practical stage.

How RISS works.
Step 1 – Formulation of a group.
- Get in touch with RISS. Put forward your idea.

and explored the idea of how to market it better utilising the Skye
name, and cultivated ways of making it more appealing to the
general consumer. This idea worked through the group to culminate
in a tasting day which demonstrated the viability of mutton as a
marketable and tasty dish in a restaurant setting. The idea can now
be expanded to create more marketing opportunities for mutton,
and indeed, the template of success for this product can be applied
to others in the future.

Step 3 – Ready to go!

Additionally, a project underway on the Isle of Lewis is attempting
to establish a supply chain for producers currently utilising polytechnologies for growing fruit and vegetables locally. The goal is
to link these producers with a market, such as cafes, restaurants
and shops, or indeed other businesses that would have a desire
to utilise locally grown produce. This idea was triggered by the
increasing popularity of polytunnels, polycrubs and kederhouses,
and a keen desire to explore other enterprise ideas for the croft that
can either be worked in conjunction with livestock production or
instead of it. By exploring this idea a series of opportunities and
benefits can be realised. Carbon footprint reduction, for example,
through reduced food miles, local produce for local business to
boost the local economy and the promotion of diversification for
crofting which will result in the increased sustainability of crofting
agriculture which will help stabilise things through uncertainties
such as the dreaded Brexit.

- Use the plan created to apply for new funding streams, or to
research further into the idea or even expand the remit of the
initial project.

Opportunities are there to be realised and if you have an idea you
wish to pursue then please visit the RISS site where full information
for RISS can be found at www.innovativefarmers.org.

- You will be linked to a facilitator.
- The facilitator will identify other members to be brought into
the group and will then apply for group approval to the RISS
panel.
Step 2 – Organising your working group.
- Once approved, the facilitator will enable and organise the
working period which can include meetings, discussions,
research, events or any other relevant procedures to work
through the idea towards the end goal. This will be the meat of
the project.
- A plan will be produced out of the working group actions which
will consider where the group will take the idea next. This is the
conversion from a theory to a practical working idea.

RISS in the Highlands & Islands
Success through RISS has been seen in the Hebrides with the
Skye Mutton Group, who took a product with typically low value

Furthermore if you are based in the Lewis & Harris area and
currently are responsible for a café, local shop, restaurant or other
business that would be interested in the production and purchase
of locally grown food, whatever it may be, then please get in touch

with the SAC Stornoway office who are currently facilitating the
poly producer RISS project.

06/06/19 - 03/07/19
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Scottish Crofting Federation

Inaccessibility of land
preventing croft new entrants
By Patrick Krause

T

wo recent news items have raised the issue
of access to land for croft new entrants,
again.
Last month, Highlands & Islands Enterprise
(HIE) announced that they intend to sell the Orbost
estate in Skye, which they have owned since 1997.
This was a worthy project that had the intention of
creating new crofts. The legislation at the time did
not allow for this so a few smallholdings now exist
on the estate which may be converted into crofts.
The bulk of the estate is managed as one farm,
however. What we would like to see explored is
the potential for the creation of more new crofts,
bare-land or woodland, and the possibility of
community ownership being considered instead
of simply placing the estate on the open market.
The other news release of interest came from
Scottish Government announcing that 6,400
hectares of land have been contributed by public
bodies to create new start-up farms. Both HIE
and Highland Council have donated land but
there is no mention of whether there has been
consideration of the creation of new crofts.
Some say that this land should be used for
woodland but, given that only just over 7% of
Scotland’s land is capable of growing food crops,
this would be absurd.
A key driver of land reform in Scotland has been
to increase the number of people who occupy,
own, manage and have a say in Scotland’s land. A
review by the Land Reform Policy Group, carried
out in the late 1990s, and the Land Reform Review
Group Report of 2014 both emphasise the need to
increase access to land.

In our contribution to the land reform
deliberations, SCF has called on the Scottish
Government to create 10,000 new crofts, half of
which should be woodland crofts. In discussion,
a common question raised is “Why 10,000? Why
such a big number? Why not start with something
small, a few hundred perhaps?”
The answer to this is that we are talking about
only a tiny proportion of Scotland’s rural land. If
we use 5ha as an average croft size, 5,000 new
bare-land crofts would only account for 0.5% of
Scotland’s agricultural land and 5,000 woodland
crofts would only account for 1.7% of Scotland’s
forest. And the bottom line is that we get 10,000
more crofting families on the land, contributing to
the objective of land reform.
Something we have also considered is the
creation of a land trust to facilitate the creation of
new crofts and the management of assignment of
unused crofts, to ensure that the land is protected
and remains for public good, something along the
lines of how community estates manage their land.
This last point could provide a connection
with an initiative that was presented at a
Scottish Parliament event recently wich saw the
establishment of the Scottish Farm Land Trust,
an organisation which aims to emulate the very
successful initiatives happening on the continent.
The SFLT recently carried out a survey asking if
people are interested in starting to farm: they had
1,286 positive responses, 73% of these wanting
less than 20ha. A fear of insecurity of tenure
was cited by 56% of respondents as a barrier to
entering farming. You can see the dots joining up –
crofting is the answer.

Join the SCF
Membership of the Scottish Crofting
Federation is an investment in
the future of crofting.
Your support will strengthen the voice
of crofters & crofting communities
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Alasdair Allan
and Kate Forbes,
MSP, Minister for
Public Finance and
Digital Economy,
are pictured with
CHGS recipient
Scott Thomson and
his family at their
house in Garrabost
at the end of
March.

£350,000 aid for homes
T

he latest round of Croft House Grant
Scheme awards announced by the Scottish
Government has been welcomed by Na
h-Eileanan an Iar SNP MSP Alasdair Allan.
Cabinet Secretary for Rural Economy Fergus
Ewing MSP announced today (Tuesday May 21st)
that an additional £350,000 will support 10
crofting families in building or upgrading their
croft houses.
Since 2007, more than £19m of Croft House
Grants have been awarded to more than 950
crofters to upgrade housing or build new homes.

Crofters in the Western Isles are eligible for the
upper grant of £38,000.
Alasdair Allan MSP pointed out: “The Scheme
plays a vital role in retaining families in the islands
– as shown by the fact the majority of successful
awards in this announcement were from the
Western Isles.
"The Croft House Grant Scheme is an efficient
and valuable way of building homes in rural areas.
I am often lobbying the Scottish Government
on this subject on behalf of constituents and it’s
welcome to see more money going towards this
purpose."

Woodland project extended by 5 years

T

he Croft Woodland project in the Western
Isles is to be extended for a further fiveyear period following a hugely successful first
phase, resulting in 100,000 trees being planted
in 51 villages across the islands with the
support of Point and Sandwick Trust.
The community wind farm charity has now
committed to funding a second phase with a
budget of £400,000 over five years.
The project has seen Point and Sandwick Trust
work with woodland and crofting experts such
as the Woodland Trust, Scottish Forestry and the
Scottish Crofting Federation.
A total of 103 schemes have been planted
so far, comprising 17 Forestry Grant Schemes,
67 MOREwoods schemes and 19 school and
community packs.
The 51 villages which have taken advantage of
the opportunity are spread across five islands –
Lewis & Harris, Barra, South Uist, Benbecula, and
North Uist.
The Woodland Trust will also be supporting the
second phase of the Western Isles Croft Woodland
project by investing £5,000 a year and providing

back-offi ce support for Project Officer Viv Halcrow, whose post is funded by Point and Sandwick
Trust, as well as the delivery of the project.
Woodland Trust CEO Beccy Speight said:
“Woodland Trust has been amazed at the huge
level of enthusiasm for woodland creation across
the crofting counties, but especially on the islands.
It is terrifi c news that Point and Sandwick Trust is
extending its funding and we look forward to continuing our successful partnership.”
Eleanor Garty, Woodland Trust’s Croft Woodland
Project Manager and North Scotland Outreach
Manager, called it “a very forward-thinking
initiative from Point and Sandwick Trust”.
Eleanor paid tribute to Project Officer Viv
Halcrow for the skills and knowledge which have
seen her achieve such impressive results in three
years.
“One of the things that I think has been really
important has been having a local person on the
ground who is able to connect with people. Viv’s
ability to connect with people and communities
and share enthusiasm for trees has made the
project hugely successful.”

SCF backs Scottish lamb marketing
S

cottish Crofting Federation has welcomed
Edinburgh
government
support
in
promotion of Scotch Lamb PGI (Protected
Geographical Indication) and has emphasised
the need for local abattoirs to assure total
traceability and provenance.

“It is very encouraging that Rural Affairs Minister
Mairi Gougeon has announced £200,000 of new
funding to Quality Meat Scotland to promote
Scotch Lamb PGI”, said Russell Smith, SCF’s lead
on agriculture.

Registered in Scotland as a Limited Company No: SC218658
Recognised as Scottish Charity No: SC031919

www.crofting.org
ww
01599 530 005
hq@crofting.org

“It demonstrates faith in our sheep sector and
the high quality meat that we produce, much of
which starts life on croft grazings. High animal
welfare, provenance and total traceability are
essential for us to maintain our reputation for the
very best quality lamb.”
Mr Smith went on to say, “Consumers are much
more aware of the food chain and want to know
exactly what their meat is and where it comes
from. Local abattoirs can be a vital link in the
chain, providing accountability for high animal
welfare and traceability.
“Scotland has unfortunately lost most of its

local, smaller-scale abattoirs in favour of large
centralised plants. This necessitates long distances
for transporting livestock to slaughter, increased
costs for producers and an uncertainty that
producers are getting their animals back. If we
want to provide meat to the discerning market,
we have to reverse that policy and reinstate local
abattoirs so that the consumer can be assured of
their meat’s provenance and traceability.
“We should be able to provide ‘Croft-reared
Lamb’, or ‘Skye Lamb’ or ‘Heather-fed Lamb’, with
the confi dence that we can trace the meat from
birth, through a good life to a good death. The
ability to sell direct from the croft to the consumer
benefits both the crofter and the consumer.
“The Scottish sheep industry is facing uncertainty
and possible calamity due to leaving the European
Union without a deal, so we must do everything
we can to bolster the quality local, Scottish and
UK market we supply to,” concluded Mr Smith.
“High quality croft lambs can be supplied for
fattening under the ‘Scotch lamb PGI’ mark or can
be sold direct as croft-reared. What is essential
is that consumers have a product that they have
complete confidence in.”
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ROUND-UP OF PLANNING APPLICATIONS DURING MAY 2019
The following planning applications are pending consideration by Comhairle nan Eilean Siar.
All information and accompanying documents are publicly available on the CnES website.

Polycrub, Dalmore
Mark Macleod of 11 Druim na H-Athadh, Stornoway, has applied
for planning permission to erect a polycrub at 1 Dalmore. It is to 12x4
metres, with a height of approximately 2.6 metres.
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Peter Cresswell of 10 Ardroil has applied for four separate
planning permissions to create four individual borrow pits adjacent
to Hamnavay Track, Brenish, Uig.
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Mark Macleod of 11 Druim Na H-Athadh, Stornoway, has applied
for planning permission to create an access track spur at 1 Dalmore.
The proposed gravel path is to allow for agricultural work to be done
at the top area of the croft.
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Access track spur, Dalmore
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Angus Smith of 91 Charleston Crescent, Cove, Aberdeen, has
applied for planning permission to build a house with detached
garage and an air-source heat pump, at 10B Cross, Ness. Plans
include creating a new access to the public road and creating parking
spaces for two cars. The house is to consist of four bedrooms, three
bathrooms and an open-plan kitchen/family/dining area.
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New House, Ness
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Alastair Macleod of 17B Portnaguran has applied for planning
permission to erect an agricultural building at 17B Portnaguran. The
building is to be 12 metres long and 3.1 metres tall.

Change of use
of building,
Shawbost
Horshader
Community
Development
has applied
for planning
permission
to change
the Shawbost
Shop and
Cafe in North
Shawbost into
a Community
Centre. Plans
pictured right.
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New agricultural building, Point
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Mast head amplifiers, Borve
The Wireless Infrastructure Group has applied for planning
permission to add mast head amplifiers behind the existing antennas
at Galston WTW Radio Mast, Melbost, Borve.
Top-up tap, Stornoway
Scottish Water has applied for planning permission to install a topup tap for water bottles on Kenneth Street. It is to be located outside
An Lanntair, close to the corner with Francis Street.
House extension, Stornoway
Iain Morrison of Coach House, Knockgarry, Oliver's Brae,
Stornoway, has applied for planning permission to extend the house
at the same address. The extension is to be used as a porch/study
Erect agricultural building, Swordale
Murdo S Macleod of 25B Swordale, Point, has applied for planning
permission to build an agricultural building at 25B Swordale. It is to
be constructed of blockwork, painted white, and is to be used to store
feed and implement. The building is to be 6.25 metres in length, and
4 metres wide. It is to be 4 metres to the eaves. The roof is to be made
of grey box profile sheeting.
Marine licence requested, Uig

planning permission to erect a house at 12 Constable Road. The
proposed bungalow is to consist of three bedrooms, a kitchen with
separate dining room, a lounge, three bathrooms, a study, utility
room, and garden room, as well as an integral garage.
Wind farm
Sandwick Community Council has applied for planning permission
to construct and operate a wind farm at Druim Speireag. The farm
will consist of up to ten wind turbine operators with a maximum
height of 145m to tip. Each turbine is to have a rated capacity of
up to fi ve MW resulting in a total site capacity of up to 50MW.
Accompanying substation and temporary compound as proposed to
be located within Creed Business Park.
New polycrub, Sheshader
Sheshader Common Grazings has applied for planning permission
to erect a polycrub next to the playpark and community building in
Sheshader, Point. The polycrub is to be four metres x eight metres
and is to be made of a timber, polyethylene pipe, with polycarbonate
roof sheeting.
Installation of broadband cabinet, Shawbost

A marine licence has been requested to license an existing
mooring at a location below the level of Mean High Water Springs at
Moorings, Loch Hamnavay, Brenish, Uig.
Replace pole on Laxay network
Scottish and Southern Electricity Networks has applied for planning
permission to replace pole 16 on the Laxay network with a new pole.
Permission is also sought to access other poles for inspection.
Alter and extend house
Donald Macdonald of Nacula, 8c Steinish, has applied for planning
permission to alter and extend a house at 1B Garyvard, Lochs.
Single wind turbine, Pentland Road
Knock and Swordale Community Company Ltd has applied for
planning permission to erect a single wind turbine and accompanying
infrastructure at Beinn Thulabeigh, Pentland Road. The turbine is to
be up to 150 metres in height. Work will also include creating 4
parking spaces at the site.
New house with integral garage, Stornoway
Kenny and Dolly Macleod of 14 Constable Road have applied for

Openreach has applied for planning permission to install
telecommunications apparatus at 53 North Shawbost.
New 1.5 storey house, Coll
Chris Matheson of 55 Upper Coll has applied for planning
permission to erect a house at 53C Coll. House is to have a kitchen/
family room, lounge, bathroom, WC, utility room and one bedroom
on the ground fl oor, and three bedrooms and two bathrooms on he
first floor. Work is to include creating an access, and parking suitable
for three cars.
Erect store building for road salt, Marybank
Comhairle nan Eilean Siar has applied for planning permission
to build a salt store at Salt Barn, Marybank. Work is to also include
creating screen bunding, improve existing external light and fence
perimetre.
Renovation and extension of estate cottage, erection of ancillary
building, Scaliscro
Scaliscro Estate has applied for planning permission to renovate
and extend an estate cottage at Keepers Cottage, Scaliscro. Work
will include demolition of much of the building, and extension to the

remainder of the building. Work is to include creating space for one
more car, bringing the total parking spaces to four.
Demolish house and erect steel-frame building, Bragar
Graham Ferguson of 6 Heatherhill, Lower Barvas, has applied for
planning permission to demolish the house at 12B Lower Bragar, and
build a steel-frame construct to be used as a garage.
New house, Mangersta
Catherine Lynch of Beeby Grange, Croxton Road, Beeby, Leicester, has
applied for planning permission to erect a house at 2 Mangersta, Uig.

ISLE OF HARRIS
New house, tourist accommodation and alteration of blackhouse,
Lingerbay
Mr & Ms Taylor of 1/2 80 Victoria Crescent Road, Glasgow, have
applied for planning permission to erect a house at 19A Lingerbay,
Isle of Harris. Plans include adding an access, parking, foul water
treatment plant and an air source heat pump. A blackhouse ruin is to
be altered to create a garden. Tourist accommodation is to be built
on site, above road, with an access path. House will consist of one
bedroom with Japanese bath, one bathroom, and a kitchen/living
area. House is to be clad in lobster blue cladding, with a turf roof. A
new chimney is to be built onto the existing blackhouse. Parking will
be created suitable for three cars.
The tourist accommodation is to be in the form of a studio, with
kitchen/living and bedroom in one area, with a bathroom. It will
have grey/blue cladding and a turf roof.
Site for catering van, Horgabost
Richard Maclennan of Parc an t-strath, Borve, Isle of Harris,
has applied for planning permission to use a piece of land that is
currently common grazings as the site of a hot food catering van at
Horgabost.
New house, Luskentyre
Andrew Bartlett of 1 Luskentyre has applied for planning permission
to erect a house and create a new access at 1B Luskentyre.
Install septic tank, Carriegreich
Morag Macleod of 7 Seaview, Knock, has applied for planning
permission to install a septic tank at 3A Carriegreich.
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News
Stornoway Shouts

O

nly one shout to report for the volunteer
crew of Stornoway RNLI in May as the
‘Tom Sanderson’ RNLI lifeboat launched at
2030 hours on Saturday, May 18th, by request
of UK Coastguard, to the aid of a yacht, in
difficulties at the entrance to the ‘Witches
Pool’, Marvig.
The yacht had suffered a fouled propeller but
had managed to hoist a sail and manoeuvre out of
immediate danger, making her way to open water.
Stornoway RNLI arrived on scene 20 minutes from
launch and established a tow with the casualty.
The ‘Tom Sanderson’ RNLI lifeboat, with yacht
under tow, then proceeded to Stornoway harbour.
The yacht was secured alongside the pontoons at
2240 hours.

Big Thank You from
Sgoil a’Bhac and
Tolsta Primary School
Members of Stornoway RNLI received a big
Thank You card from pupils at Sgoil a’Bhac and
Tolsta Primary School recently following a visit to
the schools’ Developing the Young Workforce Day.
Stornoway RNLI Coxswain John MacLeod and
RNLI Community Safety Offi cer and Education
Presenter Kenny MacLeod enjoyed their time
speaking to three different groups about the skills
and qualifi cations needed to be RNLI Lifeboat
crew.
“We also told them about other RNLI roles,
including volunteering,” said Kenny. “The children
got to see and try on items of kit and hear first-hand
reports of rescues from coxswain John MacLeod.”
He added: “A very worthwhile day and it’s
resulted in an invitation to return to Back School
and speak to all the children about water safety

before the summer holidays.”
If you think your school would be interested in a
visit from Kenny, please do get in touch with Kenny
via email on kennymmacleod@hotmail.com or call
on 07711828801.

Mayday Coffee Afternoon
A big ‘Thank You’ to all who attended the
Mayday Coffee Afternoon last month which proved
a very popular event with extra tables and chairs
being set up in a second room to host an overflow
of customers of both islanders and tourists joined to
show their support to the RNLI.
Thank You also to Murdag Maciver who
compiled a Quiz Sheet for the afternoon, which
in total raised £932.48 for the local lifesavers of
Stornoway RNLI.

Thank You Tesco!
And another big ‘Thank You’ to Stornoway’s
Tesco store and customers who helped raise the
fantastic total of £515 during an RNLI Mayday
collection day.

Betty’s 5p Pots!
Want to help raise funds for Stornoway RNLI –
get involved with ‘Betty’s 5p Pots’.

Stornoway
Lifeboat
Fundraisers
G u i l d
launched
their ‘Betty’s
5p
Pots’
Appeal
in
May, which
lets you help
the RNLI save lives at sea by raising money through
saving 5p coins in small jam jars.

Stornoway RNLI Shop Open
The Stornoway RNLI Shop on Cromwell Street is
now open every Thursday and Saturday from 11am
to 3pm – as well as on the days when the large
cruise ships come into port.
Full of RNLI related goodies, why not come in,
take a look around, and know that every purchase
helps save lives at sea!

Dates for Diaries

A couple of quick reminders – the Stornoway
The idea for Betty’s 5p Pots came from Betty RNLI Open Day and Family 5K will take place on
Firth, who was the Honorary Treasurer for over 20 Saturday, July 20th!
years at the Hertford branch of the RNLI – and a
And the Stornoway Lifeboat Fundraisers Guild will
Betty’s 5p Pot is the small jam jars that you get your be in the Co-Op store on Macaulay Road on July 2nd,
breakfast jam or marmalade in when you stay at a 3rd, and 4th, offering you the chance to buy some
tickets and take part in the big summer raffle!
hotel or B&B.
The Guild will also be collecting during Flag
If you, your family, schools or youth group want
to get involved, you can collect your Betty’s 5p Pot Week, beginning July 15th; and will be attending
from the Stornoway Lifeboat Shop, take it away and various shows across the island throughout the
fi ll it up with 5ps, then return it. And take another summer months.
empty jar away again with you!

How to Help

Donations of empty jam jars and lids for
You can keep up to date with the RNLI charity at
recycling and labelling as Betty’s 5p Pots are most
welcomed. And for any further information, please www.rnli.org – and why not ‘Like’ the Stornoway
contact Stornoway Lifeboat Fundraisers Guild on RNLI Facebook page to keep up with local lifeboat
email at: stornoway.rnli.fundraising@gmail.com
crew at www.facebook.com, search ‘Stornoway
RNLI’.
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Début novel for former solicitor
Continued from page B1
“So, the whole book was created on the islands!”
St Kilda Fever had a low-key launch on Sunday
19 May, when Fiona and her 23-year-old son,
Lewis, ventured out to the islands. “It had been dry
for three weeks. They were worried as their water
supply was running low.
“However, the day we arrive it poured solidly.
Much to their relief and our dismay.
“I was also really, really lucky to meet Don
Munro, the grandson of the last St Kilda missionary
and school teacher, Dugald Munro.
“It was pure luck, as he had never been to St
Kilda before and didn’t know I was going to be
there. I’d been reading up on so much St Kilda
history, that meeting him was really the icing on the
cake and I felt so honoured to be able to give him
a copy of my book.”
St Kilda Fever will have a secondary launch on
Wednesday 5 June at Stornoway Library at 7pm.
Those who attend will have a chance to hear the
inspiration behind the book, as well as a reading by
Fiona and a question and answer session.

When Donald Murray
from Lewis met…

Fiona’s book will also be available to purchase
at the event. And £1 from every copy sold will be
donated to Bethesda.

Donald Murray from Lewis

Review of St Kilda Fever
by FMT MacDonald

O

T

he Peter May Blackhouse trilogy and Ness man Donald S Murray’s ubiquitous literary
output over recent years on aspects of island life have drawn many readers to the
fascinating highways and byways of the Outer Hebrides.
Now, a new island author has appeared on our literary landscape with a refreshing new twist on
that ancient genre of murder and mystery,
The fi rst novel by FMT Macdonald is called St. Kilda Fever and, as well as having an interesting
title, it also has an intriguing cover featuring a map of St. Kilda with a stethoscope looped into a heart
shape, an old USSR imprint featuring the sickle and hammer, a photo of a Jack Russell terrier called
George and what appears to be a red ink-smudged circle…or could that be a bloodstain?
On the face of it, St. Kilda Fever appears to have a traditional 1970s theme with murder, intrigue,
sex, a brave dog, drink, wacky islanders and dangerous Russians. A locum doctor from Glasgow,
Helen MacAllister, accepts the offer of a temporary job in the Outer Hebrides to fill the gap caused
by the death of Dr. Robertson, a traditional island GP.
As she is settling in, getting to know her patients, a mystery body is washed ashore in suspicious
circumstances. The military are called in as it appears that the body might be linked to an incident
at the St. Kilda military base, 50 miles west of the island. The tempo of the novel picks up as Dr.
MacAllister discovers an unconscious stranger in a wet suit in the byre beside her house where she
keeps chickens and a bucket of foul smelling gugas. She revives him and welcomes into her home
and off we go on a rollercoaster yarn with an unexpected ending.

n Wednesday 22 May, Shetland-based and
Lewis-born author Donald S Murray was
in London. One of six shortlisted for a major
writing award from the Authors’ Club, he
recalls that day.
“Donald Murray was the first to greet me when I
stepped into the National Liberal Club in London.
“His bearded features were embossed on a
bronze plaque at the doorway, looking out in the
direction of a bust of William Ewart Gladstone.
“Beside him, there was a board telling visitors
of the reason why he was there. Apparently, he
had been Secretary of the Whitehall club between
1888 and 1912.
“A few questions revealed that he had
connections with both Applecross and Lewis –
particularly the village of Ceos.
“Like his brother James, he was involved with
the Highland Land Law Reform Association, one of
the most important bodies ever for the Highlands
and Islands, working also in the Railway Clearing
House there.

The main character, Helen MacAllister, fits in well to the 1970’s island setting. Helen is emotionally
damaged by a failed relationship in Glasgow, with a growing dependency on sleeping tablets and
massive G&Ts. The author builds up a brilliant picture of the struggling GP and evokes sympathy
as well as anger. Immediately on her arrival, the doctor is on a collision course with the practice
medical secretary, Mrs Murray. Helen does not like Mrs Murray’s straitlaced Free Presbyterian attitude
and her attempts to keep the doctor on what she sees as the traditional track for an island doctor.

“It all seemed a good omen for the next few
hours. I was one of six shortlisted for the Authors’
Club First Novel of 2018, being awarded this for
my book, ‘As The Women Lay Dreaming’ which
is about the effects of the Iolaire disaster on the
island of Lewis.

Among the other characters we encounter is Mr Macleod who runs the local store called “Goods
and Feed”, a man in his fi fties, tweed cap on his head and a cigarette pinched between his thumb
and his forefinger. After initial visits to the shop, Helen thinks that an additional line should be added
to the store name – “suppliers of local gossip and character assassination”. Duncan “Crusher”
Macdonald is a dangerous, aggressive fisherman with a drink problem, PC Bain is the kindly island
Bobbie and Captain Ruairidh Macdonald is a bumptious and arrogant sea captain who comes to the
doctor with a guilty secret. Most of the characters visit the doctor’s surgery, an excellent technique
for introducing us to this eclectic island community. George, the Jack Russell, has too big a part in
proceedings, but then again, I’m not a dog lover!

“While I did not expect to win, I was cheered
by the fact that I would be in good company. My

Various strands of island life are woven into the narrative to create a fascinating tapestry for those
looking in from the outside. Mink, the vicious and savage killer of poultry, are a threat to the doctor’s
hens – this allows the author to bring in the history of mink farms on the island. That famous or
infamous island culinary delicacy, the guga – the salted young of the gannet – is on the menu in various
places throughout the novel but it appears that Dr MacAllister would much prefer fish fingers!
Nicknames, a historic island tradition to differentiate between the many islanders with similar
names, sometimes in the same family, are sprinkled thoughout the book. We are introduced to
Scooby, Slipknot, Thirteen, Calum Twig Macdonald and my own favourite, Lulu! There was little
resemblance to the diminutive Glasgow singer but, apparently, he was called after her because he
was always shouting.
I must admit that I am not a great fan of fi ction, but by the time I had read chapter 4 of FMT
MacDonald’s first novel, I was completely hooked. It is difficult to imagine that this is a first novel as
the words and the plot flow along in a sophisticated style that would be envied by more experienced
wordsmiths. As is normal with this genre, there are many unexpected twists and turns as the novel
sweeps along to a fascinating climax. This is an excellent introduction to FMT’s skills and expertise
as a writer of fiction and hopefully, there will be more to follow!
SM

publisher Sara Hunt from Saraband was there as
was my fellow islesman, the journalist, Torcuil
Crichton from the district of Point. He had been
good enough to stand in for me at an earlier event
in Waterstones in Gower Street, London when I
could not appear.
“Among the others shortlisted was my
fellow Scot, the broadcaster and reporter, Sally
Magnusson for her book, ‘The Sealwoman’s Gift’
and Norma MacMaster, a retired Church of Ireland
minister whose first novel, ‘Silence Under A Stone’
did not appear until the writer was in her eighties.
“In the event, the winner was Guy Gunartne
whose novel ‘In Our Mad And Furious City’ has
won a host of awards, including the International
Dylan Prize this year.
“At the day’s end, I did not feel too disappointed.
I met many fine and interesting people on the night,
including a great-great-granddaughter of Charles
Darwin and a woman who told me my book on
the Iolaire was now being read in several reading
groups in the libraries of London. (I found this odd!)
“I was also aware that I had many adventures
ahead, including being the Artistic Representative
for the Western Isles team in Gibraltar. If only my PE
teachers in the Nicolson, I mused, could see me now.
“I was also comforted by meeting ‘Donald
Murray’, aware that someone with my own name
had passed before me through the doors of the
National Liberal Club in Whitehall, his talents and
abilities recognised and celebrated by those within.”

And this is how the Authors’
Club reported the outcome…
T

he Authors’ Club is pleased to announce
that the winner of the 2019 Best First Novel
Award is Guy Gunaratne’s In Our Mad and
Furious City.
The guest adjudicator, Louise Doughty,
presented the £2,500 award at a reception at the
National Liberal Club in London on 22 May. She
said:
“Guy Gunaratne’s In Our Mad and Furious
City is an extraordinary act of ventriloquism:
fi ve very different narrative voices tell of their
lives on the Stones Estate during an inner-city
summer of tension and violence, and the lives of
these characters burst from the page in a work of
stunning originality and pace that heralds a terrific
literary career to come.”

Doughty faced the challenging task of selecting a
winner from a stunning shortlist that also included:
• The Cactus, Sarah Haywood (Two Roads)
• Silence Under a Stone, Norma MacMaster
(Doubleday)
• The Sealwoman’s Gift, Sally Magnusson (Two
Roads)
• As the Women Lay Dreaming, Donald Murray
(Saraband)
• Testament, Kim Sherwood (Riverrun)
The prize is for the debut novel of a British, Irish
or UK-based author, first published in the UK, and
there is no age limit. The winning novel is selected
by a guest adjudicator from a shortlist drawn up
by a panel of Authors’ Club members, chaired by
Lucy Popescu.
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Alzheimer Scotland calls on Western Isles to get
involved in Dementia Awareness Week
D

uring Scotland’s Dementia Awareness
Week (Monday 3 to Sunday 9 June),
Alzheimer Scotland in Lewis and Harris holds
various events to raise awareness of local
dementia support, as well as the urgent need
for more people, with and without a dementia
diagnosis, to sign up to dementia research.

With over 90,000 people with dementia in
Scotland, almost every family now knows someone
living with the illness. Alzheimer Scotland believes
it is vital that people living with dementia feel
recognised, valued and supported in their local
communities to prevent isolation and stigma.
By bringing people together and encouraging
conversations during Dementia Awareness Week,
communities are being asked to come together to
support a dementia-friendly Scotland.
Alzheimer Scotland’s Dementia Resource Centre
in Stornoway is encouraging locals to drop in or
to get in touch by phone, email or Skype to learn
more about the support that is available to them
in the heart of their local community, along with
finding out more about what Alzheimer Scotland is
providing locally and how you can get involved with
supporting the charity and research. Ellie Donnelly
who works as a Dementia Advisor for the Western
Isles services said: “By working together, we can
help make our community a dementia-friendly place
where people can continue to create new friendships
and continue to live in the community and feel
valued and supported to live with their illness.”
Welcoming Scotland’s Dementia Week, Henry
Simmons, Alzheimer Scotland’s Chief Executive,
said: “Scotland’s Dementia Awareness Week
gives us an opportunity to spread the word about
the work we do, the people we support and the
chance to change how Scotland views dementia.
The work of our local teams and volunteers is
invaluable in helping us to transform the way
people are supported to live with dementia in their

communities. We would not be able to continue
this vital work without the generosity of everyone
who fundraises for us or donates to us. As the
number of people living with dementia continues
to increase we must continue to expand our work
and your support is vital in helping us reach as
many people as possible and ultimately make sure
no one faces dementia alone in Scotland.
“With no effective treatment and no cure,
dementia research is crucial to making a difference
for people living with dementia now, and in the
future. Research can only take place with the
help of volunteers who have dementia and those
who do not. Research is informing us more
about dementia prevention, how to improve the
quality of life of those living with the illness and
will ultimately help to fi nd a cure. If you do just
one thing this week for dementia sign up to join
Dementia Research and start your journey to help
us transform our understanding of the illness.”
Get involved with Scotland’s
Awareness Week (3-9 June 2019), by;

Dementia

Finding out more about Dementia Awareness
Week at www.alzscot.org/daw or visit your local
Alzheimer Scotland Dementia Resource Centre
in [town] to fi nd out what is taking place locally
during the week
Playing your part in dementia research today,
visit alzscot.org/dawresearch or call Alzheimer
Scotland’s Freephone 24 hour Dementia Helpline
on 0808 808 3000
Donating to Alzheimer Scotland to help make
sure nobody faces dementia alone online at www.
alzscot.org/dawdonate

Join
the
Dementia
Awareness
Week
conversation on Twitter with @alzscot using
#DementiaAwareness.

Join Dementia Research (JDR)
The National Institute for Health Research
(NIHR) in partnership with Alzheimer Scotland,
Alzheimer's Research UK and Alzheimer's Society
developed Join Dementia Research, a service
which allows people to register their interest in
participating in dementia research and be matched
to suitable studies, in 2015. Everybody now has
that chance to see what dementia research is
taking place, both in their local area and across the
nation. You can fi nd out more about all the study
opportunities available at home, in your area and
around the UK. Not registered with Join Dementia
Research? Why not sign up today?
Alzheimer Scotland is Scotland’s leading
dementia organisation, providing care, activities,
support, information and advice to people with
dementia, their carers and their families. We aim
to improve public policies relating to dementia,
support developments in dementia research and
be a voice for the estimated 90,000 people in
Scotland currently living with dementia.
Alzheimer Scotland is Scotland’s foremost
voluntary organisation working for people with

dementia and their carers. We focus our efforts in
the following ways;
• Speaking out for the rights and concerns of
people with dementia and their carers;
• Providing support throughout Scotland;
• providing practical services such as day,
evening
and
weekend
opportunities,
befriending and carers' support services. All
supports have been made possible due to
fundraised income;
• Creation of 21 Dementia Resource Centres
across Scotland;
• Providing the 24-hour national freephone
Dementia Helpline (0808 808 3000);
• Supporting the Scottish Dementia Working
Group and the National Dementia Carers'
Action Network
• Network of Dementia Advisors across Scotland;
• Specialist Dementia Nurse and Allied Health
Professional programme;
• Publishing leafl ets
, booklets, reports and
a quarterly newsletter keeping carers and
professionals up-to-date;
• Operating a Dementia Research Centre in
partnership with the University of Edinburgh,
a Centre for Policy & Practice at the University
of the West of Scotland and a strategic alliance
with Queen Margaret University. to ensure
we continuously researching and improving
practice, whilst looking for a cure.

Alzheimer Scotland believes nobody should
have to face dementia alone. Scotland’s leading
dementia charity provides high-quality, dementiaspecifi c support and information for people with
dementia from Shetland to the Borders, along with
campaigning for the rights of people with dementia

ANTICIPATORY CARE PLANS

N

and their carers and supporting advancements in
dementia research. If you have any questions about
dementia, or want to fi nd out about support in
your area, call Alzheimer Scotland’s 24 Freephone
Helpline on 0808 808 3000.

o-one wants to think about becoming ill or that there might be a point where you struggle
to manage at home.

However, at some point your health may change and having a plan in place can help you to remain
in control. It can never be too early to plan for the future and to put your wishes down in writing.
This is called making an Anticipatory Care Plan.
If you have a long-term condition, Anticipatory Care Planning encourages you to think ahead and
understand your health. It can help you make choices about your future care.
Your Anticipatory Care Plan is not legally binding in any way, completing it is voluntary and it can
be updated at any time to reflect changes in your thinking or circumstances.
Simply request the booklet from your GP surgery, community nursing team, social care workers, or
community support to start the discussion with your loved ones.
For more information, please visit www.myacp.scot

Let’s talk
about
Dementia
Caberfeidh Hotel
Thursday 6th June 2019
Drop in from 10 am – 4pm
Refreshments will be available at 10am (tea/

Dementia Awareness Week
Dementia Awareness Week this year will be from
3rd-9th June and there will be a number of local events
across the Western Isles to raise awareness around the
key theme “Prevent now, Care today and Cure tomorrow”.
Alzheimer Scotland Western Isles is very active in the local
communities and their main focus is to make sure people living
with Dementia and their families are aware of the services and wide range of
activities that they can offer to support people.
Marion MacInnes, Service Manager, Alzheimer Scotland Western Isles says …
“One of the main events we will be hosting in Dementia Awareness Week is a
partnership event called “Let’s talk about Dementia”. This event aims to provide an
opportunity for people living with Dementia and their carers to meet with us and for
them to ﬁnd out more about the wider supports and services available to them in
their local area. We’d also encourage anyone interested in ﬁnding out more about
the work we do to pop in and speak to us at any time”
Please contact Alzheimer Scotland Western Isles for more information at ~
The Dementia Resource Centre, 18 Bells Road, Stornoway, HS1 2RA
or by phoning 01851 702123 or email Marion MacInnes at mmacinnes@alzscot.org.

Join us for a partnership event where you can
ask us a question, tell us your story or pop in
for a chat and pick up information.
We will be joined by a wide range of health
and social care colleagues from NHS, CNES
and also with us will be representatives
from the Citizens Advice Bureau, Western
Isles Community Care Forum and Cianalais
dementia friendly communities amongst
others.
Dr Ron Culley, Chief Officer of the Health and
Social Care Partnership will be opening the
event at 10am.

Most importantly we’d love
to hear from people living
with Dementia and their
families and friends. If you
need support to attend this
event please contact us
on 01851 702123 or email
mmacinnes@alzscot.org

3-9
June

Alzheimer Scotland - Action on Dementia is a company limited by
guarantee, registered in Scotland 149069. Recognised as a charity
Dundee Street, Edinburgh, EH11 1DQ, 0131 243 1453, www.alzscot.org

You can also follow us on facebook @ Alzheimer Scotland Western Isles.
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Working in
partnership

he Outer Hebrides Alcohol & Drug Partnership (OHADP)
recently held a partnership event bringing together service
providers and service users to look at how to support and
engage with individuals and their families furthest away from
services; especially those who are vulnerable and disadvantaged
and those living in more remote and rural areas.
The feedback from the day will now be used to assist the OHADP
when updating and developing the local strategy.
Taking place in April, at the Harris Hotel in Tarbert, the event
enabled those across the island chain to come together; and
presentation topics included the new Scottish Government Strategy
‘Rights, Respect and Recovery’; the local picture in relation to alcohol
and drug issues, and a series of snapshots from the emergency services
about how alcohol and drugs feature in their services and priorities.
Participants were able to join small group discussions about how
service providers can reach out to those furthest from services, or
that are hard to engage; and what they saw as the Outer Hebrides
priorities in relation to alcohol and drug issues.
Highlight of the event was a presentation from guest speaker
Michaela Jones, National Lived Experience Development Officer at
the Scottish Recovery Consortium (SRC), who spoke about the SRC
and the role of Lived Experience, as well as Recovery Advocacy and
an overview of the work which is building recovery communities
across Scotland.
The feedback from the day proved very positive and included
participant comments: ‘An excellent and informative day. Format was
good. It was great to liaise with other agencies’, and: ‘It was great to
hear from all the speakers and the workshops were very helpful too’.
For further information on the work of the Outer Hebrides Alcohol
and Drug Partnership, please contact by telephone on 01851 762022.

NHSWI Director of Public Health Dr Maggie Watts; Dr Caroline Millins and Dr Roman Biek of The University of Glasgow; Walter Leo and Donald
Nayer, University of Glasgow MSc students; NHSWI Health Protection Nurse Specialist Isabell MacInnes, and Ealasaid Dick, veterinary surgeon, Uist.

Award for Tick and Lyme disease research
D
rs Caroline Millins and Roman Biek, and their students
from the University of Glasgow, have been presented with
a Knowledge and Public Engagement award for ‘Developing an
evidence base for effective Lyme Disease management’.

councillors Paul Steele, Iain MacNeil, Calum MacMillan, and
Donald Manford for their support of this project.

The award recognises the research work undertaken in the Western
Isles by the team, in collaboration with NHS Western Isles, Scottish
Natural Heritage, and the Uist Deer Management group.

Health Protection Team - 37 South Beach Street, Stornoway,
01851 708033

The research team is grateful to residents in the Western Isles who
attended information sessions, completed surveys, and co-operated
with University of Glasgow MSc students Donald and Walter as they
undertook survey work across the island chain.

The Tick Information Packs can be accessed by contacting the
Team on email at wihealthprotection@nhs.net, or at:

Health Protection Team - 42 Winfield Way, Balivanich, Benbecula,
01870 603366.
Advice on Tick awareness –

There will be further opportunities to meet with those involved in
Lyme disease research and find out about survey results this summer
with information stalls at the North Uist Tractor Rally, June 1st; South
Harris Agricultural Show, July 31st, and at the Carloway Show,
August 7th.

Prevention is better than cure, so reduce your risk of being bitten.

NHS Western Isles continues to raise awareness of ticks and Lyme
disease. This year the NHSWI Health Protection Team have prepared
information packs for businesses – and any business that would like
to raise awareness with their workers is invited to contact the team
to receive a pack.

- Keeping exposed skin to a minimum

The pack includes a poster, leafl et, and tick removal tool, and
NHSWI Health Protection Team thank Comhairle nan Eilean Siar

Recommended precautions to prevent tick bites include:
- Wearing light coloured clothing to make it easier to see ticks
- Tucking trousers into socks when outside
- Brushing clothing before going indoors
- Once home remove clothing on a hard surface
- Checking your skin by looking and feeling for ticks
More information can be requested from NHS Western Isles
Health Protection Team, email: wihealthprotection@nhs.net

Couple donate £6,580 to SiMBA
L

ewis couple Stacy Easton and Murdo MacIver were delighted to present
charity SiMBA with a donation cheque for £6,580, raised in memory of their
son James Murdo.
SiMBA is a charity which supports the needs of those affected by the loss of a baby
during pregnancy or close to the time of birth; and sadly, Stacy and Murdo first became
aware of SiMBA’s services following the stillbirth of baby James.
“For us, it was about more than just raising money for SiMBA, it was also about telling
people about the charity, how it works and just how much it helped us,” said Murdo.
Stacy continued: “We didn’t know about SiMBA at first, but we wouldn’t have what we
do now to remember James by if we hadn’t been given a SiMBA ‘Memory Box’.
“We would never have thought of taking photos or making hand and foot prints,
but the Memory Box offers all that. Now, to be able to sit and open the box, to have
those keepsakes like a lock of hair, his blankets and hospital bracelet; it all helps us to
remember James.”
SiMBA was established in 2005 to support anyone affected by the loss of a baby
during pregnancy or shortly after birth.
The charity currently donate ‘Memory Boxes’ to 261 hospital units across the UK and
Ireland, as well as installing memorial Trees of Tranquillity, refurbishing family rooms
in hospitals, and offering bereavement training – which they delivered to the team in
Western Isles Hospital last year.
SiMBA also offers monthly bereavement support groups across Scotland – including
one in Stornoway which meets on the first Tuesday of every month, 7-9pm, in the
Caladh Inn – and 24-hour online support.
Helping SiMBA to continue this work, Stacy and Murdo set about raising funds
for SiMBA through a Charity Auction Show, held in Lewis and Harris Auction Mart,
Steinish, at the beginning of 2018, and a Charity Winter Ball in the Caberfeidh Hotel
at the end of the year.
Stacy Easton and Murdo MacIver present the SiMBA donation with NHSWI staff. Behind (l-r): Rachel Dunn, Midwife; Robbie
Idle, FY2; Joanne Murray Stewart, Midwife and Western Isles SiMBA support group facilitator; Catherine Gilles, Midwife, and
Karen MacLeod, Student Midwife.

“The Auction was packed which was great considering it was on a freezing snowy
day at the beginning of March; and we had nearly 250 people attend the Winter Ball,”
said Murdo. “The support we got from the local community was brilliant.”
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Stacy said: “It takes a lot of time and effort to organise these things
and we’re so thankful to everyone who helped us – all of the staff at
the Auction Mart and Blackhouse Bakery who catered the event as
a donation. Also thanks to everyone at the Cabarfeidh Hotel for the
success of the Winter Ball.
“And always, thank you to the midwives and staff at Western Isles
Hospital for all their support for us with James and our pregnancy,” she
added.
Sara Fitzsimmons, founder of SiMBA, said: “We are honoured to
have been able to support Stacy and Murdo following the loss of their
son James.
“They have been incredible fundraisers and their Winter Ball was
incredibly well attended, generating not only vital funds but also
awareness for SiMBA and our work.
“Joanne Murray Stewart, our Western Isles Support Group
Facilitator, was there on the night and was delighted to be able to
host an awareness stand too.”
She continued: “SiMBA are incredibly passionate about ensuring
the same levels of support are available to anyone who is affected by
the loss of a baby, whether in a rural community, township or city.
“We have a monthly support group in Stornoway and we will be
holding our third annual Butterfly Release on August 3rd, in the Lews
Castle Ballroom. The SiMBA Butterfly Release is a truly wonderful way to
remember and honour our babies who are sadly no longer with us and
we would encourage everyone to join us at this family friendly event.”
Full details about SiMBA and the services offered can be found
online at: www.simbacharity.org.uk

Above, Chief Inspector
Ian Graham from Police
Scotland delivering his
presentation.

SiMBA Support Group
This is open to parents, grandparents, family or friends who have
gone through the death of a baby at any stage of pregnancy or close
to the time of birth.

Left, Participants at
the recent OHADP
Partnership event held
in the Harris Hotel,
Tarbert, on April 26th

Meets on the fi rst Tuesday of every month at the Caladh Inn,
Stornoway, 7-9pm.
For further information email joanne.murraystewart@nhs.net or
lewissimbacharity@gmail.com

New ‘Near Me’ Oncology service

SiMBA Butterfly Release
This is a family friendly event where guests from all ages are
encouraged to join. There will be a short service before the butterflies
are released, followed by time for reflection and refreshments.

O

ncology patients in the Western Isles can now attend
consultant appointments with a family member or
Takes place on August 3rd, 11am, Lews Castle Ballroom, Stornoway. Macmillan Nurse sitting beside them, from the comfort of their
A suggested donation of £15 covers the costs of one butterfly, local hospital or even their own home, thanks to the latest NHS
venue hire, entertainment and refreshments. To order butterfly and Western Isles ‘Near Me’ video-conferencing service.

ensure that systems both here and in Raigmore are functioning as
expected and that any teething problems are identified and sorted.

confirm place at the release, visit:

A collaborative programme from NHS Western Isles and NHS
Highland, the ‘Near Me’ service uses the very popular and robust
‘Attend Anywhere’ video conferencing system, developed to provide
health care as close as possible to patients’ homes.

“The Near Me service allows our patients to feel safer, surrounded
by the people they want, and included in conversation throughout
their treatment thanks to easy and dedicated access to their oncology
consultant.”

NHSWI Medical Director, Dr Angus McKellar, said: “I am delighted
that we are now able to provide the highly successful NHS ‘Near Me’
system to include patients who are using the oncology service.

He added: “The ‘Near Me services in Haematology and Oncology
are part of a range of patient pathways which have been developed
as part of the NHSWI initiative to bring healthcare closer to home.
We have an active programme group which aims to continue to
identify pathways were healthcare can be delivered in a more patient
centred manner.”

app.etapestry.com/onlineforms/SIMBA/butterflyrelease2019.html



Memory Clinic
Drop in Surgery


17th July 2019
3pm – 7pm
Clan Macquarrie Community Centre
Borve
Isle of Lewis
Informal and confidential
Drop-in service
about dementia diagnosis

“This means that, where clinically appropriate and acceptable
to the person, patients who would otherwise have had to travel to
Raigmore in Inverness can now access services from the Western
Isles Hospital, with their MacMillan Nurse sitting beside them and
with family members present if so desired.
“This service will be extended to the Uist & Barra Hospital, and
will in due course be accessible to patients from the comfort of
their own homes,” he continued, adding: “I would like to take this
opportunity to thank the various team members who have made this
possible.”

Are you noticing memory not as good as it used to and is this making
life a bit more difficult?
Have you noticed a friend or relative is getting more forgetful and you’re
not sure how to speak to them about it?
Not sure where to find information and support about dementia or
memory problems?

As well as allowing patients to attend consultation appointments
from the comfort of their local hospital, the ‘Near Me’ system
also allows for patients’ family members to join the appointment,
regardless of where they are based geographically – a father
could speak with his Raigmore-based consultant from Western
Isles Hospital in Stornoway while his daughter attends the same
appointment from her home in Glasgow for example.

Come along for an informal, confidential chat
about any issues relating to dementia diagnosis

The NHSWI ‘Near Me’ Oncology service follows the successful
use of video-conferencing within the isles’ Haematology clinics,
established in September last year.

For further information contact:
George Pazio
Dementia Clinical Nurse Specialist
07989300266

Since then a total of 50 Haematology appointments have been
undertaken via ‘Near Me’ – resulting in 94% Patient Satisfaction.
The NHSWI ‘Near Me’ Oncology service will now be tested
out for patient satisfaction and quality over the next few months to

“Our intention is, in collaboration with our oncology colleagues
in Raigmore, to ensure that, where possible, these patients do not
have to make unnecessary journeys,” said Dr McKellar.

As part of bringing healthcare closer to home:
• Many patients with epilepsy now do not need to travel at all,
receiving a VC consultation on island with a specialist nurse
beside them.
• Patients with respiratory disease now link in with a consultant
based in Dorset by video link.
• Patients needing hand surgery have their assessment and
reviews completed on island with an extended role physio in
the consultation room and a consultant present by video.
• Most patients with Parkinson’s Disease (though still needing to
travel for the first consultation) receive all follow-ups locally.
• Many patients with haematological conditions have been using
VC consulting since September 2018 with excellent feedback.
• Some patients with dietetic conditions receive VC access to
specialist nurses.
• Most patients attending the Golden Jubilee Hospital for
orthopaedic conditions receive their pre and post op assessments
locally and by video link.
• Patients with Infl ammatory Bowel Disease now receive their
infusions locally; previously having had a tiring day trip to
Inverness.
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Local, trusted and for the community

Call us
today to
see how
we can
help you
and your
home

• Energy advice
• Insulation
• Adaptations
• Home Safety
• Low Cost
Home Ownership

01851 706121
info@tighean.co.uk | www.tighean.co.uk
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17TH CENTURY FORT HALTS OFFICE PLAN

S

tornoway Port Authority is rethinking its
future plans to help preserve a newlyfound piece of the town’s history.

has now been identifi ed and the potential for
additional office space in another location may be
revisited at a later date.

a building wall. The structure was built for a more
substantial purpose, and we believe it formed part
of the Cromwellian defensive rampart.”

The authority has stopped a project to extend
its office at Amity House on Esplanade Quay, after
archaeological investigations revealed remnants of
a substantial and historic stone wall on the site.
The site has now been backfilled and covered over.

Alex Macleod, Stornoway Port Authority’s Chief
Executive, said: “This is a signifi cant, historic find
and an integral part of the town’s past.

Fred Silver, editor of EVENTS and author of
Glimpses of Stornoway, a history of the town,
published 10 years ago, says this is probably the
massive foundation of the Cromwellian Tower
built in 1654 to overawe Stornoway and the rest of
Lewis after a battle the previous year

Experts believe the structure, more than 2.5m
thick and 1.5m tall, is part of a fort built by Oliver
Cromwell’s army in the 17th century and occupied
by a garrison until the Restoration of the Monarchy
in 1660. That would make it the oldest surviving
piece of building work in Stornoway itself.
The offi ce extension was proposed to cater for
new staff as the Port Authority develops its 20-year
Master Plan which will bring substantial economic
benefits to the islands. Alternative accommodation

“As the Master Plan progresses, the Port will need
additional office space. However, our current priority
is to advance projects, including the new marina and
deep-water port, that will stimulate new economic
growth for our community which themselves will
also be part of Stornoway’s story in time.”
Mary Peteranna, of AOC Archaeology, said, “We
have uncovered one section of a substantial wall
surviving up to 1.5m high. The wall face is very
well-built and comprises a battered, or slightly
sloping outer face; and this, together with its
breadth of about 2 metres, tells us that it’s not just

If it was like ones built elsewhere, it was a large,
square building with very thick walls to absorb
artillery impacts and was probably three stories high.
It is likely that it reused stones from the Macleod
Castle which once stood at the end of where
Number 1 pier now is, and which had been rendered
ineffective earlier in the Cromwellian occupation.
The surviving name Esplanade Quay may
refl ect the existence of the fort on that site as one

defi nition of esplanade is “an open, level space
separating a fortress from a town.”
The fortress is reported to have been demolished
after 1660 after the Restoration of Charles II as King
of Scotland and England but as late as 1753 it was
noted that the remains of the fort were visible. By
1796 it was said that nothing remained of the fort
– although the memory of its location remained.
And that was recorded again as late as 1870. In
1911, “the remains of rubble-work, about 8ft
thick, were found 2 or 3ft from the surface, in the
course of some drain repairs.”
Malcolm Macdonald, co-author of the recent
publication, The Darkest Dawn: The Story of the
Iolaire Tragedy, said: “The Stornoway Historical
Society is delighted that the recent discovery of
walls belonging to the 17th century Cromwellian
fort, establishing the precise location, permits
historians to mark the site for posterity.”
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Tearoom aims to be hub for social life
By Roz Macaskill

T

he Tearoom at Old School, Balallan is set to be a thriving
hub of activity all year round.

Run by the Kinloch Historical Society, the Tearoom opened for the
season on Tuesday 28 May.
Community hub manager, Anna Mackenzie, reveals: “The Tearoom
is a social space for locals, as well as visitors. They can come in and
meet up with people who live in other parts of the village and grab
lunch and afternoon tea.
“We also want to specifi cally cater for locals in the winter, so we
plan to run soup and pudding lunches and takeaway evenings. We
are also hoping to run fundraising evenings, curry nights and lots
of activities to give people something to come out on a cold winter
evening for!”
If all goes to plan, this will be the very fi rst time that the Tearoom
stays open all year round.

The advisors will be on hand to discuss benefi ts advice, pensions,
home insulation and more! A soup & sandwich lunch, together with
tea & cake, will be served for only £4.

Currently, the café is open every week from Tuesday to Saturday
from 11am until 4pm. The menu includes traditional light lunch
options, such as soup, sandwiches, burgers, and a selection of fresh
baking. “We serve all hot food until 3pm, and all teas, coffees and
cakes are served until 4pm,” Anna explains.

Comhradh anns a ‘ chafaidh (chatting in the café). Donald
Saunders will join them for a chat about Gaelic songs and stories.
A soup & sandwich lunch, together with tea & cake, will be served
for only £4.

Head Chef, Ian McDowell, who formerly worked at the Ravenspoint
Centre and Callanish Visitor Centre, enthuses: “My vision is that
the Tearoom will become a hub for the Kinloch and wider Lochs
community, as well as being a regular stop for visitors to the area.
There will be something on the menu for everyone.”

There will also be a variety of dance, movement and skills sessions
taking place after the summer holidays. Dates and times to be
announced.
Anyone wishing to book any of the above events, or if you would
just like to find out more about what is happening at the Community
Hub, is encouraged to contact Gemma at gemma.kinlochhistorical@
hotmail.co.uk or alternatively you can call on 01851 830 778.

The Tearoom will also become a location for various events and
activities throughout the year. As part of the Kinloch Community
Inclusion Project, which was launched in February of this year, the
Historical Society aim to have an assortment of events taking place
which meet the needs of the local community.
Community Inclusion Officer, Gemma Malcolm, said: “We have a
variety of advice sessions, public talks, dance & movement classes,
and much more booked into the diary for the coming year, and the
Tearoom will serve as the perfect location.”

Future events include:
Volunteer Party. Friday 7 June, 3pm – 5pm, they will be celebrating
their amazing volunteers who have helped the Historical Society over
the years with a party and award presentation.
Health Promotion Talk. Friday 14 June, 12noon – 1pm. Laura
Macleod from the Health Promotion Department will give a short
presentation on Healthy Meal Planning and shopping on a budget.

This is the perfect opportunity for the local community to ask
questions on Healthy Eating, and also to provide feedback on what
they would like covered in the planned cooking demonstration to
take place later in the year.
Comhradh anns a’ chafaidh (chatting in the café). Western Isles
Citizens Advice, the DWP, Social Security Scotland, the Pension
Scheme, and TIG, will be there on Tuesday 18 June, 12noon – 2pm.
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Global resonance to Harris Tweed story

T

he Harris Tweed Story Room celebrated
its first birthday on the 31st May 2019.

Since it opened its doors last year, 2,500 visitors
have passed through the exhibition on the first
floor of Stornoway Town Hall.
This year that number looks set to rise.
One of the Harris Tweed Authority team, Rachel
Maciver, who is manning the exhibition for a
second season, notices the difference: ‘The town
is already busier than last year, and more people
are finding out about the Story Room.’
‘Many have searched online about what to
do when they come to Lewis and know only a
little about HARRIS TWEED®. They have heard
the words ‘Harris Tweed’ but do not know its
backstory. It is not until they have been around
the room that they realise the rich history and the
traditional processes that are still used.’
The Story of Harris Tweed/Sgeulachd a’ Chlò

think I must have a good background in sheep.
They want to know about the lambs and shearing
and even the ages of sheep on the crofts.’

world and employing three stampers who inspect
every metre of the cloth to ensure its high quality.
They are always very impressed.’

And there is the perennial one about the use of
urine in the process. But Rachel is ready for all
their questions: ‘I tell them historically it was used,
but luckily no more. My knowledge about sheep
has improved too.’

This year, the Story Room is collecting and
sharing HARRIS TWEED® stories from around the
globe and everybody – locals and tourists – are
encouraged to visit the exhibition and contribute
their own experiences of this precious material.

The distinctive role of the Harris Tweed Authority
also requires explanation.

The Story of Harris Tweed/Sgeulachd a’ Chlò
Mhòir

One of the main questions the visitors ask is
what else does the Harris Tweed Authority do?

1st Floor, Town Hall, Stornoway, Isle of Lewis
HS12DB
• Live weavers’ demonstrations (check for times)

Rachel says she ‘loves hearing the visitors’
stories. People come with memories of old pieces
of Harris Tweed that belonged to their grandparents
or parents. There are a lot of connections.’

“They assume it is a big company with hundreds
of people working for it. They are amazed –
especially when they are from far away – to
learn that it is just four people in an offi ce, and a
voluntary Board!

She is asked some strange questions however.
‘Last year was quite the learning curve! People

“I explain to them that we are the brand
regulators, protecting the brand’s use around the

enquiries@harristweed.org

Mhòir is a colourful, multi-sensory exhibition. As
you listen to the audio guide, you can feel the wool
as it moves from its raw state to fi ne yarn; watch
archive films of waulking the cloth; and read about
historical milestones in the industry, such as the
1993 Act, which made HARRIS TWEED® the only
cloth to have its own Act of Parliament.
Best of all, there are twice weekly demonstrations
on the traditional single-width Hattersley loom and
the more modern double-width Griffith Rapier loom.
This year there is a new addition to the Story
Room. A traditional warping frame, kindly donated
by Iain ‘Sheep’ Macaulay of Benside and family, has
been given its place alongside the other exhibits.

• Monday to Friday, 10am to 3pm
• £2 entry/£3 with demonstration
• Private groups by arrangement
www.harristweed.org/the-story-room

Christmas in isles for midwives
B

BC television has promised a real island treat for viewers and April this year. Made by Neal Street Productions for BBC One,
when a Christmas special of Call the Midwife is broadcast the award-winning drama has also begun fi lming a new series of
eight episodes for 2020.
in December.

On Wednesday May 22nd the BBC launched the first publicity for
the bumper episode, filmed on location in Harris and Lewis in March

2019
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The Christmas special will see the team take their work to the
Outer Hebrides. Led by Mother Mildred (Miriam Margolyes), they
fi nd residents have a desperate need for nurses and midwives.
Exposed to the elements, they operate in bleak conditions with
limited access to water and electricity to help their patients.
Heidi Thomas, writer and executive producer, said: “After a
magical Christmas experience in the Hebrides featuring wild seas,
stormy skies and some very disobedient sheep, we return to the

A

harsher reality of city life in 1965. Society is changing fast and in
Series Nine we will see Nonnatus House shaken to its foundations.”

Diaspora project launched

n ambitious project to map emigrants from the islands
and tell their stories was launched on Friday evening
(May 31st) in Harris.

Isle of Harris Distillery has linked up with Bill Lawson of the
Seallam! visitor centre in Northton to start the project, which will
link personal memories with interactive technology to chart the
settlement of Hebrideans worldwide.

A contemporary newspaper
illustration of the Hercules,
which took emigrants from
Harris to Australia in 1852

The Diaspora Project explores the long history of island emigration
and the worldwide family of far-fl ung friends which exists today.
In a social media launch statement on Friday, a spokesman said:
“Our distillery was built to challenge the long-term decline in our
community's population but the seeds of this were sown over two
centuries ago.
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“It's a long and often painful story but, over the coming months,
we hope to share many of the incredible stories of Harris men and
women who ventured across the world to build new lives.”
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An interactive map has been set up, on which individual stories will
be logged, with island descendants encouraged to share pictures and
family histories. The spokesman said: “We invite you to share your own
tales too. If you, your parents, grandparents, or great-grandparents (and
beyond) have connections to our island we'd love to hear about them.
Message us on social media or email mike@harrisdistillery.com.

Some island descendants have already begun to share the project,
with Flora Macdonald from Cairns in Australia writing: “It’s been
quite a journey from 10 Scott Road, Tarbert to Cairns Australia and to
Hermanus, South Africa – the seas divide us!”
You can fi nd out more about the Disapora Project at
www.harrisdistillery.com/journal/diaspora-project.
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Carried away with Harris Tweed
By Annie Delin

A

love of Harris Tweed combined with a strong business
head has helped Uig’s Campbell Scanlan come up with a
durable idea for a future product.

Campbell, 23, grew up in Lewis, attending Uig primary school
and The Nicolson Institute before heading off to Dundee – where a
number of Lewis students are making names for themselves in the
design world.
Campbell was no exception, completing a BSc in product design.
Although he had an aptitude for making things, it wasn’t just the physical
aspects of design that interested him – he was especially attracted to the
crossover between interactive design and physical design.
He told EVENTS: “Two years ago I worked with a team who won a
UNESCO design award in China on a project designed to discourage
people using their mobile phones in social spaces, rather than talking
to each other.
“Called the 'Sociometer', it looks like a seismograph and records
the bandwidth data being used by phones, visually capturing how
many customers in a bar or restaurant are on their phones rather than
talking to the people they are with."
After graduating, Campbell set up a bespoke furniture and interior
design business in Cowdenbeath, where he’s still drawn to the
potential for synergy between old ways of doing things and new. His
latest design idea looks at giving Harris Tweed new properties so that
it can be turned into structural forms. His lifelong interest in tweed
naturally went alongside his love of traditional music – he’s a fiddler
who has played with a bluegrass band and now does some sessions
and solo gigs at his new home in Glasgow.
He told EVENTS: “I wrote my dissertation on traditional music
development over the past 20 years and I wanted to design an
instrument case that used traditional materials in a contemporary
way, to refl ect the way that I think many young people are taking
traditional music and using it in new and unexpected ways. I began
by making myself a case for my fi ddle out of a dark herringbone
tweed. I’ve been using it for six months and it’s doing really well.
“Existing instrument cases are not well designed for what
musicians need today. It needs to include a variety of places for
storing accessories like mics and pedals. The outside needs to be
sticker-friendly so we can collect mementos of gigs and festivals and
I’ve designed a detachable pouch for carrying sheet music.”
From that idea, Campbell has now moved on to ‘Waulking Cases’
– a business idea to create cabin luggage items for travellers using
tweed. He was entered as a recent graduate in Venture 2019, the

annual venture competition run at the centre for entrepreneurship
in Dundee.
“My project won the category, with a £3000 prize and a space on
the Dundee's accelorator programme this summer, to help take the
project to the next step. I have been offered some assistance from
Harris Tweed Hebrides and plan to develop this over the next year to
look at releasing these products.”
It certainly seems that Campbell has the imagination and the work

ethic to make ideas work, but he’s also got an unusual perspective
on ways in which the old and the new can cross-fertilise to bring
great, workable ideas to fruition. And he’s attracted excellent support
for his work, including from HTH creative director, Mark Hogarth,
who said: "This is an innovative project with real potential for finding
a niche in the market and for subsequent growth. Campbell has the
creativity and commitment to make a success of it, and we will give
him every assistance."

Crowds stop Peat and Diesel show
By Annie Delin

T

he viral success of Stornoway band Peat
and Diesel led to a literally showstopping
performance at The Gathering in Inverness
on Saturday, June 1st.

Peatlemania took over as the band were
scheduled to take the second stage at 8.30pm,
with organisers holding back the start as they
were concerned about the size of the audience
crammed into a small tent.
Once the music did start, competition from
headliners Tidelines on the main stage wasn’t
enough to thin out the audience, and the Lewis
band’s set was stopped after just 20 minutes,
causing a storm of protest among fans.
As the drama unfolded, one fan complained
that organisers had ‘literally walked up to Boydie’s
amp and pulled the plug’, while supporter Eilidh
Macinnes tweeted: “Peat & Diesel not allowed to
play because the tent is too full. Causing a storm
here in Inverness! Not even the top fans from the
very beginning can get into the tent!!”
Although Peat and Diesel went on to play a soldout after-party at the Ironworks in the city, many
fans were left feeling they had been sold short, with
some believing the band had not turned up at all.
A stunned band – singer and guitarist Calum
‘Boydie’ Macleod, drummer Uilleam Macleod and
accordionist Innes Scott – took to social media
to apologise for the chaos. Innes Scott described
the events as “a wee bit of a disappointment – we
tried our best, but the crowd was a lot bigger than
we expected’, while Boydie added “It didn’t go to

plan.”
On Sunday June 2nd they posted a statement on
their Facebook page, saying:
“The crowd that turned up to watch us really
wasn’t expected to be as large as it was. For safety
reasons the organisers tried to help thin out the
crowd by delaying our start time but that failed,
they then tried to let us perform but it had to be
stopped due to the risk of the crowd getting hurt.
“As a band we can’t blame the Gathering for
this. They booked us a long time ago … neither
the band or organisers expected the crowd we got
yesterday. For most of you it’s easy to come and see
us at another gig. However..... we are totally gutted
for all the kids that came and didn’t get to see us.
Maybe next year we will have a bouncy castle on
each side of the stage to keep you all safe.”
Peat and Diesel are scheduled to play the Sea
Angling Club in Stornoway on the Saturday of
HebCelt weekend (July 20th) and the Stramash
Festival in the castle grounds on Saturday August
10th.
The new album Uptown Fank from Peat and
Diesel shot up the national iTunes download
charts on Saturday May 25th peaking at No 13
at one point. Last month one of the band’s videos
quickly clocked up over 150,000 views explaining
‘that’s the way we do it in the Western Isles.’
Saturday April 27th saw the album launch
of Uptown Fank at the Mull Festival. The album
is also on sale in shops around the islands. On
Friday May 24th it became available to download
on Spotify, iTunes, Apple Music and all the other
services.

Pictures show the
band waiting for the
go-ahead inside the
performance tent,
and after the show
had been stopped
(Peat and Diesel).
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Country roads bring the Shires to festival
J

Today, The Shires are country music Royalty,
feted both in the UK and in Nashville, the genre’s
spiritual home. They have spearheaded a musical
explosion in this country, broken records and paved
the way for a new generation of singers.
But the duo, who are one of the headline acts
at the award-winning Hebridean Celtic Festival in
July, initially had diffi culty convincing people the
country road was the one they should be following.
“Even our friends and family said that we were
mad when we told them we wanted to write and
sing country music here in the UK”, admits Crissie.
“But it’s been a privilege to see how much the
genre has grown and how the age range now spans
from little children to grandparents and everyone
in between.”

“It was very exciting. It felt like the fi rst time we
could openly discuss our love for so many amazing
country songs. We knew right then we were onto
something.”

The fateful meeting came in 2013 when Crissie
answered Ben’s social media appeal for a female
singer. He was a recent convert to country music,
having previously had a record deal as a pop singer
aged 17 and had tried his luck on X Factor.

A year later they were signed to Decca Records in
the UK and then became the first British country act
to sign to a major Nashville label when they were
snapped up by Universal Music Group Nashville.

The pair, from the neighbouring counties of
Hertfordshire and Bedfordshire, met up the next

With their debut album, ‘Brave’, The Shires
were the fi rst British country group to have a top
ten album in the pop charts and their second
album, ‘My Universe’, became the fastest-selling
UK country album in history. They were also the
fi rst UK country act to receive an award from the
American Country Music Association and they

I

The London-based singer-songwriter duo
formed in 2017 having played the same venue
for six months without performing together. When
eventually they linked up, their combination of
folk, blues and indie rock had them quickly tipped
for success and saw them described as somewhere
between Jack White and First Aid Kit.

“Our plan is simple really; we want to make the
best music we can and share it with as many people
as possible.
“This year is shooting past us and we’re enjoying
it every day, but we have to breathe and leave time
to write. What a ride we’re on.”
The duo’s original goal was to fi nd a sound that

combined both their voices and styles: “What made
it so interesting when we fi rst started writing were
the different ideas we brought to the table”, recalls
Archie. “We came at it from different angles, so
what we ended up with was exciting and different.
“There are really no rules when we write together.
It never happens the same way twice and we want
to keep it that way. It can be tempting to follow a
structure or try to write within one genre bracket,
but we try to make every songwriting experience
different.
“Sometimes, one of us will come with a starting
point; whether that be a poem or a chord sequence,
or even one lyric. Sometimes there’s a more fullyfledged idea and sometimes we’ll sit down together
and just start from scratch. We both do the lyrics
and the music, so the whole process from the start
of the song to the finished product is collaborative.”
At the moment, the focus is on writing material
for the new album. Issy continues: “We’re listening

They returned in 2018 to play the main stage and
this year they are back as headliners.
“We absolutely love HebCelt and are really looking
forward to coming back for the third year in a row”,
says lead singer Robert Robertson.
“I think it’s a mix of the atmosphere around the
town, the carry on with the other bands after the gig,
which has always been great in previous years, and of
course the gig itself.”
After launching on social media in 2016, Tide Lines
became a phenomenon. Their debut single, ‘Far Side
of the World’, entered the UK download charts less
than 24 hours after they were formed and their fervent
online fanbase ensure their gigs sell out in minutes.

the album and the EP out now really helps because
it gives us a wider variety of stuff to perform that at
least some people know and can sing along to.”

Their appearance at HebCelt will be their debut
in the islands, so what can the audience expect?
“Our sole purpose is to have a great time. We want
to spread happiness and make everyone forget their
normal day life and live in the moment with us”,
Crissie promises.

With a growing following across the UK and in
Europe, they were also shortlisted for Live Act of the
Year in the 2017 MG Alba Scots Trad Music Awards.

The EP release last year tapped into their affinity
with HebCelt when they recorded a live version
of ‘Far Side of the World’ featuring the festival
audience.

The release of their debut album ‘Dreams We
Never Lost’ in 2017 added to their reputation and
their growing on-stage repertoire.

“The noise of the crowd was immense, and
we knew we could rely on them to put in a good
performance”, said Robert.

“We will bring the fun and energy and we
request you just make some memories which will
include throwing your hands in the air and singing
as loud as you can with us! We can’t wait to be right
there with you all.”

“When we fi rst started out, we released ‘Far Side
of the World’ and then we only had a small clutch
of other songs that no-one had ever heard before”,
Robert recalls. “So, it was quite tricky to fill an hour’s
slot at a festival with only one song that people knew.

Playing the festival as headliners will be entering
new territory for the band, but it’s something they
are comfortable with: “At most festivals, I always
think later, headline slots have the best atmosphere
as the crowd have been enjoying so many bands all
night and just getting louder and louder.

“We always tend to write about things that are
personal to us and our experiences. Our latest
single for instance, ‘Flying Visit’ is inspired by our
fi ve-year-old friend, Otto, whom I looked after
when he was tiny. The lyrics are a combination of
things he’s said over the years that show a child’s
ability to love people without any shame.”

Keen to get their music out, but with little budget,
the pair, who appear at the Hebridean Celtic Festival
in July, recorded and self-produced their ‘Made in
Streatham’ EP last year in the kitchen of their flat. It
was released through their own label and has since
clocked up millions of streams on Spotify.

“We are really happy with how things are going
and enjoying the journey. Most of the time we’re
so involved in every detail of what’s going on whether that be in the songs, the creative process,
touring or running our own label - we end up taking
it day by day, show by show.

Formed in 2016, the four-piece played their first
Hebridean Celtic Festival gig the following year in
the small Breasclete Hall and also performed on the
Islands Stage in the main arena.

“We’ve had an amazing time being at the
forefront of the country music movement”, said
Crissie. “The genre is so broad now with cross
genres such as blues-country, pop-country, rockcountry and folk-country. There really is something
for everyone.”

to lots of different stuff whilst on the road and we
regularly change things up with our writing style;
often we’ll try to write a song on an instrument that
we’re not so familiar with and it can lead to places
that you wouldn’t have got to if we’d have stayed in
our comfort zones.

n the three years they have been playing
together, Issy Ferris and Archie Sylvester
have been living an ever-changing and
expanding dream.

“It was always our dream to tour the world,
playing to people every night and make a living
from our music. It’s actually quite surreal that we’re
doing it now”, says Issy.

The band will be on stage for a third successive
year, an unprecedented step for the internationallyrenowned festival in its 24th year.

At the same time, they have wedged open the
door for new acts such as Ward Thomas, Wildwood
Kin, Robbie Cavanagh and Catherine McGrath.

Fast-tracking Ferris & Sylvester

The momentum has continued to build for Ferris
& Sylvester, with a sold-out debut headline tour
around the UK, another underway and more dates
planned, singles issued and an album on the way.

he adulation enjoyed by Tide Lines in the
Hebrides means their appearance at this
year’s HebCelt will set a new record.

The Shires’ success has helped propel country
music in the UK from old fashioned to cool. The
inaugural C2C festival held in London in 2013 sold
17,000 tickets, while last year’s event in London,
Dublin and Glasgow over three days, attracted
more than 80,000 people.

day and The Shires were born. “We knew right
from the first day of meeting that we had something
special between us and complemented each other
very well”, Crissie remembers.

Crissie, a life-long country fan, was performing
covers at weddings, pubs and private parties at the
time and had also appeared on X Factor a year after
Ben.

T

Their third album, ‘Accidentally on Purpose’,
released last year, was made in Nashville and
features a track, ‘Stay the Night’ which was written
by Ed Sheeran who is one of the many leading
writers who are fans. They head back there this
month to write their fourth album.

Fate - and Facebook - then intervened, brought
the two singer songwriters together and re-set their
sat-nav onto a road to success.

Their HebCelt debut will see them play in the
festival main arena on Friday, 19 July and the pair
are excited at the prospect.
“We’ve heard great things about the festival and
are big fans of the scenery in the Outer Hebrides”,
says Archie. “The pictures we’ve seen of the festival
look absolutely stunning so we can’t wait to explore
and enjoy all the music.
“Plus, it’s a great line-up and we’re honoured
to be a part of it. Fingers crossed for some good
weather.
“Whenever we play - it doesn’t matter if it’s to
nine people and a dog or to thousands - we want to
give it everything. We’re so proud to be up on stages
across the world and play our songs to people.
“It’s just the two of us on stage, but we play
drums, bass, electric guitar and acoustic. There’s
a bit of blues, folk, rock ‘n’ roll and soul. There’ll
be foot stomping, Icelandic chants, finger clicking,
sing alongs. We cannot wait to play for you.”
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HebCelt’s first hat-trick for Tide Lines

have presented awards at the C2C (Country to
Country) event.

ust a few years ago, Crissie Rhodes and
Ben Earle were solo artists trying to make
their way in music, living 20 miles apart and
heading in different directions.

www.hebevents.com

“In those days, we would fi ll the set out with a lot
of covers and try to teach audiences the words of the
songs we’d written but not released. I think having

each band gets a great response whether they’re
headlining or not.
“Therefore, it possibly won’t be too much different
than our previous performances in the main arena,
but there’s definitely an added honour to headlining
a night at a festival of this size, and a festival that we
enjoy so much.”
Tide Lines are currently working on their second
album, an experience that has been notoriously
diffi cult for many artists but has, conversely, been
more relaxing for them.
“The process has been going well, we’ve got a
few songs ready and others in the pipeline”, says
Robert. “We’ve been taking it easy and not rushing
anything which I think has led to us being generally
fairly happy with how the songs are sounding.”

“At HebCelt, however, I’ve often thought that the
crowd is pretty much ready to go from the start, so

Tide Lines will headline HebCelt’s main arena
line-up on Thursday, 18 July.

Ceitlin, from Lewis, is a graduate of the Royal
Conservatoire of Scotland and is also a winner of
the Traditional Gold Medal at the Mòd and a Danny
Kyle award.

“It's great to have three heads to bring songs to
the table, and we're lucky to also have these women
who so generously share the songs they have with
us.

SIAN devote their concerts to showcasing the
strength and beauty of Gaelic song and, in particular,
those of female Gaelic bards: “That is absolutely our
driving force and we continue to only sing songs
composed by women”, said Eilidh.

“We try to be respectful when dealing with the
material, so we don't like to play too much with it.
We each have our own strengths in terms of types of
song, and our voices are all very different. So even if
we come to the group with a song, we might give it
to someone else who suits it better.

Windfall keeps stage Gaelic trio in tune for HebCelt concert
B
stars shining
ringing together three of Scotland’s finest
Gaelic singers, SIAN are in harmony on
and off stage.

A

n exciting and diverse line-up has
been confirmed for the Hebridean
Celtic Festival’s Islands Stage which will be
sponsored by Lewis Wind Power for a fifth
successive year.

The ongoing partnership with Lewis Wind Power,
developer of the Stornoway Wind Farm, fits with the
event’s environmentally-friendly.
The Islands Stage programme, featuring 12 acts
from different parts of the UK, gets under way on
Thursday 18 July with acclaimed contemporary
Gaelic singer Kim Carnie, followed by six-piece
traditional outfit, Beinn Lee, from Uist, who released
their debut album last year and issued a new single
in April.
The Benedict Morris Trio, featuring this year’s BBC
Radio Scotland Young Traditional Musician of the
Year, will be fi rst on stage on Friday. Fiddle player
Benedict secured a HebCelt invitation after winning
a competition at this year’s Celtic Connections.
FARA, which brings together four exceptional
young musicians from Orkney, are next up, followed
by The Kris Drever Trio, featuring the renowned
singer songwriter who has also enjoyed success as a
solo artist and as part of folk band Lau.
The Friday line-up also includes widely-acclaimed
London-based songwriting duo Ferris & Sylvester
and Irish multi-award-winning quartet JigJam, who
blend traditional Irish music with Bluegrass and
Americana in a genre known as I-Grass.
Starting Saturday’s programme will be Jamie
MacDonald & Christian Gamauf, who earned

their stage slot by winning a competition for young
talent organised by the festival and Lews Castle
College UHI, part of the University of the Highlands
and Islands, for performers who are studying, or
who have studied, on one of the college’s music
programmes.
They will be followed by Jake Morrell, from
Norfolk, who was asked to play at Glastonbury
after festival boss Emily Eavis heard him on the
radio; Glasgow-based roots outfit Awkward Family
Portraits; Hands Up For Trad, Battle of the Folk
Bands 2018 winners Eabhal, from South Uist; and
folk band Talisk who secured a Belhaven Bursary for
Innovation in Scottish Music at the recent Scottish
Trad Music Awards.
HebCelt Director Caroline Maclennan said:
“We are extremely grateful to Lewis Wind Power
for continuing their generous support for a fifth
successive year. This significant ongoing partnership
allows us to put together another very strong Islands
Stage programme.”
Kerry MacPhee, Community Liaison, Lewis Wind
Power, said: "Lewis Wind Power is delighted to
continue with its sponsorship of the Islands Stage for
another year, given HebCelt’s place as the islands’
flagship event.
“The Islands Stage has become a key part of
HebCelt with some great bands over the years and
some great new musical finds. I'm sure that this year
will be no exception.
“We wish Caroline and all the team every success
with this year’s festival.”

The trio joined forces originally for a project
developed by Fèisean nan Gàidheal for the Blàs
festival in 2016, but have remained together since
and are now working on their début album.
The group’s collective work has also included an
appearance at Celtic Connections and a collaboration on
Niteworks’ single ‘Air Fàir an Là’, released last summer.
Alongside multi-instrumentalist Innes White, they
will be performing at the Hebridean Celtic Festival
from 17-20 July.
“We really enjoyed putting the sets together for
the Blàs project and the three of us had never really
been involved in something quite like it”, said Eilidh
Cormack, who with Ellen MacDonald and Ceitlin
Lilidh, makes up SIAN.
“We became close very quickly and it was
really when we then got asked to perform at Celtic
Connections the following January that we realised
that people really liked it, and that we really liked it
too – and so SIAN was born.
“We make an effort to get together quite regularly,
even if it is just for a coffee. Outside of gigging,
we usually manage to meet at least once a month,
whether it be for a catch-up or to share new material
and rehearse.”
Eilidh, from Skye, is a former An Comunn
Gàidhealach Gold Medal winner at the Royal
National Mòd who contributed to music for the recent
video game ‘The Bard's Tale IV’. Ellen, originally
from Inverness, graduated from the traditional music
course at the Gaelic college Sabhal Mòr Ostaig and
also performs with trad music giants Dàimh.

“We're very fortunate to continue to learn songs
from some amazing women in the Gaelic world,
such as Kenna Campbell, Ishabel T MacDonald,
Christine Primrose and Eilidh Mackenzie, and so
those songs are largely from a woman's perspective.

“Innes White is a dream to work with in terms of
backing the song and giving it a folky feel, in the
most complimentary way, so we're very lucky to
have him.”

HebCelt 2019 will feature almost 30 international acts in the main arena programme – including headliners KT Tunstall, The Shires and Tide Lines - as well as events in various venues in Lewis and Harris.
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Ness Gala Day’s 10th Anniversary
N

ess Gala Day will this year take place on Saturday 29th
June at Ness Football Pitch, Fivepenny Machair. This
will be the 10th anniversary gala day and the organisers are
determined to make this the biggest and best gala yet in
recognition of this milestone.
Many will be familiar with Let’s Circus from their regular visits
to the island at the Hebridean Celtic Festival and other times. Ness
Gala Day are delighted to have “Let’s Circus presents The Three of
Us with Propped Up” join this year’s entertainment. This is a new act
and show to the Western Isles and is described as a playful, family
friendly juggling show based in an imaginary, colourful world.
There will be three playful jugglers who combine toys, games and
clowning to create skillful juggling and interactive comedy.

Whilst juggling may not be for everyone, there will entertainment
for all to enjoy. The extremely talented Ness Highland Dancers will
return once again, whilst junior pipers and the Ness Melodeon Band
will provide musical attractions. The highland dancers are always a
crowd-pleaser and they are sure not to disappoint.
As well as the usual bouncy castles, Disco Dome and Bubble
Football, the ever-popular mini go-karts also return for the day as
well as plenty other attractions to keep the kids occupied.
For those who may want something less strenuous, the tombola
and stalls will have something for all ages. So, come along and
enjoy a cup of tea, a burger from the barbecue or an ice cream
and catch up with friends in the beautiful Ness sunshine (all being
well!). A warm welcome awaits you, as a spokesperson for Ness

Gala Day confi rmed, “This is sure to be our busiest gala yet and
we want young and old to come along and enjoy the day. We were
determined to mark our 10th anniversary with some changes and
additional entertainment – not least to thank all our supporters for
coming along over the years. We very much hope the day will be a
memorable, enjoyable one for all!”
There will be a Gala dance in Ness FC Social Club in the evening
of 29th June. This year Stuart Taylor, Spanish and Sandy will get the
crowd going, so definitely a night not to be missed!
This year’s raffle has a first prize of £500 and tickets are available
from the usual outlets or from any committee members.
Ness Gala Day will take place from 1pm to 5pm on Saturday 29th
June at Ness Football Pitch, Fivepenny Machair.

Photograph provided by Let’s Circus
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The evening of Thursday May 30th saw a general chance for people to gain an insight into the range of food and service to be available from the Harris and Lewis Smokehouse over the summer months.
The restaurant aims to make a name for itself from its skilfully designed location on Sandwick Road, Stornoway, on the site of what was once the local Royal Mail Sorting Office.
The restaurant is now open three nights a week until 10pm - that's Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays.

VISIT THE HARRIS & LEWIS
SMOKEHOUSE RESTAURANT
Monday

8.00 – 16.00

Tuesday

8.00 – 16.00

Wednesday

8.00 – 16.00

Thursday

8.00 – 22.00

Friday

8.00 – 22.00

Saturday

8.00 – 22.00

Sunday

Closed

New opening hours! Come and enjoy a delicious
breakfast or lunch. We are also open for dinner
Thursday – Saturday.
The best in Western Isles cuisine and our freshly smoked
salmon, hand cured and smoked right here in Stornoway.
For more information and reservations:
info@harrisandlewis.co.uk or call +44 (0) 1851 619238

Find us on
at Harris & Lewis Smokehouse
www.harrisandlewis.co.uk Sandwick Road, Stornoway, HS1 2SL
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Fàilte gu Innse Gall
Welcome to the Outer Hebrides!
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CEILIDH
AT THE
CALADH
INN
FEATURING ISLES
CEILIDH BAND
SATURDAY 8TH &
22ND OF JUNE
8PM TILL LATE
FREE ENTRY!
ALL WELCOME
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County Hotel
set to launch
new Indian
menu
T

he County Hotel is set to launch their new Indian
menu with chef Lalit’s focus on fresh, high quality
ingredients promising to deliver authentic North Indian
Cuisine to locals and visitors alike.

Lalit’s culinary journey has seen him travel the world. Starting
as an apprentice with the Indian Hotel Company, he has worked
in Australia and most recently Malta where he spent the last
eight years.

Stornoway’s newest
weekend destination

Speaking on the move to Stornoway Lalit said, “I’ve come
to Stornoway for my family; I’m going to go home to India in
October and bring them here, I’d read about Stornoway before I
arrived and I want to make a good life for my family here.”
Lalit continued discussing how he had found working in the
County so far, “When you’ve been a chef for 20 years adapting
to a new place is no problem. When you have a passion for food
you can cook any food in any place.”
Lalit’s passion for food is clear and is keen to emphasise the
quality of the food he produces, “Anyone can cook with cans
and jars but I will only use fresh ingredients.”
The new menu will feature typical Indian staples such as
chicken korma and madras as well as a range of Lalit’s own
specialities including, Rara Giosht, Amritsari Fish, Tikka
Lababdar and Tandoori Pahadi Kebab.
Lalit’s lunch menu made up of a variety of Indian and East
Asian dishes is currently available in the County.

A

s well as their exciting new Indian menu, the County
hotel will also be launching Bar 21, Stornoway’s newest
weekend destination.

Bar 21 offers an alternative to the hustle and bustle of Stornoway’s
night life, the open fire, stylish furnishings and soft background music
create a relaxing environment perfect for small groups of friends to
come together over a few cocktails.
With a wide range of cocktails and mocktails all freshly made to
order by fully qualifi ed and experienced bartender Jeff Macdonald

BAR21

If you want to escape the noisy hustle and bustle of the bigger
bars, why not come along to Bar 21 at the County Hotel.
Sit back with friends by our open ﬁre with soft background
music and enjoy fresh made-to-order cocktails by our
experienced bar tender.
We also stock a large selection of gin and vodkas with a
Wine List that we are sure you will enjoy looking through to
see what takes you fancy…and there’s also Mocktails
made on request.
We have something to suit everyone’s taste…if you want
something that’s not on our menu just ask the bar tender if
he can make it for you!
And there’s a large selection of bar snacks available for you
to choose from, too.

County Hotel
Stornoway
The County Hotel, 12-14 Francis Street, Stornoway HS1 2XB

www.countyhotelstornoway.co.uk
E: manager.countyhotel@outlook.com

@CountyHotelStornoway

there should be something on offer to suit everyone’s tastes.
As well as their extensive range of cocktails, a variety of spirits and
a large wine list are also available. Bar 21 will also offer a selection
of bar snacks for you to choose from.
As the bar’s name suggests there will be a strict 21-and-over policy
enforced on the door.
Opening Hours:
Friday 3pm – 12 midnight
Saturday 2pm – 12 midnight
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It’s all go at Traigh Mhor Pony Trekking
T

raigh Mhor Pony Trekking, run by biology teacher Leigh
Minion with help of her husband Gavin and daughter
Kirsty Hart, had been a dream for many years.

And it was an inspection by Comhairle nan Eilean Siar in late August
last year which passed the premises and business for public safety and
for the welfare of the horses, allowing them to start living the dream.
At the time both Leigh and Kirsty had also recently gained certification
as ride leaders from the Trekking and Riding Society for Scotland.
Leigh said then: "We have been really well-supported by the riding
stables at Balivanich in Benbecula, who have given us training,
encouragement, advice and moral support. I really think we wouldn't
have been able to do it without them."
The croft is now home to a steadily growing number of horses
and ponies - 18-year-old black cob mare Ginti is the 'schoolmistress'
who last summer returned to Leigh after two years on the mainland,
rejoining her old stablemates as if she had never been away.
Her companions are Oakie, a dun American quarter-horse – a
utility breed with a good nature and stamina – and Six, a six-yearold gelding trained by Leigh and Kirsty and keen on jumping and
dressage. “Six has a lovely gentle 'can do' attitude with just a touch
of mischief. He loves exploring the beaches and tracks around Tolsta.
Six his a bit of a dressage diva and likes to jump too.”
Then there’s Polaris who joined the team in November 2018. “He
is a lovely grey, almost white Welsh Mountain Pony standing at 11hh.
He loves cuddles and grooms and will stand all day long while you
plait is very long mane.”
And Pepsi…”the smallest member of our equine family. He is
such a dude. Nothing bothers him and he will take the tiniest human
around on his back all day long.”
Traigh Mhor trekking offers lessons, treks and slightly more
demanding hacks. “We offer a number of different treks and hacks
including on the moorland, sand dunes, beaches and around the
village and common grazing, ranging from 40 mins to 2.5 hours for
both children and adults. We can also offer flat and jumping riding
lessons on our quiet croft for beginners, novices and intermediate
level riders.”
And looking back, they add: “We had an incredibly busy Easter
here at Traigh Mhor Pony Trekking with lots of beach rides, picnic
rides, own a pony days and even an Easter Egg hunt.
“As we move through May and into summer, we also have lots of
exciting things coming up including our first ever Gymkhana on the
8th of June.
“We also have our midsummer midnight rides down onto Traigh
Mhor beach. Something not to be missed.
“Our summer visitors are beginning to arrive with lots of people
from France, Germany and Canada riding down onto the famous
golden sands of Traigh Mhor.
“We have also added a few more horses to the team too. Tigger is
our 13.2hh schoolmaster who is amazing with everyone.
“Gwen arrived in February, and now that she is getting fitter she is
not only beautiful but a lovely surefooted ride.
“Finally, perhaps the most exciting news of all. Traigh Mhor
Pony Trekking has teamed up with Pony Axe S to bring about the
most amazing opportunity for people with mobility issues. We are
planning to get Simon and Obama upon August 10th.”
You can fi nd out more about the routes, prices and booking from
the new website www.tolsta41.com
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Pictures of Simon and Obama on previous trips around the UK from https://ponyaxes.com

Campaign to bring Obama to Isles
By Annie Delin

A

campaign group aiming to bring accessible horse-drawn
beach transport to Lewis and Harris is gathering pace.

Paisley-based Simon Mulholland has teamed up with Traigh Mhor
Pony Trekking in Tolsta to bring a wheelchair-accessible beach buggy
to the islands this summer.
Along with the unusual all-terrain chariot comes Obama the pony,
trained to take the buggy and its passenger on sand, through water
and over rough ground, a trip-of-a-lifetime for disabled passengers.
Simon and Obama’s operation is called Pony Axe S, and offers
to: “take people who use wheelchairs to all the places where
wheelchairs can’t take them. No need to transfer to all terrain or
beach wheelchairs, no need to leave your wheelchair behind. We
take you, in your wheelchair, anywhere.”
The all-inclusive experience has caught the eye of Leigh Minion
and her colleagues at Traigh Mhor Trekking, and a new social media
group was set up on Thursday May 2nd with the aim of bringing
Pony Axe S to the Western Isles. The plan is to fundraise so that
anyone who wants to ride out on the buggy can do so, without being
concerned about cost.
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Leigh said: “This opens our countryside and our beautiful island
to all of us including people who use wheelchairs, and people with
limited mobility. We want to gauge the interest, and demand, so
Simon is bringing Obama to demonstrate what is possible.”
The plan is for Pony Axe S to visit the islands for a week from
August 10th, offering try-out sessions to disabled people on beaches
which could include Uig Sands, Luskentyre and Traigh Mhor itself.
If the trial is successful, Leigh is even considering working with
Simon to get a similar buggy and training an island-based pony to do
a similar job to Obama.
She said: “Trekking has allowed people from all walks of life the
opportunity to learn and enjoy horse riding. There really is nothing
more exhilarating than riding along a beach.
“Working with Pony AxeS, Simon and Obama will give us an
opportunity to allow everyone a chance to visit places where they
could not get to before in a safe, controlled but equally exhilarating
environment.”
You can find out more about plans for Obama and Simon’s visit to
the isles via their Facebook page: Isles Axe S

Gymkhana date
T

he first island gymkhana is set to bring horsey fun and
challenges on Saturday June 8th.

Traigh Mhor Trekking is organising the event and is setting up
the courses and challenges.
Competitions are in four groups – from the terrified or tiny to the
foolhardy and fast – including races, jumps and just-for-fun events
like the bribe your horse game, or a race in which the slowest
wins.
And the on-course fun is accompanied by off-course activities
like designing a browband, decorating a rosette and, of course, the
all-important tea and baking.
Traigh Mhor Trekking’s Leigh Minion promised a rosette for

everyone. “We have really planned as carefully as possible to
make sure everyone gets a chance to get involved, whether or not
they are a confident rider.
“You don’t need to bring a horse – we have our own stable of
steady, reliable riding horses and ponies who are well-suited to the
events we’ve planned. But you defi nitely do need to get booked
as we need time to get organised for the number of participants
we will have!”
Booking is via the Traigh Mhor Trekking Facebook page or pick
up a booking form at the centre in Tolsta.
Everyone is welcome to come and take part including those that
have never been before.

